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{The Dark Future}

Since 2017, the world went to hell,
wars everywhere, death, explosions,
innocent people started to die because
of their religion, skin color, race and
many silly reasons, “Frankenstein”
was essentially needed by the world to
maintain order to the world of fear, to
control the DARK world…

In October 24th 2017, “Frank”
became well known to many civilians
around the world, people started to talk
about him in the streets, in schools, on
social media, press and more, but every
mission was harder than the one before
it, dangers were getting worse and
enemies were getting prepared for
“Frank” and his crew, but there was
something good happening, the ground
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started to shrink beneath the
“Community’s” feet, not in wealth but
in street control, the “Sentinels” had a
lot of changes among the years, it was
officially not allowed for anyone above
40 years old to join the team in 2019,
“Viktoria” became 40 and went back to
“Moscow”, where she became a major
agent in the reincarnated “KGB”
which was officially active this time…

In 2019, the “Congress” in “USA”
had a program to be discussed with a
scientist named “Allan Boyle”, Dr.
“Boyle’s” project was creating new
prototypes of weapons, the guns were
called ‘Cryoguns’, shooting ice-rays
freezing the enemies or the
environment around them, with no
need for too long shooting, the man was
a scientist who dedicated his life for
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the cryotherapy and cryogenics
sciences…“Boyle’s” wife was very sick
and got infected while she was in
“Africa”, it was a new kind of viruses
and there was no cure for it, she was a
member in the Human Rights, a doctor,
her intentions were good, due to her
serious illness, “Boyle” kept her under
a cryopreservation system as a way to
keep her alive till he could find a cure
for her, that time “Boyle” was 39 years
old…“Boyle” got a son who became a
successful business man in the future,
his name was “Matt Boyle”, “Matt’s”
girlfriend was a surprise to everyone
later, “Boyle’s” wife was called
“Laura”…
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In 2025, the world started to face
science fiction in real life, mutants
became officially declared and known,
they could be seen and people were not
looking amazed anymore in many
countries around the world, this was
getting things more and more
complicated because some of those
mutants were bad, others were good
and helpful, “Frank” already met a lot
of good mutants and freaks who helped
and saved him in many delicate
situations, but they were still away
from official forces, this didn’t stop
many secret intelligence in the world
from using them secretly, specially the
“CIA”…By the end of 2025, Earth
received signals from the space, footage
revealed a lot of spaceships around the
planet suddenly, the signals were
strange and wasn’t understood by any
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language on Earth, the shuttles sent to
them suffered a devastating attack by
the aliens, this was a declaration of a
“Global War”…

In 2028, aliens were already on
earth 3 years earlier, war with them
killed billions of humans, mutants
were perfect allies but they weren’t
enough…In August 2028, it was
essential to use the “NATO’s” secret
weapons, the secret project “Shaw”
showed “Frank” years ago with a lot of
modifications, the project was called
“The Hammer Drones”, it consisted of
fighting humanoid robots, drone jets,
drone tanks and drone destroyers &
submarines, but the destroyers and
submarines weren’t used much for a
reason humans knew later…
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This made the war between both
sides nearly equal but still the aliens
had the upper hand in “South
America”, “Africa” and some separated
countries in “Europe” & “Asia”…The
aliens could simulate their forms to
look like humans, but still they
couldn’t adapt to certain climates and
terrains, but the simulation was like
humans exactly and could hardly be
spotted, so a brilliant engineer came
out with a very useful project, he was
the one who had the idea of creating
the Hammer Drones from the beginning,
he added a new feature to the program
which gave the robots the ability to
identify who was a human and who
was an alien, unfortunately this was
too bad for mutants, because mutants
had different genes than regular
human beings, this made the robots
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target aliens and mutants…The
engineer’s name was “Alex Landon”,
he was a Professor in “Oxford”
university…

The “Sentinels” lost a lot of friends
in this war, old ones and new ones,
[Arrow, Deadshot, Sonya, Predator &
Floyd] died, “Silver” got crippled,
“Electrocutioner” lost his right arm,
“Mime” turned on them and they had
to stop him, he had no reason to do so
but he had nothing to be loyal to,
“Frank” killed him…“Floyd” died in a
hard situation where “Frank” had to
save him or save a bus of civilians who
were attacked by aliens, “Frank” did
the right thing and saved the civilians,
he tried to go back for his friend but it
was too late, this wasn’t accepted by
“Rose” and left the family after the war
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was over…In July 2029, the war was
over and humans won using a very
traditional way, in “Egypt”, people
had no tools or weapons to stop this
kind of threats but there was something
to be noticed, the aliens were attacking
the main land, no sea assault, that was
the reason why a lot of people were
gathering next to the sea shores, they
were the only places where aliens had
no forces there because water was their
weak spot, the Egyptians used salt
water for their old traditional
firetrucks and used them as weapons
once and the aliens’ skin was getting
burnt somehow, no one knew at the
beginning but when it was revealed,
the world started to use the ocean and
sea waters to kill the aliens and push
them away from the countries and
places they have invaded, in weeks, the
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aliens took their injuries and
equipment and left as soon as they
could, it was the day of liberation for
the world, July 27th 2029…“Frank”
had a big role in this winning, a role
no man can ignore or deny…

During the war, “Wales” was
attacked, like many other countries,
but in fact, the aliens attacked “Frank’s”
mansion specially, they saw him and
“Frank” killed a lot of them, so they
located his home and attacked the
place there, for the bad luck, “Frank”
and the others weren’t there that time,
only [Paige, Hylaria & Jenny] next to
the special security and the kids
[Achilles, Eve, Victor, Ercole & Angela]
besides to “Mark”-“Rorschach’s”
son-who was 19 years old this time,
but that wasn’t enough, “Paige” &
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“Hylaria” DIED during the fight,
“Jenny” survived by a miracle,
“Mark”-or “Magnet”-saved the
situation and could save everyone
using his power which was getting
developed fast, “Angela” grew up too
fast, she was 12 years old in age but her
mind and body were as old as “Magnet”,
she disappeared that time without a
trace…
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{The Family Has Fallen}

This left “Frank” with nothing but
“Jenny”, “Magnet” and his kids who
were too young but understanding the
delicate situation they were all
in…“Ivy” never left “Frank’s” side even
when her daughter left…“Agent X” left
the mansion with her boy when
“Arrow” died-before the attack on the
mansion-she felt that she had no place
there, her son followed his dad’s steps
and became a unique archer enough to
be called “The Archer”…This war was
called “The Global War”,
“Victor”-“Frank’s” bro-was never seen
through this war, “Frank” saw that he
might have left their time since 2017,
he was right, “Victor” took his way
through the world to finish his
unfinished business with a lot of
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people around the world, “Victor” used
magic and brought his stuff from the
mansion in “Wales” when he was done
he went to the Great Pyramid to return
back to his era but something
unexpected happened to him, “Victor”
casted a spell to guarantee his arrival
to a special time in the far past, a
specific year, then the pyramid was
opened and he got in, on the other side,
“Victor” was shocked with what he saw
there, the pyramid’s entrance was
sealed and secured by weird guards,
they looked as if they were from the
FUTURE and they were armed with
very strange weapons, when they saw
him one of them said “Who’s that?”
because “Victor” was wearing his
golden mask, but before “Victor” could
move another guard shot “Victor” with
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one of the weapons and at once “Victor”
fainted then the men took him…

In 2038, things were steady in the
“Frankenstein” mansion, “Rose” didn’t
call “Frank” or even her mother after
the war, “Frank” was already writing
his diaries about every detail since
joining the “Sentinels” till the “Global”
war…By that time, “Frank” was a very
clever engineer, he made the security
system for the mansion and fixed all
electronic systems in the place, then he
had an idea about a special project
based on a scientific theorem, so he
decided to create a workshop for this
thing specially and kept that workshop
locked and banned anyone from
getting close to that place, although it
was a special corner in the “Grave”,
that place under the mansion where
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the special stuff were hidden, he was
tough and stronger than he used to be
in 2017, trained and prepared to be a
perfect agent without the suit, the place
was rebuilt and redesigned because the
aliens’ attack destroyed the place…“Bee”
helped “Frank” to make a special
security system for that room specially,
it was different and couldn’t be hacked,
not even his sons mutations could open
that room’s door, “Ivy” & “Jenny” tried
to ask “Frank” about this thing he was
building inside but “Frank” never told
them, not even “Bee” couldn’t know
what was “Frank” up to…“Cain” left
“England” and went back to his
country and was assigned to work for
the “BND”[1] specially when things got
worse between both countries, the
whole world has changed since the war
ended…The “NATO” has fallen, “Italy”
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lost a lot and became a very weak
country, “Spain” faced enough
revolutions and the kingdom has
fallen, this changed the Parliamentary
system to the Presidentialism system,
“USA” wasn’t the world’s leading
country anymore, “China” became the
terrifying powerhouse in the new
world, [Russia, Ukraine, Armenia,
Poland, Austria & Greece] decided to
form a new Union, a sort of an
economic unity to help each other to
survive economically, later it was
discovered to be a military union too,
they called it “The Eastern
Union”…“England”, “Germany” &
“France” could survive the crisis
hardly, but the war resulted in a lot of
damage, a lot of depression, insecurity
and destruction, “Brazil” has fallen
and lost a lot of territories and the state
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was divided to many small countries,
“Portugal” asked to join “Spain” in a
complete unity, [Australia, Iceland,
Latvia, Switzerland, Luxembourg,
Denmark, Japan, Cuba, Panama,…]
and many islands and small countries
around the world disappeared from
existence…

Every big country made its own
robots and defense subsidiary weapons,
“China” made robotic dragons able to
breath electrical streams with
extremely high power, stronger than
thunder, besides to some humanoid
robots…“Russia”-or the “Eastern
Union”-created the most agile smart
drone tanks, they were the fastest too,
in the beginning they were “War
Trucks” like “Frank’s” ‘Beast’ truck,
but later they became official
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tanks…The Brits & the Americans
worked so hard to manufacture and
modify the Hammer Drones, just in
case…

“Frank” saw that what’s happening
was not comforting but he refused to
take place in this new kind of “Cold
War”, so since 2029 to 2038 “Frank”
has been away from sight, he decided
to retire completely and take care of
what’s left of his family…After 9 years
of disappearance and hiding,
“Victor”-“Frank’s” son who was called
“Wolfenstein” or “Wolf” later-became
22 years old and decided to leave, it
was hell hard on him to live in the
place where his mother was murdered
while he was a kid and had nothing to
do, it was hard on everyone, “Achilles”
has always been jealous of him because
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he used to feel that their father loved
“Paige” more than “Hylaria”, while
sometimes “Wolf” doubted that their
father’s love for his mother was getting
colder by time due to “Jenny’s”
magical influence on him, “Ercole”
never thought like this, he have always
been close to everyone and avoiding
troubles because of his super strength
and the damage he might cause, “Eve”
had the power of mind reading and
knew that her dad was in blind love
with his 3 wives for real, it was
amazing for everyone of them because
they never heard of a man who could
love more than 1 woman blindly with
all his heart, that’s why they’ve always
seen their father an unusual man, a
mutant of some sort…“Frank” was upset
because of his son’s departure but he
didn’t stand in his way, “Ivy” had to
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keep her eye on him, [Achilles, Eve &
Magnet] and another girl became
magicians and showmen, they became
well known soon and were asked to
perform in special theaters in “London”
as a way for entertainment, the 4th

magician girl was called “Julia”, they
used to call themselves “The
Horsemen”…“Wolf” traveled to “USA”
where he decided to hunt witches and
wizards and any kind of evil mutants,
so he studied magic well and learned
methods and spells to stop magical
spells used against him, it wasn’t too
long till he met a woman who was a
mutant too, but she was like him, she
was immortal, later by time he
discovered that she was born as a
human in 1880, whichmeant that she
was older than every man on earth, she
never involved herself with any man
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because she knew that people were all
mortals even the mutants among them,
but “Wolf” was immortal too, that’s
why she fell in love with him without
fear from the future, her name was
“Karen”…

Since the late 2017, “Ivy” and the
others trained “Frank” well and made
him a very special agent, the point was
to make “Frank” able to fight without
using the “Iron Legion” suit, this made
“Frank” use different suit designs but
the mask was the same always…In
2038, “Frank’s” suit was similar to the
Hammer Drone robots, he was already
retired but “Ivy” kept updating his
suits just in case…In March 2038,
“Ivy”-who was 62 years old this
time-got attacked and her security
team of humans were killed and the
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robots were destroyed easily, that
attack was violent and targeted her,
whoever attacked her convoy knew
how heavy her security was, he was a
guy she was hunting for months after
several attacks he made on some
important people in the world, he
looked to be funded well too, when “Ivy”
saw him she knew him at once, then he
was attacked by backup saving “Ivy”
then he disappeared using a flash
bomb, one of the agents who saved her
checked on her and asked her who was
that, she replied with one word
“SATAN”…
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{Awakening The Monster}

The men who saved “Ivy” were the
new team of the “Sentinels”, they were
all new powerful agents, all of them
were “Ivy’s” students [Henley, Cezar,
Angel, Grace, Mona, Humanoid &
Archer], they could detect danger using
the “DNA” terrorists detector-although
it didn’t identify “Satan’s”
identity-which was developed in the
technology corporation managed by the
young American businessman named
“Matt Boyle” and the scientist who
developed this technology was “Prof.
Landon”, who was the head of the
technology development in the
corporation, “Mona” was the computer
woman in the team…
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They didn’t know “Frank’s” identity,
but “Ivy” felt that “Satan” had eyes
and ears in the government and maybe
in the “MI6” itself, it’s nearly
impossible for anyone to know her
moves anywhere in the world, “Ivy”
was one of the most dangerous people in
the world and had her place in the
global counsel which was made after
the “Global” war to discuss the
intelligence situation in the new world,
besides to the idea that she was the
head of the “MI6”, she knew a lot of
good agents, but this one was different,
this thug made “Ivy” remember the old
days, so she intended to talk to her old
friend and awaken her Monster once
again…
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“Ivy” was injured and was sent to a
hospital, she didn’t wanna waste time
so she sent the guy she trusted in the
“Sentinels”, “Cezar”, which is “Cesar”
but in Romanian language, he was one
of her students and the most trusted one
in her opinion, she asked to see him
and he wasn’t late, she started “Hello
John, I need you to do me a favor”
“Cezar” asked her about it, then she
gave him “Frank’s” location and
revealed his identity to “Cezar” and
told him to tell “Frank” that she
needed his help…

“Cezar” went to the mansion in
“Wales” and asked to see “Frank”, that
time, a housekeeping woman was
taking care of the place, she had direct
orders from “Jenny” to tell anyone that
“Frank” doesn’t take unscheduled
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meetings even from feds or special
agents, “Cezar” told the maid that this
was serious and that “Ivy” sent him,
she let “Cezar” in and told “Jenny”
who went to tell “Frank”, he locked
himself in the eastern wing and
prevented anyone from getting to him,
no maids, no security, no one but
“Jenny” & “Frank’s” kids, “Jenny”
tried to talk to “Cezar” but he insisted
to speak to “Frank”, after 35 minutes,
“Frank” went to see him and asked
“Jenny” to leave them, “Frank” was in
mess, even his health was getting worse,
after the war he was completely
destroyed, “Frank” said “I knew why
you are here, how may I help you
agent?”, “Frank” thought that “Cezar”
was talking to him as “Mark” not as
“Frank”, “Cezar” didn’t tell “Jenny” or
the maid that he wanted to meet
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“Frankenstein”, he asked to see “Eng.
Mark Isaac” the clever engineer for a
special robotic project supervised by
“Ivy”, that was why “Frank” agreed to
meet him, when “Frank” said what he
said, “Cezar” was surprised to see him
in this condition then replied “I know
who you are, Frankenstein” “Frank”
was shocked but he tried not to show
him, then “Cezar” continued “I was
sent here by Ivy, she took a hit, her
special convoy got attacked by a
professional mercenary, she said that
his name was Satan, cameras spotted
him in red iron suit and an evil red
metal mask, we have been watching his
moves for months, he made enough
troubles in USA but he didn’t show up
in Europe till now, Ivy needs you, she
needs Frankenstein” “Frank” replied “I
retired, I’ve been away for a long time,
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there must be others who can stop a
thug like him” “Cezar” looked
astonished of “Frank’s” words “Listen, I
don’t know why did you go recluse, but
9 years ago I’ve seen you on TV &
through internet, these years of war
changed my life, I had dreams of
working with you side by side, because
I saw courage and an undefeated
passion to stop evil and save innocent
lives, despite all this disappointment I
see in your eyes and all that depression
I hear in your voice, I’m still a believer
in the Frankenstein monster, even if
you’re not” then “Cezar” left and
“Frank” asked to see “Jenny” and they
had a long talk about this…“Jenny”
said “No, not again, you’re not going
out there again, you can’t do this
anymore, you should be looking for a
way to live normally instead of dying
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slowly like this” she was angry while
she was talking, “Frank” didn’t reply
for a while then he said “Jenny, there’s
nothing out there for me, Ivy saved my
life numerous times before, I can’t
know that she needs my help and
refuse” “Jenny” said “I know how
much you love her, but you’re not fit
anymore, since the Global war you
were hurt badly, you need special care
and medical treatment, not
self-healing like you claim, you have
been refusing to go to a hospital for
your leg and back since the war, I’m not
a doctor but I was a nurse one day and
I don’t advice you to go like this”
“Frank” said “If this guy is every thing
we know, then the world needs me”
“Jenny” didn’t reply…“Frank” insisted
on hunting this guy, so he asked “Cezar”
about any info they know about
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“Satan”, he wasn’t late and sent “Frank”
all the data he asked for, after 9 years
of disappearance “Frank” wasn’t
expected to be seen anywhere, people
started to think that he died, but street
kids used to know him and drew his
logo on walls and wrote his name on
other walls in many areas around
“London”, besides the toys and figures
that look like “Frankenstein” were sold
on great scale, civilians used to see him
as a savior and a hero…“Frank” made
an ankle for his leg, to make his leg
move okay without complications or
pain, he also made a back-stretcher for
his back, “Cezar” told “Frank” that the
team’s leader would welcome him
joining them but “Frank” refused, the
team’s boss was an American agent
named “Henley Banks”…
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According to “Cezar’s” data, “Frank”
realized that he needed some help, so
he tried his old friend “Bee”, but
“Frank” was shocked to know that “Bee”
died because of a heart-attack in
“Sweden”, “Jenny” knew about this
but she didn’t wanna tell “Frank”
because he used to be a friend to “Bee”,
“Jenny” was “Frank’s” only ally this
time…
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{Slaughter #1}

Although “Jenny” was against the
idea of returning, but she had to help
her husband, that time “Frank”
married her officially after “Paige” &
“Hylaria” died, “Jenny” was 58 years
old and couldn’t join “Frank” in the
field…In 2035, “Frank” developed a
smart program to aid him whenever he
needed as “Frankenstein” or to help for
their comfort at home, it was smart
enough to control arms and make them
do many things, like sweeping the floor,
cooking, delivering food and drinks,
besides to its role in securing the
mansion and CCTV, the program was
smart to talk with its users, it identifies
the voice and respond to it or notify
“Frank” that there was something
wrong, it was engaged with the suit’s
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systems and communications, it was a
female matrix named “Cathy”, “Frank”
chose that name for it, “Cathy” wasn’t
engaged to internet or Wi-Fi as well,
she wasn’t connected to anything
outside the mansion except the family’s
watches and cellphones, the program
created a figure for itself but couldn’t
build it with high tech, it could only
create a drawing and a 3D digital
optical illusion to facilitate talking
with her, “Frank” saw that he was
gonna need her, “Ercole” knew that his
dad was going out with the mask again
and asked to help but “Frank” refused
strictly for a reason all of them knew
about, because he was a mutant and if
anything happened, the robots will
attack him, “Archer” was trusted and
considered himself to be “Frank’s” son
but “Ivy” saw that he was too young to
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convince “Frank” to come back, that’s
why she talked to “Cezar” to send
“Frank” her message because he was
older in age and was a “Sentinel”
before “Archer”…“Henley” knew that
“Frankenstein” would show up at any
footage of “Satan” anywhere in
“London”, she was right, she made her
men ready to move at any moment…

In September 10th 2038, “England”
made a bank to control all banks in
“Britain” remotely, its computer had
the biggest control unite to manage the
government’s budget and the amounts
of cash leaving any bank and getting
into any bank, this bank was the
“Britain National Bank”, “Satan”
intended to attack this bank, an attack
on that bank would give him a LOT of
money and attention too…The
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“Sentinels” were spread in the city, in
case they saw something weird,
suddenly and out of the blue, thugs
with red masks and heavy weapons
destroyed the robots securing the bank
and killed some employees then the
real job started, “Satan” got in after the
fight, he took something out of his waist
and placed it in one of the computers
then it started to download something
on the computer, it was a virus, the
virus was so powerful and it destroyed
all the files and caused a lot of
disturbance to all accounts managed
by the bank, then he connected
another computer with a tablet and
hacked some codes and accounts then
transmitted every pound in them to 1
account, in a minute the account was
loaded with billions of English pounds
then it became empty again, as if
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someone took all the money out of the
account, during the operation he
needed the internet access, when the
cops cut it down, he contacted someone
called “Cyborg” “Cyborg, cops cut the
fibers and cell tower, I need the access
to finish the job” then suddenly the
access was back and he finished
whatever he was doing, then he said
“Let’s go, time to go mobile” to his men,
then the thugs took some hostages with
them to get out…Outside, there were
Hammer Drones and many members of
the police force, then suddenly a man
in black coat and a covered face stood
at the front door, no one knew where he
came from, then 4 big robotic tentacles
came out of his back through the coat
and started to kill the cops, when the
robots tried to get involved, he pressed a
button and the robots went offline, this
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cleared the road for “Satan” and his
men to move, they used a special
armored van and left, the “Sentinels”
went to the place, the weird “Octopus”
guy disappeared then they tried to
follow “Satan” in the streets…In the
“Dartford” tunnel, they were expecting
to switch cars there, the tunnel was
watched by a camera but somehow
they weren’t working, then lights went
off and the tunnel was shut down from
one side by some members of the
“Sentinels” and other members were
gonna shut the other one but they were
late, “Satan” took a sports bike from a
citizen using it, he said “Wait here for
5 minutes then keep moving according
to the plan” to his men, then he sped
away and got out of the tunnel, “Frank”
was in the tunnel and using the night
vision he was able to see “Satan”
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leaving his men, he realized the trick
and said “Don’t follow Satan, he’s
dragging us away from his men, catch
them in the tunnel and leave him for
me” then “Frank” passed the thugs and
threw an electromagnetic grenade on
them, when it blew up they all fainted,
then he sped behind “Satan” in a very
special bike…“Satan” knew that
“Frank” was following him, he said
“MARKENSTEIN” then he stopped to
face him with the bike, “Frank” saw
that he stopped so “Frank” stopped too,
“Frank’s” bike was armed and he could
shoot him, but he preferred to arrest
him if possible, “Angel” found them
and told the team their location but he
didn’t interfere, then suddenly “Satan”
hit the gas so strongly and sped to
collide with “Frank”, “Frank” was
insane enough to do the same thing,
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then “Satan” moved off course and let
“Frank” pass by his side, “Frank”
looked back at him then “Frank” was
hit by the “Octopus” man and fall off
his bike, “Frank” was okay thanks to
his suit, but when he got up to face that
guy he pressed the same button then
suddenly “Frank” was paralyzed and
couldn’t move and at once “Cathy”
detected that there was something
wrong with the suit’s system, she
worked on cracking the weird code but
she couldn’t identify the error in the
system, “Angel” interfered here and hit
“Octopus” with his legs, because he was
gonna attack the helpless “Frank”,
when this happened and “Archer”
arrived, “Octopus” threw a smoke
grenade and disappeared, the others
[Henley, Cezar, Grace & Humanoid]
were following “Satan” who was armed
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and killed some police unites and
destroyed some robots who tried to stop
him, then he stopped and decided to
face the “Sentinels”, this was bad for
them but they thought they’re more in
number and were able to stop him
easily but they didn’t even put a hand
on him, none of them could stop him or
slow him down, then a flying vehicle[2]

came to pick him up, before leaving he
said “Sorry but I have to leave ladies &
gentlemen, I’ll see you soon and tell the
monster that I’ll see him soon too” then
the vehicle flew away fast…That was
all for the night, regardless to the
massive failure, but people were
obviously happy when they saw
“Frankenstein” in the streets again,
once “Octopus” disappeared, “Frank”
was able to move normally again, as if
his device was sending a signal
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stopping “Frank’s” systems and when
he was far away the signal got lost, like
‘Bluetooth’, which wasn’t used
anymore in the modern world…

What happened caused a huge crisis
in the economy, most of “London”
inhabitants lost all their money and
the country became suddenly ‘broke’,
the account which was loaded with the
whole cash was traced but nothing
valuable to be found, it was empty and
got closed once it was empty, “Mona”
said “This is a new kind of viruses, I’ve
never seen something more powerful
than this, it’s ruining everything and
destroying every file and hacking every
complicated code or program, it won’t
be too long till it hacks the military
systems and nuclear codes too” this
meant one thing the government had to
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do, shut down the governmental
computerized systems, CCTVs, robots
programming codes, internet and
anything that could be hacked,
“Henley” contacted “Ivy” “I wanna
know who asked Frankenstein to
interfere, my men could stop him we
don’t need such an old man to help us
now” “Ivy” replied “Your men can’t
stop Satan, otherwise you could have
stopped him that night, they were
prepared, that doesn’t make
Frankenstein an old loser, this proves
that your sources are compromised or
maybe your info aren’t enough besides
to the fact that Satan’s men aren’t
cooperating, this makes things worse to
you” “Henley” demanded the “NATO”
using an official report to allow her to
dig behind “Satan” without “Frank’s”
interference, the “NATO” agreed and
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“England” didn’t refuse, they just gave
“Henley” 24 hours to find “Satan” and
whoever was behind him, no easy
task…

“Frank” was told by “Ivy” the bad
news, it wasn’t bad to “Jenny”, it was
comforting, but to “Frank” it was HELL
bad “Who in the world has the
authority to tell Frankenstein what to
do? I’ll tell you, NO MAN ON EARTH”
these were strong words revealing that
he wasn’t gonna stand down, “Ivy” felt
that she made a mistake pulling
“Frank” in the game after all these
years…“Satan” made his way to his
hideout underground, where a
gentleman was waiting him, “Satan’s”
men were afraid of him, once “Satan”
came that guy said “Your men fall,
would this be a trouble?” to “Satan”,
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“Satan” replied “No, my men would
die before talking don’t worry, Eng.
Barnes”, the guy was “Oliver Barnes”, a
perfect mechatronics engineer and the
general manager of “Boylecorp”
corporation, he handed “Satan” a
handbag full of American dollars,
“Satan” said “The cash is for the men,
you know what I am after, don’t you?”
to “Barnes”, “Barnes” confirmed
without replying…

“Dr. Frank” was still alive and
living in the mansion with his son and
family, “Frank’s” mother passed away
years ago, the old man was 89 years old
and seated on a wheelchair, “Jenny”
was taking good care of him, he heard
what happened to “Frank”, he went to
“Frank” in his hideout in “London”
and they had to talk seriously about
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going out again, the whole world was
taking pictures and videos of “Frank”
and he was on the news too, the entire
world saw him in the streets of
“London” again, “Jenny” asked “Dr.
Frank” to talk to him and he wasn’t
late, he liked her and saw that she was
the perfect woman for his son, “Dr.
Frank” said “I see you retrieved your
taste of destruction again” “Frank”
replied “This guy is good, his moves
and acts, I think he was military or a
former police officer, well equipped,
well funded and in one hit, he brought
the country to its knees” “Dr. Frank”
continued “After the war you put your
mask and suit aside but you didn’t
move on, you didn’t look for a life, you
hanged your life to who and what
passed away, you have been waiting for
9 years for things to get bad again…”
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“Frank” looked at him without
replying, “Dr. Frank” continued
“…remember before you betray Bishop,
and become the people’s hero, you’ve
been useless, hated, avoided and alone,
I never wanted this for you, all that
pain and tragedy of being the people’s
champ, champions and heroes always
have a big price to pay for their acts
against evil and crime, sometimes I
wished you died fast before you could
witness all this death and destruction,
among the years since 2015 till the
Global war, I had this fantasy that I’ll
see you in the street somewhere in
Egypt or England with your wife and
kids, I wouldn’t say anything to you
and you’d say nothing to me, but we
both know that you made it, we both
know that you’re happy, I’ve always
wanted for you much more than
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Frankenstein and still do, son” “Frank”
knew that “Jenny” sent him to
convince him “I want you to do it again”
“Dr. Frank” looked at “Frank” with
amazement but he knew what he was
talking about “I didn’t do this for a
very long time, I don’t know if I can do
this anymore” then “Jenny” interfered
“This power consumed him and his
health for decades, I don’t advice you to
do this uncle” “Dr. Frank” didn’t reply
to her “What prophecy you want me to
tell you? You wanna know which one
of you will win? Or do you want me to
tell you which one of you two will die?”
“Frank” said “You’ve always been
knowing everything and I didn’t notice
how weird was this till the war, when
you found out that I needed your help
for real that time, you’ve always been a
mutant and you never told anyone not
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even mom or Judge, I needed your help
then and I need it now” “Dr. Frank”
didn’t reply…For decades, “Dr. Frank”
had the power of prophecy and used to
know everything for real, because he
used to see the future and the results of
every act according to his will, that was
why the mutant genes were transferred
to “Rorschach’s” son as inherited
genes…
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{God of Gods}

In the far past, when “Victor” was
caught, who caught him was someone
who traveled to the past from the far
future, from 2038 exactly, it was “Matt
Boyle” himself with a crew of mutants
he hired from the future and some
betrayal Egyptians who feared him
and his tech and considered him a God
coming from another dimension,
according to that time, “Matt” went
back to a specified time, the time when
“Adambloon” appeared again in
ancient “Egypt” after he was declared
dead, they arrived about 3 months
earlier, because “Matt” intended to kill
any Egyptian God living this time, he
believed that they were magicians and
wizards worshiped by poor humans
and he was right about that, he got few
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men from the future with a very special
weapon made by his father in the
future, the Cryogun, using these guns
and the mutants who came with
“Matt”, he managed to be the king of
“Egypt” and was named “Ra”, because
he was the only God who wasn’t seen
that time or any other time, every God
he murdered, he used to transport his
powers to himself using a special spell
of dark magic, that time dark magic
wasn’t known in “Egypt”, to guarantee
suchmagical spell to be casted correctly,
he needed a wizard or a witch, there
was no witch better than
“Rumplestiltskin’s” girl, “Emma”…

“Emma” developed a new spell
which can transport a mutant power to
a human body without any side effects,
she already gave “Matt” higher agility
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than humans and extremely high
stamina when they were in the future,
he was looking for a witch and he was
told that she was the best in “USA”,
that was all he needed, he was
handsome and had some nice looks
besides to his wealth and special
promise for her to kill her father’s
murderer after taking his powers, she
agreed without thinking…“Matt’s” crew
of mutants were [Emma, Tiger, Icewitch,
Pyro, Volt & Lunatic], “Emma”
thought that “Matt” loved her and he
showed her love and care, but in fact
he was using her…“Emma” thought
that she can use someone like “Matt” to
find “Victor” or “Frank”, she saw
“Matt’s” resources and wealth and
thought she can use that for her
vengeance and for a forward happy life,
but she was terribly wrong, “Matt” used
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his men to kill the “Egyptian” Gods
and took the powers he liked to possess
and became powerful, when “Victor”
fall in his hands, he knew that “Victor”
had dark magic trapped in his ring but
the ring was effective only for “Victor”
as its owner, so he needed very
powerful magic to break that spell,
“Emma” failed to break it, so he told
“Icewitch” to freeze “Victor” and he
was going with “Emma” & “Pyro” to
“Siwa” oasis-or “Amunium” as it was
called that time-where there was an
ancient temple where God “Amun”
and his priests were living, “Amun”
was the best one to break an evil spell
using the “King of Gods”[3] magical
power, in Greek civilization he could
be said to be like “Zeus”, which meant
that killing “Amun” and taking his
powers was gonna make “Matt”
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undefeated by any other living God,
“Emma” was astonished that they were
going with “Matt” without the others
and without the cryoguns, but he told
her not to worry…That time “Matt” had
the power of teleportation, so they
appeared in “Amun’s” room and he
was there, once “Matt” saw him he
casted a sleeping curse on him and it
worked, “Amun” wasn’t ready and got
surprised by seeing them in front of
him, then “Matt” told “Emma” to seal
the place with a protection spell to
prevent anyone from interfering, he
wanted to transport “Amun’s” powers to
him fast before “Amun” could
overcome the spell and wake up, in
minutes he took “Amun’s” powers, it
was painful but “Matt” could take it, it
was hard enough to shake the temple as
if there was an earthquake, this made
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“Amun” a human under a sleeping
curse, the priests knew that something
was going on and rushed to the room
but couldn’t pass the protection spell,
“Emma” thought that they were
leaving, but “Matt” thought of taking
some magic stuff and papyrus from
them in case they needed them with
“Victor”, but he was shocked to see that
the priests gave up and bowed down for
him, announcing that he was their
God and they’d worship him, he asked
for what he needed and took his ladies
and decided to go back to the pyramid
where he camped, but a priest stopped
him and said “My God and king, may
we present our precious offering to our
new God?” “Matt” wasn’t interested but
agreed and what they gave him was
astonishing, a woman, very powerful
and strong and looked to be a warrior
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or a soldier, she was responsible of the
“Amun’s” temple security against evil
monsters from the desert, they offered
her to him as his soldier or servant
whatever he wanted, as there was no
God in the temple to be protected
anymore, she was buffed and tall, her
body was perfectly chiseled and
beautiful too, “Matt” said “Offering
accepted” then he took his ladies and
disappeared…

Developing the wind control power
made “Matt” able to control matter and
liquefy any solid matter then solidify
it again according to his will, this
power was known by “Molecular
Manipulation”, that also made him
able to create anything from dust by
changing its matter, color, state and
even materials, God created humans
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and things out of dust since the
beginning of time, the Egyptian female
warrior was called “Seshafi”, which
meant ‘Angry woman’…“Matt” took
“Victor’s” ring and discovered that its
power was containable, so he absorbed
its power and destroyed it, absorbing
the ring’s power didn’t give “Matt” dark
magic, but it amplified his powers, not
only that, but he also absorbed all
knowledge about dark magic,
everything “Victor” knew through
history, which gave “Matt” the
experience to deal with any wizard or
witch without getting surprised by any
move or spell because he already knew
all spells and how to break any spell of
them, using “Heka’s” powers, it was too
easy for “Matt” to possess the ‘Eye of
Sight’ and its powers without the need
to plant it instead one of his human
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eyes, God “Heka” was personified of
magic and could bend it to his will,
“Matt” killed him and possessed his
powers earlier…Days later, “Matt”
prepared “Victor” to transport his
powers to himself, but they had some
talking first, “Victor” asked “Who are
you? You’re not from this world, what
are you after?” “Matt” said “Elohim,
Ra, Slaughter of Gods, I’ve been called
many names since I came here, I am
born of glory and strength, I’m here to
burn and cool the flame of man’s
awakening, to spin the wheel of
civilization, but when the forest grow
rank and the world needs clearing for
new creation, I’ll be there to set the
world on FIRE, about what I want, I
want YOU” “Victor” was shocked by
what he was hearing “The weapons,
any gun needs to be reloaded again or
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refueled, how did you keep these
weapons working all this time?” “Matt”
replied “I got a mutant who got the
power to fuel them, the power of ice, the
others paved my way to control the
country and become the lone God of
Egypt, now no one left but you Anhur,
or shall I saw Adam!” then they set
things for the power transportation, it
added the ability to bend darkmagic to
his will just like magicians, the
healing factor wasn’t a trouble to
“Matt”, he already got it from God
“Horus”, this was all “Matt” needed
from him, then he told “Victor” that
there was someone who wanted to see
him, it was “Emma”, it was time for
her vengeance, using the power of
molecular manipulation, “Matt”
created a dagger from dust resembling
“Rumple’s” dagger and gave it to her to
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kill him with it, but they got shocked
when they saw that the dagger was
ineffective, they thought that he was
like all the other Gods, when they lose
their powers they become humans easy
to kill, but “Victor” was already dead
before “You can’t kill someone already
dead” he said, “Matt” used his power
and made the cradle he was tied on
swallow “Victor” and without his
magic, “Victor” was trapped without
breathing till he died, or so they
thought…This made “Matt” possess
Godly powers which made “Emma”
and the others start to feel worried and
afraid…

The crew prepared themselves to
leave, “Seshafi” said to “Matt” in
hieroglyphic “Where will we go?! This
place is the center of the world, there’s
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no better place to rule except the
mother civilizations of the whole
world” “Matt” knew hieroglyphic too
well, but he touched her and made her
understand and speak English well,
then he said “You’re very beautiful for
a warrior” then he kissed her, “Emma”
saw them, when everything was ready
to move, the time machine was set and
the carriage behind it was ready,
“Emma” tried to convince “Matt” to
leave “Seshafi” in “Egypt”, but using
the powers “Matt” had from the eye of
sight, he knew that she saw them and
believed that she was jealous and that
had no room in “Matt’s” big plan, so he
kissed “Emma” a long kiss then he
waved with his hand and she got burnt
to ashes…On their way to the pyramid
and the gate of time, they were stopped
by a very weird guy, someone who was
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out of expectations to “Matt”, but also
someone who must be put away and
soon he wasn’t alone, that fight
revealed the real power of “Matt”,
“Elohim”…
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{En Sabah Nur}

Suddenly and without any
expectations, the sunny weather
became stormy and thundering,
“Elohim” could control the wind to
prevent it from taking them away from
each other, then thunder fall on the
ground and someone appeared from it,
weather was dark and still bad, when
“Seshafi” saw him she said “That’s En
Sabah Nur” which means “The First
One”, this one have been an untold
legend, he was created by the Gods to
save the country when they all fail, but
he couldn’t be left free, he lost his sane
due to many powers he possessed, so he
was kept somewhere in the Western
desert, exactly in “Set’s” lair, “Elohim”
killed “Set” & “Anubis” and had their
powers, an old priest used the magic of
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“Isis” to open for him with a lot of
people praying for “Isis” & “Osiris” to
allow them to use their magic and open
the tomb, “Osiris” & “Isis” were said to
be legends but they were real and they
used to live at “Al-Kharjah” oasis with
a covering spell, to prevent any man
from getting to them with their
son-“Horus”-but that wasn’t enough to
stop “Elohim” and his men from
getting to them, although a fight with
“Osiris” was too hard and dangerous,
but he made it and finished both of
them, after many tries it happened and
the tomb was opened for the “First One”,
he was locked because he saw that he
was a God too and somehow he fall in
love with “Isis”, this was all “Osiris”
needed to send him to a temporary
death till he was needed…“Elohim”
never heard about him but the
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knowledge he earned from “Victor”
made him know the “First One”, but
the “First One’s” powers were terrifying,
this guy had [Superhuman stamina,
invulnerability, flight, superhuman
speed, super strength, weather
manipulation, lightning emission,
perfect hand-to-hand combatant,
immortality, genius level intellect &
magic] these powers were given to him
from several Gods [Osiris, Shu, Heka,
Amun, Amenhotep, Aton, Mehen,
Thoth & Baal] but they were not full
powers, which means that every power
of them wasn’t gonna affect the God
who gifted him with, the other powers
were to be handled by high ranked
Gods if it was ever necessary, the priests
told him that if he beat “Elohim”
down he’d be the new permanent king
and deity of the New Kingdom of
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“Egypt”, they didn’t know that
“Elohim” was leaving anyway, to the
“First One” it was about vengeance for
the woman he loved, as he was told by
the priests that “Elohim” killed all the
Gods even the most powerful and
protected ones, this was enough for him
to cut the distance in minutes and
stand toe-to-toe with “Elohim”…

The “First One” said in hieroglyphic
“You murdered my love, you tortured
and killed my Gods, but if there’s
anyone to be a king and son of Ra, it’s
gonna be ME” then he attacked
“Elohim” with lightning power,
“Elohim” was too powerful and created
a barrier to protect himself, then
“Elohim” pulled the “First One”
towards him using the telekinesis
power and the hand-to-hand fight
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started, both men were super strong and
martial artists, the fight was massive,
“Elohim’s” crew were confused “Let us
use the machine and get in the
pyramid” said “Lunatic”, “Pyro”
replied “No one of us know how to use
the machine, only Matt knows, let’s
help him” then “Icewitch” and the
men with cryoguns shot the “First One”
and froze him, but in seconds he freed
himself by his lightning power, this
time the “Sphinx” wasn’t there, the
“First One” casted a very old spell and
brought the pyramids humanoid-lion
guard to get rid of “Elohim’s” men,
“Elohim” tried to break the spell but
he had no chance, the “First One”
attacked him fast and left the “Sphinx”
to kill “Elohim’s” men…“Elohim” was
done, so he casted a spell to raise any
dead around the perimeter of the
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pyramids, as many people have died
there during building the pyramids
and through many wars, the dead
started attacking the “First One” but
they were easy targets to him, the point
was to get rid of the “Sphinx”, “Seshafi”
fought bravely and it was obvious how
strong she was, “Elohim” inverted the
spell and made the monster attack the
“First One”, he saw the monster coming
to attack him, so using the super speed
power, he avoided the monster then he
saw the machine, “Tiger” was
protecting it with 2men with cryoguns,
he tried to shoot them with lightning,
but “Seshafi” got between them and
stopped the lightning from getting to
them, “Elohim” knew that the
“Sphinx” was gonna be a perfect
distraction for them, so he sealed the
creature from magic-except his own
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magic-and took his men and the
machine to the south side of the great
pyramid using the teleportation power,
“First One” had to face the “Sphinx”
and the dead skeletons “Elohim”
raised, “Elohim” and his men
activated the machine and got inside
the pyramid to the future, but deep
inside “Elohim”, he knew that he
couldn’t beat that guy down…During
the days of preparation in ancient
“Egypt”, “Volt” asked “Seshafi” about
the “Sphinx” and where it was but she
told him that it wasn’t a statue or
monument, it was the creature
protecting the pyramids from the
underground God “Am-heh”, who
wanted to destroy the pyramids after
king “Menkaura’s” death to guarantee
that the 3 kings of the pyramids won’t
be resurrected in the future…
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When the crew went to the future,
they didn’t go to 2038, they went to
2040, it was very weird to “Elohim”
and the others, who assured “Elohim”
that they didn’t change anything in
the machine’s settings during the fight
in the past, but what they didn’t know
was that the time they took there
affected the future time…In 2015,
when “Frank” & “Rorschach” got
inside the Pyramid by mistake, they
took nearly 2 or 3 hours inside, while
in the future they disappeared for 8
days, this was an info “Elohim” knew
nothing about and “Frank”-as the
machine’s inventor-didn’t write
anything about this, even “Victor”
never knew about this, he has always
been using magic to guarantee going to
special years in the future and past, he
knew about that later…
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{Lost}

In 2038, the world started to notice
“Elohim’s” disappearance, “Prof.
Landon” made the subject hot in press
and media, when the satellites
couldn’t detect his existence on the
planet, the board of directors thought
that he might have died somewhere or
ran away of something, so elections for
who would be the new chairman
started in late November 2038,
“Landon” was the first one to nominate
himself, 2 others nominated
themselves, the corporation has
expanded wildly around the world, it
had headquarters nearly in every big
capital on the globe [Washington DC,
London, Paris, Berlin, Madrid, Buenos
Aires, Moscow, Hong Kong, Ankara &
Seoul] some capitals disappeared off
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the map during the “Global” war like
[Rome, Athens, Copenhagen, Canberra,
Lisbon & Ottawa] these capitals
suffered the most and there was no
order in their streets, besides to the fact
that “Japan” was flooded and
disappeared off the map completely,
like “Indonesia”, “Singapore” and
many other islands including the
“Falkland” islands…The corporation’s
workers allover the globe had to vote for
their new chairman, “Alfred Boyle”
was still alive but he couldn’t leave the
freezing lab he was in, he had an
accident in his lab that made his body
temperature beneath subzero
temperature, but he had to do
something, so he created a suit that
keeps his body temperature beneath
the subzero temperature all the time no
matter what the weather around him
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was, but an aggressive show up needed
a lot of men and preparations, “Boyle”
knew no mutants or wizards, so he had
to use street thugs, the trouble with
them were 2 things, First: Money,
Second: How would they beat the
“Sentinels” or the Hammer Drones
when they interfere?? He had an
answer to these by the only thing he
had, the cryoguns, thugs would like to
acquire something like that and they’ll
be able to stop anyone using these
weapons…“Boyle” built his suit, bullet
and laser proof, heavy and strong
enough to go through a wall of concrete,
completely mechanical in order to
prevent any system hacking or chip
overrides, like what happened with
“Frank” while he was chasing
“Satan”…There was no better criminal
to be used for a big job like this but
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“Satan”, no one knew “Satan’s”
identity, not even his own men, it
wasn’t too long till “Boyle” knew
“Satan’s” location from his street thugs,
who were extremely terrified when
they saw him and got more frightened
when he froze some of them for not
talking, “Boyle”-“Iceage”-made his
way to “Satan” underground and
“Satan” knew, so he went to meet him,
when they met, “Satan” said “I heard
you were looking for me, nice suit and
gun, but whatever they do they won’t
stop me, officer” at the beginning he
thought that “Iceage” was a cop or a
robot, but “Iceage” said “I am no cop, I
am someone who needs your help for a
job” “Satan” said “What job? And who
are you??” “Iceage” told him who he
was and what he wanted, “Satan” just
did the British National Bank
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operation for “Barnes” who used to be
“Landon’s” puppet, but what “Iceage”
had to offer attracted “Satan’s”
attention “You want cash, fine, help
me control my company again and I’ll
give you all the cash you want, besides
to the weapons that will make you and
your gang one step over the government,
and I got some more tricks and tools too,
but I want Landon & Barnes dead”
“Satan” didn’t give him a clear reply
but told him that he’d consider the
proposition then he’ll contact him in 2
days, “Iceage” left with doubts that
“Satan” might tell “Landon” &
“Barnes”…“Iceage” wanted to retain his
corporation, because he thought that
he lost his son in a trip no one survives,
so he didn’t wanna lose his lifework too,
for the sake of his ill wife at least…
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{Slaughter #2}

In 2 days, “Satan” found “Iceage”
and told him that he agreed to help
him in return of a share in the
company’s profits, “Iceage” hesitated at
first but he agreed later…“Frank” knew
that his machine disappeared from the
“Grave” in the mansion, “Cathy” told
him, but had no info about who stole it,
she said that it just disappeared, he
traveled back to “Swansea” when he
saw that he wasn’t welcomed in
“London”, “Ivy” tried to keep him
around but he told her that he’d be
there in time when “Satan” shows
up…He was able to fly with his Jet to
“London” in an hour or maybe less, he
thought that waiting the new hit was a
waste of time and the “Sentinels” had
nothing to do due to lack of experience,
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the machine’s disappearance made
“Frank” mad but he didn’t tell
anyone…“Magnet”, “Achilles” & “Eve”
were watching their dad while he was
in “London”, they saw that they
should do something to help, “Julia”
wasn’t okay with that but she didn’t
say anything…“Julia” was added to the
“Horsemen” members by “Achilles”
because he saw that they needed an
assistant, later she became a member of
the “Horsemen” magicians on stage,
“Achilles” liked her look at the
beginning then he fall in love with her
but she got attracted to “Magnet” and
tried by all means to get close to him or
attract his attention, one day she
couldn’t resist telling him that she
loved him since day one, but “Magnet”
told her that he won’t love the woman
his cousin loved, it hurt her but it also
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killed him, because he loved her
too…The “Horsemen” made their
special investigations in the streets,
“Eve’s” power of mind reading helped
themmuch…One day, they found a guy
talking about the “Man in Red” with
other drunk thugs, “Achilles” brought
them and “Eve” got “Satan’s” location
from their minds, then she hypnotized
them and made them forget that they
saw the “Horsemen” at all, but they
argued about what they should do “We
should tell grandma[4] what we knew
and she’ll manage” said “Eve”,
“Achilles” refused and said “I’d rather
tell dad such an info, this guy
embarrassed father in front of the
whole world, what do you think
Magnet?” “Magnet” refused telling any
side about this and said “We won’t tell
anyone, that’s our info, that’s our job”,
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“Julia” was peaceful and refused being
part of this, “Magnet” & “Achilles”
were worried about her anyway, but
“Eve” had to make sure that she won’t
call anyone, so she hypnotized her and
made her think that they were going
out to buy some stuff for their new
magic show, they were preparing
themselves for their ‘masterpiece’, ‘The
Transported Man’ magical trick…

An attack on “Satan’s” gang had to
be organized and planned well or
they’ll die, there were no Hammer
Drones to be worried about, the
government shut the Drones system
when they realized that the virus
planted in the British National Bank
system might have spread through
internet to other security systems, so the
hunt for mutants and aliens was
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delayed, they could use their powers
without fear of detection, cops were
easy targets to them, so were the
“Sentinels”, but they didn’t want
things to get that far or they’ll blow
their father’s cover, so the plan was to
know who was “Satan” and get him
alive to the authorities without being
noticed, no easy task…The plan was to
cause distraction to the guards while
someone was gonna sneak inside and
catch “Satan”, the distraction was
gonna be “Magnet’s” job, “Achilles” &
“Eve” were gonna take care of anyone
in their way while they’re inside and
get “Satan”, “Eve” used her psychic
power to know where “Satan” was
exactly, he was hiding with a lot of
men in the sewers network and it was a
huge network, after she knew where he
was, she gave “Magnet” the mark to
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initiate the attack…“Magnet” was
powerful enough to lift 2 cars in a
hand wave, so he was powerful enough
to use the thugs weapons on them with
high accuracy because all weapons
were made of metals, others came to
shoot him from the inside, they were
using old weapons shooting metal
bullets, not laser and rounds like the
robots, cops and government agents,
this made things more and more easier
for “Magnet”…“Achilles” & “Eve” made
it inside but they didn’t find “Satan”
or his suit, they warned “Magnet” and
left before they were spotted…In “Wales”,
“Frank” asked to plant microchips in
his kids like the one in his body, its job
was to locate them and know their
status if they were ever in danger,
“Magnet” had one too, “Cathy” had the
alarm and notified “Frank”, that made
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him jump in his suit and prepare the
Jet for a long flight to “London”, the Jet
was more powerful and faster than it
was, loaded with modern weapons and
the ability to make the Jet transparent
and undetected by radars, besides to
the Autopilot programmed
automatically by “Cathy”…When the
“Horsemen” couldn’t find “Satan”,
they left but after a lot of damage made
by “Magnet”, cops were on their way
and they knew that “Satan” was
camping there from the injured thugs
they interrogated, “Frank” arrived in
45 minutes, he left “Cathy” to fly the
Jet and he landed somewhere unseen,
using the scanner in a wide range
made “Frank” find “Satan” depending
on camera footage delivered by “Cathy”
to his mask, he rushed there and found
him for real, “Satan, on your knees,
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now” “Frank” said, “Satan” didn’t give
up and tried to attack “Frank”, he
didn’t have time to bring his weapons
so he tried to attack “Frank” by his
hands thinking that his suit was gonna
overcome “Frank’s” guns, but “Frank’s”
gun was developed by him, not a
government made or the corporation’s
invention, so his rounds were stronger
than expected enough to destroy
“Satan’s” suit in 2 shots, “Satan’s”
thugs couldn’t help him because they
were few in number and humans with
regular bullets, when “Satan” fall they
gave up easily, “Eve” knew that her
dad was in “London” and could find
him, her psychic powers were very
strong towards the people she loved, she
told the others and they sped to him in
a flying vehicle, they weren’t restricted
to a track, “Eve’s” power of
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intangibility made them fly through
buildings and reach there in no
time…During these minutes, “Frank”
wanted to know who was “Satan”, he
was hit badly and bleeding, when
“Frank” took off his mask he was
shocked enough to collapse but he took
him and used his grapnel gun to tie
him and got on board of the Jet as soon
as possible, then he killed the other
thugs to guarantee that they won’t say
anything about “Satan’s” identity or
describe his face to the authorities,
then he sped away, the “Horsemen” saw
“Frank” getting in the Jet with “Satan”
tied and flew away before they could
talk to him, “Eve” got in her father’s
mind before he was far away and knew
what made him fly so fast without
reporting anything or delivering
“Satan” to the authorities, but she
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didn’t say anything to her brother or
cousin…While “Frank” was flying
away, he was on “London’s” boards,
although his Jet’s transparency, the
wings were shot by a very weird purple
laser beam, it was very strong and the
Jet crashed, it was the “Octopus” guy
and his men, one of them was a mutant
who could shoot ultraviolet laser
beams from his eyes, it was powerful
and destructive, “Octopus’s” tentacles
were strong to pull “Frank” & “Satan”
from the wreckage, “Frank’s” damage
wasn’t big, he could fight, but he had
no chance, someone hit him with a
playing card, but it wasn’t a regular
one, the card looked like a card but it
had a special magical power, once
“Frank” was hit by it, he flew away for
a distance, then “Octopus” caught him
in the air and pulled him down on the
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ground with full force, then he crashed
“Frank” again in another parking
truck destroying it, “Frank” was
alright but he fainted, it was all
“Octopus” wanted…“Octopus” was
wearing goggles hiding his identity,
when he took them off, he was “Prof.
Landon” himself, “Satan” was still
alive without his mask “You became
known by him, who knows who else
knew your identity, I’m sorry you have
to die” then he killed “Satan” in cold
blood, “Barnes”-“Cyborg”-contacted
“Octopus” and told him cops and
emergency response were on their way,
so he ordered his men to take “Frank”
away and to get rid of the dead body
then he left…The mutant with
ultraviolet optical beams was called
“Claude” and the mutant who hit
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“Frank” with the magical playing card
was called “Yang”…

{Taken}

Cops arrived to the scene and saw
“Frank’s” Jet destroyed with no one in,
“Henley” & “Cezar” arrived trying to
understand what was happening the
past hour, “Henley” said “That old fool
interfered again and screwed
everything, now we must find him too,
looks like he was behind the mess in
the sewers” “Cezar” replied “No, he
wasn’t in the sewers, who attacked the
thugs there was a mutant or more than
one, they know him, if it was him
they’d have confirmed his presence,
Frankenstein was there to clean the
mess” then he took a special tool from
his waist and took a sample of the
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blood in the Jet and analyzed it with
his tool, but for his and “Henley’s”
shock it revealed nothing, no data
bases for this DNA, “Cezar” said “This
blood belongs to Satan” “Henley”
replied “Or Frank’s we can’t be sure,
this man has been a ghost for decades”,
“Cezar” said “Frank came to the fight
late, how would he be hurt, it must be
Satan’s, who rushed away without
even his weapons, just the suit and
mask, he was afraid of being seen, but
the question is, where was Frank
taking him with the Jet?!!” this was
logic, “Henley” was convinced and
reported what they had to “Ivy” who
became the head of the “NATO’s” secret
operations that time…
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24 hours later, “Jenny” made her
way to “London” and directly to “Ivy’s”
office “YOU DID THIS TO HIM, IF YOU
DIDN’T TELL HIM TO…” then “Ivy”
interrupted her “I didn’t know that he
was the target from the beginning”
“Jenny” didn’t understand “What??
How? Who is targeting him now after
all these years!!” “Ivy” replied “We had
an info from a BND agent here in
London that someone named Cyborg
was recruiting some enhanced
mercenaries and mutants from
different places in the world based on
someone’s wide relations, no names
were given” “Jenny” said “You’re
referring to the Community, I thought
they lost more than 3/4 of their wealth
and power because of the war” “Ivy”
said “I had my suspicions that they
were still operating underground, but
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since Frank resurfaced, things have
been weird” “Jenny” didn’t care for
“Ivy’s” suspicions and demanded her to
manage finding him, “Ivy” promised
her that she’d find him and make who
took him pay…

In “Bucharest”-“Romania”, there
was an old abandoned prison, it was
left and the Romanian police could be
easily bribed to ignore any weird
activity in the place, below the obvious
wrecked surface, there was a dangerous
prison, where mutants were caught
and tortured, some of them were
experimented on using their gifts or
powers, “Frank” was kept there in a
solitary cell with a woman to watch
him specially, she was a mutant or a
magician, she had a tattoo on her right
shoulder, a tattoo of a monster, and
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skulls tattoos on her left arm, whenever
she was in a fight, she casts a spell and
the monster gets out of her shoulder
and kill anyone she wants or take
someone’s soul using the demons tattoos
on her left arm, these skulls were
demon souls, she was no angel and so
cruel, “Cyborg” recruited her and
made her responsible of their base in
eastern “Europe”, her name was “Rita”,
men used to call her “Tattoo”…“Rita”
was ordered to kill “Frank” if anyone
tried to save him or if he tried to escape,
she was impressed by the fact that she
was guarding the most dangerous man
on Earth, “Frankenstein”…In
“England”, “Octopus” took control of
the corporation and all its branches
everywhere in the world, the
competitors didn’t have enough votes,
in fact, “Cyborg” manipulated the
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results because it was all on computers
and on computerized systems and he
always had his ways with technology
and internet, as if he had full control
over any computer or system, this made
“Octopus” in control of the worldwide
corporation of weapons and
technology…The “Horsemen” tried to
find their father using their own ways
but they couldn’t, “Archer” saw that
the “Sentinels” were not focusing on
“Frank’s” disappearance more than
“Satan’s” disappearance, so he went to
the “Horsemen” when he made sure
that they were all in the mansion back
in “Wales”, “Jenny” was there and she
was the one who called them all for a
meet, she called “Wolf” but he told
“Jenny” that he’d find his father on
his own, he intended to use magic and
she knew that, everyone made it to the
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mansion in time [Jenny, Magnet,
Achilles, Eve & Ercole] “Archer”
arrived a little late, “Julia” was there
although she wasn’t a family member
but she was one of the “Horsemen”,
“Jenny” said “We’re in a delicate
situation, your father disappeared and
can’t be found, we need to find him, I
know your ways are different and exact
more than the regular intelligence,
since the war, the MI6 are no longer the
same, they lost too many resources and
I believe the division is compromised
and your grandma can’t do things on
her own like she used to do in the past,
papa needs your help, he needs his
kids now more than ever” “Magnet”
said “Our resources are limited too,
how will we know where he is?”
“Ercole” replied “I think I know a
way”…In 2031, there was a project
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developed in “China”, it was a simple
microcontroller board controlling a
machine and operating a special
microchip, the chip’s job was to hack
in any computer or security system in
the world, the machine and
microcontroller were just operators, the
chip was the most important
component, “Ercole” thought that if
they could use it, they’d be able to use
every camera in the world as a
surveillance camera for themselves,
any footage of “Frank” anywhere in the
world would be recorded, the trouble
was in getting the chip, “Magnet” said
“I remember Frank used to have a
contact in China, maybe we can use
them” “Jenny” said “Chen, she left the
service long time ago, I don’t think
she’ll be useful” “Achilles” said “Why
do we need help while we can sneak
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anywhere we want and do whatever we
want and no man can stop us”, he was
referring to their abilities specially
“Eve’s”, “Archer” said “There’s a lot of
misunderstanding between the Chinese
and the NATO, I don’t think they’ll be
cooperative until they know what the
chip would be used for, it’s not allowed
for any country to know anything
about what happened to Frank, it’s a
highly classified case now” “Jenny”
said “Then this leaves us where
Achilles said, we gotta get this thing by
force”…

The machine and the chip were in a
laboratory owned by the government in
“Hong Kong”, the lab was in a special
governmental building with robots
securing the place and strict internal
security, besides to burning laser
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system around the machine to prevent
anyone from getting close to it…The
“Horsemen” traveled to “Hong Kong”,
“Jenny” went with them and they
found a place there to camp, “Jenny”
wasn’t gonna be a part of the operation,
she was getting old, the others needed a
good plan to avoid troubles, an
American company was making
maintenance for the machine
regularly, for the “Horsemen’s” good
luck, it was time for the monthly check
up on the machine and the American
engineers were staying in a hotel near
the laboratory, the “Horsemen” were
[Magnet, Achilles, Eve, Ercole, Julia &
Archer] the engineers team were 5
members only, so “Julia” wasn’t gonna
join them, “Jenny” faked some IDs for
them in case they needed them inside,
she was clever about that when she was
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a spy in the past, the “Horsemen” had
to manage a way to prevent anyone
from noticing the chip’s disappearance,
besides to the security infrared cameras
and robots, there had to be a good plan
or it’s gonna be a disastrous fight…
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{The Hijack Over The Chinese Tech}

“Achilles” & “Magnet” saw that the
chip was in the size of a playing card
and it was light too, “Ercole” was the
one who said this and made a decoy
one that works using the internet but
not on a wide scale like the original,
whoever was gonna replace both chips
must be fast to avoid any suspicious
notes, because whatever the engineers
were gonna do, it was just for the
machine, the chip had to be online
always otherwise they’ll blow their
cover, “Achilles” was the one for this
task, “Eve” was gonna hypnotize the
real engineers in the hotel, “Archer”
gave her their rooms numbers and let
her take care of them, she made them
sleep for days, “Archer” went on top of
an opposite building and shot a small
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explosive on the building’s power
supply and another one on the network
tower next to the building, this would
destroy their security system for
minutes before they call specialists, the
explosives were very small enough to
cause damage without noise, but they
faced something unpredictable,
“Achilles”, “Magnet”, “Eve” & “Julia”
were magicians, their moves depend on
illusions, showing someone something
happening while in fact something else
is happening somewhere else, they
could manipulate the card and hid it
in their clothes, hands, pants or even
shoes, but “Ercole” & “Archer”
couldn’t do so, this forced the team to
keep “Archer” out of sight and get
“Julia” back on the team, “Ercole” was
the engineer and the distraction while
the others cover on “Achilles”, “Archer”
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got on top of the opposite building and
watched the place carefully in case
anything happened, he would tell
them in the radio, teaching “Ercole”
the moves was hell hard, but he
learned some…The job started, the
engineers were called for monthly
check up as always, “Eve” hypnotized
them, “Archer” took his position, then
the “Horsemen” took their way to the
company, they had to give in
everything metal they got [rings,
earrings, belts…etc] to get in, this wasn’t
a trouble, the guards showed them the
way to the machine and the chamber it
was kept in, but for the surprise they
stayed with them inside the chamber,
the “Horsemen” thought that they’d be
alone in the chamber so that they can
move freely, this made the job harder,
“Magnet” sneezed and caused some
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distraction for a while, “Julia” helped
in the decoy plan, “Achilles” knew
that the chip was under the machine,
“Ercole” said that to him during the
mess, he got down and worked on it in
4 seconds he was done, he used his
power to open the fold and replace the
chip fast, but when he got out a
security member saw him and troubles
began, the other security members
pointed their guns at them and wanted
to search them, the chip had a metallic
frame, when everyone of them was
searched “Achilles” threw the card to
someone else who’s not searched, the
chip was in the size of a playing card
and transporting it from hand to hand
wasn’t a trouble for the “Horsemen”,
till the chief of security told them to get
out, on the way out, “Ercole” sent the
mark to “Archer” and he blew the
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charges he shot earlier, it took lights
and security systems down, then “Eve”
took the others and disappeared from
floor to another until they became out
of the building, “Archer” moved and
the operation was successful…The
Chinese realized that there was
something wrong but they couldn’t find
out what’s wrong till it came by chance,
when the programmers tried to take a
look at a terrorist’s computer in
“Bangladesh” they discovered that the
chip was barely covering “Hong Kong”
while it should cover the whole planet,
by that time, the “Horsemen” were on
their way back to “Swansea” in a
special jet prepared by “Jenny”, but
this wasn’t the end to the Chinese, the
traffic cameras spotted them at the
airport, the chief of security and his
men identified them based on their
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pictures in the company cameras, soon
the Chinese air force sent their monster
robotic dragons after the targets, the
destructive dragons were fast, but made
of metals, once they got close to the jet,
the pilot said “China’s dragons are on
to us, they created a magnetic field
around us we can’t move” to them,
“Jenny” said “They won’t kill us
because they want the chip” “Magnet”
replied “And we can’t give it back to
them” then he controlled the dragons
and destroyed them with his power,
they were only 2, but this made the
political situation worse between the
“NATO” & “China”, the Chinese had
no enemies in the world but them, even
the “Eastern Union” expressed their
fears and worries of this thing to fall in
the wrong hands…“Henley” suggested
that it was “Satan”, but “Ivy” knew
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who were these ‘thugs’…In the mansion,
“Ercole” found a way to operate the
chip without being detected by the
internet, in minutes, footage got “Frank”
from a place to another till footage
stopped in “Romania” but there were
no enough computers and cellphones to
be hacked where the last footage was
taken, “Eve” thought they should
travel as soon as possible, everyone
agreed…

“Wolf” had another way to find his
dad, although it was harder and more
dangerous but it was effective
too…“Wolf” was attracted to magic and
weird things, when he left, he worked
on hunting bad mutants or wizards
and used to kill demons and witches,
no easy task, it made him fall in a lot
of troubles, when he traveled away to
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“USA”, he was digging behind his
uncle, trying to know more about him,
but the fact that “Victor” was traveling
through time muchmade him too hard
to be known, some writings said the he
was God “Anhur”, others said that he
was God “Kek”[5], others said that he
was “Horus”, but this wasn’t important
to him, what attracted his attention
was the pharaohs crisis at some point of
history where writings were not clear
about that time, but it was talking
about the ‘King of War’ falling and the
sun was helpless against someone who
broke every major God of “Egypt”, this
was his study for a year…“Wolf” used to
have a friend who he helped once
before, she was a fairy from another
world, she was tall of about 7 ft tall
and had too many powers that made
her invincible, one of her powers was
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immortality, she committed a sin in
her world and was exiled to Earth, her
name was “Fiona”…“Wolf” spoke with
her “I need your help, my father
disappeared and I need to find him fast
before anything happens to him”
“Fiona” replied “No problem, I owe you
a favor anyway, if you asked for my
immortality I’ll give it to you, Victor”,
she was impressed by “Wolf’s”
character and got attracted to him
when she knew that he was immortal
too, but “Wolf” was in love with “Karen”
and she knew that, but as a fairy she
never understood the fact that no one
can have everything he wants, “Fiona”
used her power and used other fairies
she knew and it wasn’t too long till she
knew where “Frank” was exactly in
“Romania”, she told “Wolf” the
location but asked him to join him
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because she was told that “Rita” was
there, “Rita” was a rival to “Fiona”
although “Rita” didn’t have as much
powers like “Fiona”, but “Rita’s”
monster was very furious and
dangerous, even “Fiona’s” powers were
not enough to kill it…

“Wolf” had no way to travel to
“Romania” from “USA”, but “Fiona”
could teleport him there…The
“Horsemen” made their way to
“Bucharest”, although they were
wanted after what they did in “China”,
“Ivy” covered on them and sent them to
“Bucharest” to save their father and to
hide there till she could manage, in 4
hours they made it there, there was no
time to plan they had to do something
fast, “Rita” was torturing “Frank” and
having fun with it, “Eve” used her
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psychic power to know where was her
father in the place and knew his status
too, for the bad luck, “Octopus” &
“Cyborg” were there collecting their
team of mutants from the prisoners,
they were training and getting
prepared to do dirty jobs for “Octopus”
for weeks, they were [Jose, Sara,
Warrior & Angela], “Jose” was a
werewolf, “Sara” had superhuman
speed, “Warrior” was a Japanese
fighter and military guy when his
country went to hell, he volunteered
for “Octopus’s” experiments and
became one of “Octopus’s” mutants, the
surprise was “Angela” (Frank’s
daughter from Naomi), she was
nowhere known to anyone because she
was in this place, her powers developed
and became in full control of all kinds
of plants on the planet, her poisons
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were 100s of times stronger and more
effective, all this power made leaves
and tiny branches grow out of special
areas in her body instead of hair, only
her head had hair, her skin turned to
green color and her blood became green
and poisonous too, “Octopus” was
proud of her and liked the
enhancement of her power…“Eve”
didn’t feel or detect her, she focused on
her father, “Wolf” & “Fiona” were
there too, getting in was not easy at all,
but there was no other choice…
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{Slaughter #3}

Robots were everywhere in the place
and even out, the perimeter was
surrounded by motion sensors and
cameras, the labs and prisons were
underground but the surface was
secured well and full of traps, “Wolf” &
“Fiona” decided to get in by force, it
was their only choice, the “Horsemen”
didn’t see them but soon they knew that
there was something wrong, alarms
worked and automated weapons started
working, seconds later the robots
engaged with “Fiona”, she was the
distraction, “Wolf” made his way
inside hardly, the “Horsemen” took
advantage and entered from another
side, “Magnet” broke down the cameras
and the sensors with his power, then
they got in through a wall with “Eve’s”
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help then she said “I’ll get in alone, I
know where dad is and I’ll get him out
with my power, when we’re out I’ll
contact you” “Achilles” was against the
idea of leaving her alone but she left
them and got in, then the robots
engaged with the “Horsemen”, “Rita”
saw “Fiona” outside, she casted the
spell and the monster on her shoulder
got out of her body, it was big and
destroyed the main gate to the outside
where “Fiona” was and she started
fighting with it, “Wolf” followed his
father’s smell and met some human
security inside but they weren’t a
problem to him, “Eve” found her dad
and took care of the security “Rita” left
behind, she was watching her monster
fighting “Fiona”…When “Octopus” saw
that, he said “Go out there, do your
work” to his new crew, then they got
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out to engage with the “Horsemen”,
seeing them was a shock, “Cyborg”
pulled his robots back and the fight
became between 2 mutant teams,
[Magnet, Achilles, Archer, Ercole &
Julia] against [Angela, Jose, Sara, Yang,
Claude & Warrior], the “Horsemen” got
shocked to see “Angela” and how she
became, using her powers, she grew a
perimeter of cactus around them to
prevent them from escaping, she knew
them well “One of them is missing, Eve,
she must be inside looking for her
father” she said, “Cyborg” used his
power to check all the cameras and he
saw “Wolf” & “Eve”, he went to get
them himself, “Eve” made it to her dad
and freed him, “Wolf” saw her and his
father and made sure that they’d be
safe and secured her way to where she
came from, then he went back to
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“Fiona”, he thought that “Eve” didn’t
notice him but she felt his existence,
then “Cyborg” appeared in front of her,
“Wolf” saw him, so he interfered and
stood to face him, “Frank” saw his son
“NO don’t face him, he’s too dangerous,
you can’t stop him” “Wolf” said “Take
father away I’ll kill him then I’ll find
you all again” to “Eve”, then she used
her power and went down in the
ground disappearing and got up
outside the place, “Wolf” attacked
“Cyborg” with a spear move but
“Cyborg” didn’t move a muscle and
“Wolf’s” shoulder hurt him badly,
then “Cyborg” took “Wolf” from his
waist and through him away on some
old wreckage, the “Horsemen’s” fight
was hard, “Sara” got hurt because of
the cactus, so “Angela” made them
regular wooden tree trunks, she wasn’t
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a part of the fight, “Yang” & “Achilles”
had their cards & flash papers fight
and it was dangerous, “Jose” & “Ercole”
had a rough fight but “Ercole” beat
him down easily due to his super
strength, “Sara” was a very difficult
fighter to “Julia” who couldn’t see her
because “Sara” was too fast to be seen,
“Claude” kept shooting ultraviolet
beams at “Archer” but he was flexible
enough to avoid them and shot back
with an electric arrow hitting his
mark, “Claude” went down, although
he avoided 3 arrows before that but he
was hit by the 4th, he tried to shoot
“Angela” with an arrow but she
avoided it by placing one of her
branches in the arrow’s way, then she
made her branches catch him and
prevent him from moving or helping
anyone of the crew, she tried the same
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thing with “Ercole” but he was very
strong and broke her branches and cut
them down every time, this was
paining her, “Magnet” stopped
“Warrior” too easily because he had 2
blades to fight with, “Magnet” used his
power to control the knives and kept
them on “Warrior’s” neck to prevent
him from interfering in anything,
“Angela” caught him with her
branches too, “Ercole” helped
“Achilles” but “Yang” was powerful,
he hit “Ercole” with his power strongly
enough to through him away for a
distance, “Angela” opened a way
through and “Ercole” went through it
and outside the fighting circle, then
“Octopus” interfered and pulled
“Ercole” to where “Fiona” & “Rita’s”
monster were fighting, this was gonna
distract him from the others, “Fiona”
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didn’t know him so she shot him with
her starbolt eye beams which was very
strong but didn’t hurt “Ercole”, “Wolf”
realized that “Cyborg” was not a
human enhanced or a mutant or even
a demon, he was a ROBOT just like the
other robots, but he was different than
them, he was stronger and faster, and
even smarter than them, “Frank” told
“Eve” to go help her brothers, she left
him and went to get her brothers out
one by one, she started with “Magnet”
and told him to secure “Frank”, then
“Archer”, then “Wolf”, then “Achilles”
& “Julia” together, then “Ercole”,
“Wolf” refused to leave without his
friend, he said “You go, I still got
someone there” to everyone then he
went there again, “Achilles” thought
they should go before they get spotted by
the robots or “Octopus’s” men, “Eve”
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refused to leave her bro, “Magnet” said
“You secure Frank and leave, I got
Wolf’s back”, “Wolf” saw “Rita” and
knew how was she activating her
monster, but she casted another spell to
secure her from anyone trying to attack
her, so he couldn’t reach her, she was
surrounded by her demon souls,
“Magnet” took the other mutants’
attention and could survive them,
when “Cyborg” appeared, “Magnet”
could see that he was a robot, his face
was scratched by “Wolf” earlier and
iron was obvious, “Magnet” did with
him the same thing he did with all
robots, he dismantled him and tore
him apart, but his program was still
working, “Octopus’s” tentacles were
metal too, so he used them to stop the
other mutants, “Angela” disappeared
because she took “Sara” and went after
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the “Horsemen” and stopped them,
“Julia” spelled “Sara’s” legs and hands
creating cuffs on them stopping her
from moving, “Achilles” tried to stop
“Angela” with his power and they
fought, “Magnet” knew that the woman
fighting the monster was “Wolf’s”
girlfriend, so he created a surrounding
around the monster from all nearby
metals in the place and tried to shrink
it, but it was nothing but a distraction
to allow her and “Wolf” to escape,
“Wolf” throw some dust and casted a
spell killing all demon souls, this
made “Rita” useless for a moment, so
“Fiona” hit her with a very powerful
starbolt blast that nearly shook the
place, “Rita” died at once and her
monster got vaporized, “Yang” tried to
interfere attacking “Magnet” from
behind but “Fiona” saw it and saved
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“Magnet” as a return, then she took
“Wolf” & “Magnet” and went after the
others who were in trouble already,
“Angela” stopped [Achilles, Eve, Julia,
Ercole & Archer] and tried to poison
her father, “Fiona” saved “Frank” and
the others, “Angela” was very strong
and plants manipulation was a very
serious power making her catch and
hold many people simultaneously,
although “Eve” couldn’t be caught but
she beat her down, “Fiona’s”
interference made “Angela” pull back
“All this happened because of YOU”
she said to “Frank” before leaving, then
she surrounded herself with leaves and
disappeared suddenly, “Fiona”
teleported them away before being
chased by the robots or “Octopus’s”
men…When everything was done,
“Cyborg” rebuilt himself because his
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matrix was still functional, his
artificial intelligence made him create
a new form of himself and upload his
matrix to it, “Octopus’s” tentacles got
destroyed and needed
maintenance…While “Wolf” & “Eve”
were in the prison, they opened the
cells to the prisoners and most of them
escaped, one of them was a vampire
and used to be one of “Rumple’s”
students in the past, this made
“Octopus” mad…

“Frank” and his kids made it to a
hideout “Ivy” managed for them, they
were wanted and “China” asked for
clearance to send their special agents to
find them, but “Ivy” refused strictly
and the government promised finding
them soon, “Frank” knew what was
happening “You shouldn’t have done
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this, it’s not worthy to sacrifice your
freedom for me” he said, “Wolf” said
“We can go to USA, I know many places
we can hide in” to everyone, “Magnet”
said “No one will say anything when
they know that we used the tool to find
Frankenstein” “Frank” said “Nothing
justify robbery, Wolf is right you have
to hide with him, he wasn’t seen with
you and he’s not wanted, when I make
it to London I’ll fix this all”, “Fiona”
told “Wolf” that she was leaving, he
thanked her for her help then she left…

“Jenny” still had her relations, she
called some smugglers from “South
Korea” and made them transport
[Magnet, Achilles, Eve, Julia, Ercole &
Wolf] from “Romania” to “Mexico”
then “Wolf” had a way from there to
“USA”, before they leave they gave their
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father the chip they stole from “China”,
“Frank” was picked up by the
“Sentinels” later the same
day…“Octopus” traveled back to
“London”, knowing who was
“Frankenstein” and knowing that his
saviors won’t show up in “England”
soon, he arrived with his men, “Frank”
told “Ivy” everything about what
happened there and she reported this
to the Chinese, but they demanded the
Brits to handle the chip in the Chinese
embassy in “London”, this robbery was
gonna keep the intense between both
countries, because the Chinese will
always know that the “NATO” has
analyzed the chip and knew how to
create one like it…“Frank” handed the
chip himself in the embassy with his
suit and mask, he wanted to tell
everyone that he wasn’t dead, the
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Chinese sent a secret agent to deliver
the chip and keep digging behind the
“Horsemen” secretly, in “China”
mutants were part of the government
forces, the agent was a mutant, a very
unique kind, her name was
“Ai”…When “Satan” died, “Boyle”
realized that he can’t make an
appearance without backup, so he took
his wife and found a way to travel to
north “Sweden” and waited for his ‘lost’
son…

In February 17th 2039, “England”
had an occasion, the Prime minister’s
elections started and many nominators
were on the political scene including
“Octopus”, who became an important
guy in the country, “Frank” stood down
for a month or maybe a little more,
“Octopus” was looking for him
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everywhere, but “Frank” left his
mansion with “Jenny”, “Dr. Frank” &
his maid-“Ronda”-and left
everything there, “Octopus” knew
about the mansion, his men didn’t
find anyone there as expected, “Jenny”
had her old apartment in “Manchester”
where they stayed, “Cathy” was
watching the mansion and the security
system was still working, she told
“Frank” that “Octopus” and his men
were there, “Frank” told her to shut the
security system down and seal the
“Grave”, “Frank’s” hunt to “Octopus”
was in vain and “Cathy” wasn’t very
useful, he couldn’t prove that “Prof/
Landon” was actually “Octopus”, “Ivy”
knew the info, but “Octopus” was an
important man in the country, it
wasn’t that easy to accuse him of being
a wanted terrorist with invulnerable
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evidence…This was an important event
in the capital, everyone was in red
alert, days later, one of the nominated
politicians won the elections, this
wasn’t expected by “Octopus”, he was
sure that he’d won and he paid a lot of
money to guarantee his winning, for
some reason the new ‘King’ didn’t like
“Octopus” and used to think that he
had his own thoughts and opinions,
the King didn’t like that and wanted
someone he can control, this made
“Octopus” angry…“Boylecorp” started
modifying the Hammer Drones,
“Cyborg” saw that “Magnet” could
control metals of all kinds even
composites, so they worked on creating
a solution to this, the usage of the old
Graphene was on air, it was the only
material which could be as strong as
the Adamantium steel and doesn’t get
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affected by magnetic fields besides to
another sensor that could analyze any
human’s genes and detect if that
human had any mutant genetics in his
cells, meaning that if anyone had a son
or a father who is a mutant, he’d be
hunted too, any human with mutant
relatives, sons, parents, grandparents or
grandsons were in great danger, the
robots were gonna hunt everyone,
“Cyborg” analyzed that mutants were
the enemies according to his program
which was made to protect humans
from aliens or anyone who’s not
human and poses a threat, mutants
were considered threats since what
happened in “Romania”, he noticed
that “Octopus” had mutant friends, so
he was considered an enemy too,
“Cyborg” was in control of all computer
systems in “England” and started to
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prepare his robots for a war secretly,
“Octopus’s” mutants were looking for
“Frank” too, “Octopus” had a plan
since he lost the elections, but he
needed something strong enough to
make the world’s most powerful leaders
gather in “England”, nothing was
better than killing the new prime
minister, but he had to wait for months
before doing such thing, otherwise he
might be a suspect…

“Rose” was in “Egypt”, she was
digging behind her father, looking for
any clue that can help her know any
info about him, his disappearance
since 2017 was very weird to her, she
wanted to know what happened to him,
specially when archaeologists started to
find more tombs and weird mummies
in the western desert and near “Luxor”
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& “Aswan”, she faked a new identity
for herself to move easily without
troubles, her fake job was a British
archaeologist, that time “Rose” quit the
force and became 43, not too old for
hard work, she was fit and in perfect
shape, even better than her mother in
her best days in the past…
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{The Rise of The God}

“Rose” knew that there was a team
of explorers from “France” looking for
the Gods tombs, they believed that
“Egypt’s” Gods were wizards & witches
and they were mortals who could die
by time, but no writings about their
deaths, they found some papyrus
talking about the essential need to raise
the trapped immortal God to fight the
thing humans can’t fight and lead the
country, the leading guy for this
journey was a french man named
“Loris”…“Loris” knew that there was
one priest in ancient “Egypt” who
could raise one of the Gods in his time,
he could raise “Anhur” but he failed
to raise any major God, “Rose” didn’t
know that her dad was “Anhur” but
she could figure it out easily, because
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“Victor” used to be called ‘The King of
War’ and “Anhur” was the God of war
in ancient “Egypt”, the priest who
could raise “Anhur” was “Imhotep”,
the high priest of God “Ra” at
“Heliopolis”, he was an architect and
in a special stage through time he was
considered a healer God and many
other things that time, he was an
important man in his time, “Rose” lost
her hammer in the “Global”
war…Since 2029, “Egypt” was
completely different than before the
“Global” war, “Egypt” lost everything
that makes it follow the world’s new
civilization, but people could adapt to
this collapse, they could live without
money or outer resources, people began
to grow their own crops, vegetables,
fruits and meat, all what people
needed was peace and living, without
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money and technology, trading, buying
and selling things was using barter
method, no money, people were caring
and loving each other, so this made
doing anything in the country too easy
without any obstacles or
difficulties…“Loris” knew where
“Anhur” died, he was the only God
with no tomb among all Gods, “Loris”
knew what happened to “Anhur” from
a very old papyrus in the “Louvre”
museum, it was coded and written in a
difficult way, it was written by
“Imhotep”, it was leading to a cipher
that opens “Imhotep’s” tomb and raise
him with a spell written on his tomb’s
walls, but it was difficult to be
read…Centuries ago, “Imhotep” was a
priest of “Ra” this time when “Elohim”
was hunting the Egyptian Gods, he was
the one who solidified the “Sphinx” in
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its position known in the modern time,
he knew how to help
“Victor”-“Anhur”-but he didn’t do it,
he wanted raising “Victor” to be
accompanied by setting him king
instead of the present one that time, he
saw that he deserved it, the Egyptian
king imprisoned him till he died in
prison…“Loris” decided to raise
“Imhotep” and make him raise
“Anhur”, this wasn’t guaranteed, so
“Loris” looked for weak spots to control
“Imhotep” or force him to do what he
says, there was a spell for mind
manipulation which was a power
owned by Goddess “Hathor” but it was
also a spell to be used by special
magicians in the New Kingdom,
“Loris’s” men found this spell and
brought an African voodoo wizard who
claimed that he could cast the spell
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once the Indian “Mirtasanjeevani
Mantra” was used, this was a magical
herb used to bring life into dead bodies,
it was too dangerous and the African
magician warned “Loris” of using it,
“Loris” told him to take care of his
business and ordered his men to
prepare the herb and all its needs, it
didn’t take time to raise “Imhotep” for
real, but “Imhotep” was still powerful
and the voodoo magic didn’t affect him,
this was dangerous and unexpected,
“Imhotep” killed the African magician
and one of “Loris’s” fellow
archaeologists, the plant put life in
“Imhotep” but he was still mummified
and his body wasn’t like usual human
bodies but he could move slowly, when
“Loris” and his men saw what
happened, they tried to run but
“Imhotep” casted a spell and sealed the
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tomb, then he raised the tomb’s guards
and they started slaughtering the
archaeologists…“Rose” thought of using
someone who have been an enemy
years ago to aid her, “Rumple”, she
knew that he was killed by her dad,
but she knew a way to raise a deadman
from the underworld, the gate in the
“Himalayas”, “Rumple” never died
before 2017, so he would be in the
underworld for sure, but this was a
risk, she knows what would she face
there and the sacrifice that must be
made, she could use anyone for the soul
exchange, but getting out wasn’t
assured because the inhabitants who
used to live there died and their
villages were destroyed and burnt since
the war, so no magical dust to get them
out of there, “Rose” worked on finding
another way…In “Macau”-“China”,
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there was a wizard who claimed that
he had a way to contact the dead from
the other side, “Rose” didn’t have to
believe that but she ran out of options…

In “New York” city, “Wolf” found a
way to get the “Horsemen” in and hide
them using “Karen’s” help, when they
sat together they had some talk,
“Magnet” said “Coming here and
leaving uncle Mark on his own there is
a big mistake, whoever these people are
they’ll find him again and all we did
would go for nothing” “Eve” said “Why
didn’t you say that before coming here?
We can’t go back now!” “Wolf”
interrupted them “No one will attack
father again relax” everyone looked at
“Wolf” with amazement as if they want
to say “How could you be so sure?”
“Julia” said “Your giant friend, she’s
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your father’s guardian angel now”
“Wolf” replied “Not only her, she got
some fairies to help her, they’d be more
protective than us, we have to take care
of you and your security now”
“Achilles” said “Our security!! C’mon
Wolf, you were never that sentimental,
you never cared for any of us, just
yourself” “Wolf” stood up and said
“Bloody fool, you and everyone here
knows why did I had leave that bloody
mansion” “Ercole” tried to calm the
situation down but it was intense,
“What happened that year changed all
of us, even if we didn’t intend to change”
“Eve” said, “Julia” said “Let us focus
on what we should do right now, shall
we?”…For weeks, “New York” have been
facing troubles with a terrorist, he
wasn’t like any regular kind of
terrorists, he was a former clown in a
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circus, the circus was shut down after
the war and he became unemployed,
this made his wife abandon him and
took his kids away, this event made
him unstable and started to poison
some water supplies and food by doing
that in parties, birthdays or any
occasion people hire clowns for, the
poison wasn’t killing but it was
destroying brain cells responsible of
manners and actions, getting exposed to
that poison more than once causes
enough damage that can’t be fixed and
instability that can’t be
controlled…“Henley” and the
“Sentinels” were there to find this guy
at all costs, somehow he was clever
about hiding his DNA and fingerprints,
poisoning the water supplies made
chaos in the city grow in days, “Wolf”
never expected that, when they arrived
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things were bad, but not that bad, so he
saw that they should leave as fast as
possible, but it was too late, the mayor
was ordered not to let any citizen in or
out of “NYC”[6], hospitals had panic
rooms specially for these conditions
and they were full, then he start to act
like a dealer and sold his poison to
thugs in the form of cock, the
infection’s spread was rapid, someone
had to do something, this guy used to be
called “McDonald” by the thugs,
because he used to paint his face with
“Ronald McDonald’s” makeup…
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{New York’s Wars}

“Wolf”, “Karen” & “Ercole” were
immune to poisons but the others
weren’t, this was a trouble “Wolf” had
to solve because “Achilles” never
stopped blaming him for bringing
them to a city with troubles like this,
“Eve” saw that they should do
something as long as they can’t get out
of the city, “Julia” fought with her and
told her that they shouldn’t get
involved in anything else because they
were wanted already, “Magnet” calmed
“Julia” down and easily convinced
her that they should work it out, she
agreed, this control of “Magnet” on her
used to make “Achilles” jealous…The
“Sentinels” were in “NYC” secretly, just
not to embrace the “FBI”, but they were
called by the “White House” to
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interfere, “Cezar” could know that
thugs were on poisoned cock too, the
chase to gangs and drug dealers wasn’t
gonna be that easy, “Grace” was told by
“Ivy” that there was a new member to
be added to them at any time but “Ivy”
didn’t tell “Grace” any details,
“McDonald” was seen in a place near a
building site, the Americans sent their
Hammer Drones to hunt him, but the
trouble was they couldn’t be 100% sure
that it was him, without DNA or
fingerprints, nothing was for sure,
whoever that clown was, he didn’t give
up and the robots killed him, his blood
was dosed with the poison…The
“Horsemen” analyzed that the guy was
a former patient in a mental asylum or
a former circus clown, “Magnet”,
“Ercole” & “Karen” went to the 2
circuses in the city, “Big Apple” &
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“Circus Warehouse”, “Big Apple” was
closed for decades but it was reopened
in 2035, the “Big Apple’s” manager
gave them a list of clowns who left the
circus, they were 11 men, “Ercole”,
“Karen” & “Magnet” started digging
behind them all, “Achilles”, “Eve” &
“Julia” went to every mental hospital
in the city, but they couldn’t find
much valuable info about any
escaping patient, the hospitals weren’t
okay to share these information with
them without a warrant, some
hospitals cooperated and whatever
trail they had from these hospitals,
they followed it…“Wolf” went on his
own digging behind thugs…
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During one of “McDonald’s” deals
with some dealers, some ‘rookies’ tried
to do something good, the deal was in a
garage, the thugs had 4 dogs to warn
them when there’s anything unusual
or when cops interfere, “McDonald”
was alone with the stuff, they came
with bags full of cash, 2 minutes later,
the dogs started to bark and suddenly
“Frank” was there but not in his
regular suit, “McDonald” said to
himself “I was waiting for this moment
since the beginning”, one of the thugs
said “You’re only one and we’re not
goats to be taken to your farm” the
others laughed, then another “Frank”
showed up from another side and shot
one of the men in the head and a third
“Frank” appeared from behind killing
another thug with a knife, “McDonald”
said “None of them is him” then he
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pulled one of the bags and took his
product and tried to get to his car, then
“Frank’s” ‘beast’ truck came through a
wall and stopped, thugs started
shooting at the truck heavily and one
of them shot the truck with a rocket
launcher, but the truck didn’t even
move, “MacDonald” didn’t leave
because he was impressed and amazed
with what he was witnessing, then the
truck’s weapons got out and started
shooting at them, 2 cans blew the thug’s
cars and the mini-gun killed whoever
else standing till some of them took
cover, “McDonald” was hit but he was
alive, his car was destroyed due to
heavy shooting from “Frank”, then
“Frank” got out and dealt with
whoever was standing, thugs or
copycats, then he caught “McDonald”
and tied him, then he sent
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“McDonald’s” coordinates to the
“Sentinels”, “Frank” tied whoever was
alive with “McDonald”, one of the
copycats said “Why are you delivering
us? We’re trying to help you, you can’t
be everywhere in the world in the same
time!!” “Frank” replied “Don’t let me
find you again anywhere else, I don’t
need your help because I
FRANKENSTEIN” then he jumped in
his truck and sped away…“Frank’s”
existence in “NYC” was unexpected at
all, “Henley” and the others thought
that they were going for a fight, then
they found “McDonald” and the others
tied and a lot of dead bodies in the
scene, besides to the damage inflicted,
these were all signs of “Frankenstein’s”
interference, “Henley” said
“Frankenstein, again” to the others
then she left…Since “McDonald’s”
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arrest, the poison stopped spreading,
which proved that he was the real one,
“Grace”, “Archer”, “Angel” & “Cezar”
were impressed and admired what
“Frank” did, before “Frank’s”
involvement, he was prepared with
some info about “McDonald”, “Jenny”
had a lot of relations in “NYC”, her
men were working once the ‘poison’
case became global, “Frank” asked her
to know everything about that clown
and tell him, he was expecting “Ivy’s”
call at any moment, she called “Frank”
for real and told him that the
“Sentinels” were gonna be good allies
this time, she sent them there first, then
made arrangements for “Frank” and
his tools, “Ivy” didn’t know that “Frank”
was prepared with his own info, she
expected him to stay in contact with
“Cezar” & “Archer”, but “Jenny’s”
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men told her about the thugs who were
gonna make a deal for a new kind of
cock with a strange provider, digging
behind the provider and the thugs
wasn’t valuable, so they gave “Jenny”
the info they got and she told “Frank”,
“Frank” found those thugs and
watched them till they arrived the
deal’s location, it wasn’t too long till he
could detect “McDonald’s” existence in
the scene, those copycats interference
was unexpected but it didn’t screw the
operation, “Jenny” told “Frank” to call
the “Sentinels” and wait their help,
but he called them and went in alone,
after finishing everything, they
arrived…“Wolf” knew that his father
was in “NYC” but couldn’t know where
he was, “Wolf’s” interrogations weren’t
calm or peaceful at all, he killed
everyone who refused to tell him what
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he wanted or denied knowing, a dealer
told him that there were rumors about
“Frank’s” existence in “NYC”, “Wolf”
didn’t tell his siblings about what he
found out, but he shifted his focus to
find “Frank”, television news and
media were talking about what
happened “Good evening, we’re live in
the site where the so called McDonald
and several drug dealers and gang
members were found tied, beaten down
and killed violently, New York city has
been hit with a massive terrorist attack
recently by spreading that weird
poison, minutes ago I asked the
Sentinels member First Lieutenant
Henley Banks about the rumors around
Frankenstein’s interference in the
investigations and his help in arresting
the terrorist McDonald, her reply was
‘The situation is contained and there’s
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no danger anymore, the inhabitants of
NYC can leave their homes and
preserve their daily lives and whoever
was infected would be treated in
special hospitals with special care,
Frankenstein’s involvement wasn’t
scheduled but it’s not a surprise, he’s
back and the Sentinels are happy to
cooperate with the monster once again’,
despite the rumors that Frankenstein
has been working on his own for a
while and finishing the Sentinels’
unfinished jobs which was madding
Lieutenant Banks, that’s all for now
back to the studio” reporter in the scene
said on TV, “Wolf” saw and heard that,
“Jenny” contacted “Ercole” and
checked on them in “USA”, she told
him that “McDonald” fall and his
father wanted to meet them and sent
him a location, he told his brothers
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and they intended to go, “Wolf” made
them wait till he made sure that he
was their dad for real, not a trap by the
authorities, then they went, “Frank”
told them that they won’t be wanted
soon, “Achilles” asked “How?!” “Frank”
replied “Because whoever caught
McDonald is you, the Horsemen”
“Magnet” said “I don’t understand, it
was you who did this and the thugs
said so in their testifies!” “Frank”
explained “Here’s how it goes, you
knew who were the thugs and knew
that they were gonna make a deal with
a weird provider, so you made your
move, the deal was under your watch,
when McDonald appeared, you
initiated an attack on them all using
masks looking like mine” “Wolf” said
“Those copycats, they were your pawns”
“Frank” replied “No they weren’t my
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men, they’re normal civilians, when
you were done, you tied those thugs
and put the masks on their faces” “Eve”
said “We won’t do it dad, this is your
job, your glory, not ours” “Frank” said
“I interfered in this easy job just for this,
I had that in mind when I knew you
were here and that guy McDonald was
here too, that’s why I made some calls
here and made them stop people from
leaving or getting in the city, I wanted
to guarantee your existence here” no
one replied…

“Ivy” managed telling everyone that
what happened in “NYC” was the
“Horsemen’s” responsibility, this made
their image get better in the world, but
it wasn’t enough for the Chinese, they
kept chasing the “Horsemen”, the
Chinese agent didn’t waste time and
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traveled to “NYC” to hunt them down,
there was no welcoming for the Chinese
in “USA”, even the people were
offensive, she had to endure every bad
comment or insult, she traveled there
as a poor girl looking for a job, she
made it to “NYC” and found a small
apartment for herself, then she started
investigating and digging behind them,
she was clever and it wasn’t too long till
she could know where they were
hiding, it only took her 4 days to know
such an info which was impressive,
“Ai” had no more agents with her, she
was alone and despite her young age,
she did a lot of jobs with her partner,
but this one, she was sent alone…“Ai”
went to the place and studied it well,
exits, windows and everything
concerning the place for 24 hours, it
wasn’t too wide, “Magnet” & “Achilles”
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went out with “Frank” to take him to
the airport where a private jet was
waiting him to take him back to
“London”, “Wolf” felt her existence
and told “Eve” to use her power to find
if there’s anyone around, she didn’t
have time to do so, the roof was solid
but suddenly an explosion happened
up there and a circle of concrete steel
fall on “Wolf” & “Eve”, he pushed her
away and the wreckage fall on him,
“Ai” fall with the wreckage, she didn’t
waste time and she was armed well too,
she throw a net on “Karen” paralyzing
her moves, “Ercole” throw a chair on
“Ai” with full strength, the chair was
fast and she didn’t have time to avoid it,
but she stood up with no scratch or
injury, “Eve” was trying to remove the
wreckage off “Wolf”, when “Ai” stood
up, “Ercole” tried to attack her
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hand-to-hand, she was flexible and
fast, then she injected “Ercole” with a
drug making him dizzy and lost his
consciousness in a second, “Eve” read
her mind but she didn’t understand
Chinese, so both women fought
hand-to-hand but “Ai” beat “Eve”
down fast because she was professional
and obviously strong, “Julia” tried
tricks and magic on her, but “Ai” was
a mutant and one of her mutations
were healing, so “Julia’s” flash papers
and playing cards weren’t effective, “Ai”
said one word “Abracadabra” then she
pulled a knife and thew it on “Julia’s”
leg fast and hit her, “Karen” tried to
free herself but “Ai” hit her, “Wolf”
freed himself and said “You fight well,
try me” then they fought, “Wolf” was a
good fighter but not like her, her
skeleton was very strong and “Wolf”
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knew why, it wasn’t regular bones, it
was of steel, then her nails were
elongated too long like sharp metal
blades, “Wolf’s” nails weren’t that
sharp or strong, with some flexibility
and skills, she could tie “Wolf” with a
fishing wire she had, she injected all of
them with sleeping drugs and took care
of “Julia’s” injury after sending her to
sleep, then she waited for “Achilles” &
“Magnet” who were on their way
back…Once they got in, they saw the
wreckage and the others tied, they
rushed to them, “Magnet” tried to hold
“Achilles” from running to them, but
he couldn’t, “Ai” poured some water in
the way earlier, so she electrified the
water when they fall in range, the
shock fainted both men but didn’t kill
them, she sent a message to someone
telling them that she’s done, in 6
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minutes, a chopper arrived and
Chinese men jumped from it with ropes,
she told them to tie them well, then all
of them went on board of the chopper,
the Chinese agents put the “Horsemen”
in the back side of the chopper which
had an electromagnetic field, its job
was to ban any mutant from using
his/her powers, making them humans
again as long as they were in the field,
somehow her men could manage a
plane back to “Hong Kong” with the
special chamber to ban their powers
till they reach “China”…

In “England”, “Frank” & “Ivy”
could convince the British government
and the “NATO” that the “Horsemen”
were heroes but it was too late, “China”
announced capturing the “Horsemen”
and their intention to imprison them
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without the possibility of early or
conditioned release, this was a wrong
move, VERY wrong move, “Frank”
appeared on social media and said
“China made a serious mistake by
capturing the Horsemen specially after
proving their good intentions, these
mutants are British citizens and my
men, get ready for a war with a monster
your men can’t stop” “Ivy” couldn’t
blame him for doing this…
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{The Rescue}

“Frank” decided to rescue his kids
by force, “Ivy” tried to convince him to
let the diplomatic solution take place,
but he refused and said “I’m not one of
your soldiers anymore, I’m free to make
my own choices” then “Henley”
stopped him saying “I may not be on
the same page with you, but what the
Chinese did is a complete insult to the
NATO, whatever you’re gonna do, we’re
on your side, agent Frankenstein” “Ivy”
advised “Frank” to use their help, this
job was against law this time, he was
gonna need backup…
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On their way to “Hong Kong”, the
“Sentinels” were using a special jet like
the one “Frank” lost, it couldn’t be
detected by radars or so they thought,
“Henley” was obsessed with “Frank”
all her life, but she was that kind of
people who can’t show their real
feelings…“Mona” located the
“Horsemen” and where they were kept,
they were kept in a highly secured
facility, like a castle or fortress, “Frank”
was ready to face all the Chinese army
of humans and robots to get his kids to
safety, “Henley” and her men had to
think wisely…Inside the prison, the
“Horsemen” were kept in a place with
electromagnetic field banning them
from using their powers, but this didn’t
ban magic, “Wolf” drew a circle with
some special symbols in it on the
ground with a stone, then he said some
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words in old Latin language, this
brought a Minotaur, it was in a human
shape, huge in size and tall with an
axe in its hand, “Ercole” said “What
did you do Victor? What is this??”
“Wolf” didn’t reply, but he moved
slowly towards the wall with his back
then he yelled at the monster, this
made the monster angry and ran to
attack “Wolf” then he moved away
letting the Minotaur go through the
wall and opening clearance for them to
get out of the weird chamber and
regain their powers, when the
Minotaur broke out of the room, it
became in an open area in the middle
of the fortress, then the robots and the
guards started shooting at it with full
power but it wasn’t affected by all their
weapons and started killing everyone
and caused chaos in the place, the
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“Horsemen” had their way out using
“Eve’s” power of intangibility, to the
outside then using her power they went
in the ground and appeared at a
distance from the fortress, to guarantee
if someone saw them he’d lose sight of
them, “Eve” was completely against the
idea of leaving humans face such a
demon and die like this and they
started to argue about this, “Mona”
knew that there was something going
on in the place, the place was in red
alert and called for serious backup,
using satellite imaging they saw the
Minotaur and the damage it was doing,
“Frank” told her to check the area
around the fortress and look for anyone
around and for real they found the
“Horsemen”, they were 1/2 mile away
from the fortress, “Henley” said “We go
get them an take advantage of the
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situation and leave fast” “Cezar” said
“What about these people in there? We
can’t leave them like this” “Grace”
supported his words, “Angel” looked
afraid, “Archer” said “We can use
their help to stop this thing, maybe this
will clear their image in front of the
Chinese” “Frank” said “No, they
created this thing to clear the road for
them to run and the Chinese know that,
our appearance would prove the
conspiracy and they’ll consider this a
strategy of running, Henley is right”
this was a surprising opinion to all of
them but it was logic and “Humanoid”
supported “Frank’s” opinion,
“Humanoid” & “Cezar” were the pilots,
they got close to the “Horsemen” who got
ready for a fight when they saw the jet,
but their father talked in a
microphone calming them down, they
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rode the jet and the crew sped away
before being detected, they were so
happy to see that their father was there
for them…Soon, the Chinese sent their
dragons after the jet, after some flying
skills “Magnet” had to interfere,
“Achilles” created a surrounding to
prevent the electric shocks from hitting
the jet but the shocks were too strong,
“Magnet” reached their control units
and decided to break it down, “Henley”
said “If you can control them, keep
them around andmake them defend us
if more came for another attack” to him,
he did it and kept them under his
command, the Chinese realized the
trick and didn’t send any fighters or
more dragons, this was very
embarrassing to the Chinese
government…The next day, the
Minotaur was nowhere in sight and
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became a number one issue to the
Chinese government, the “NATO” liked
this move and thought that it was a
move made by the “Sentinels”, “Frank”
confirmed the info and no one said
anything…

In “Macau”-“China”, “Rose”
arrived there hardly, she heard of
what happened to the “Horsemen” and
everything, it was allover the news in
every country in the world, but she
didn’t seem to care…She knew some
Chinese language, after some search,
she could find the wizard she was
looking for, using him was useless, he
was a forger who used to deceive people
by false claims of having magic, “Rose”
said that she wanted to contact with
someone and she mentioned his name
to the wizard, after a minute he
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claimed that he was with them in the
room, “Rose” took a potion out of her
bag and poured some on the table and
nothing happened, if there was a soul
around the potion’s color would have
changed, since that moment she knew
that he was a phony, then he told her
that “Rumple”-the dead soul of
his-was telling her that he loved her so
much, “Rose” told the wizard before
everything that “Rumple” was her
father and he died years ago when she
was a little girl, only then she pulled
him from his clothes telling him that
he was a liar, then she hanged him
from his throat and left…“Rose”
thought of paying “Chen” a visit,
probably she could help her, “Chen”
used to know some priests like that guy
“Wang” who could help her with this,
“Chen” was 55 this time, still in good
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shape, but not enough for fighting of
course, she left the service since the war
ended so finding her wasn’t a trouble,
“Chen” was living in “Beijing” with
her husband and family, “Rose”
noticed agents watching her place, she
thought that “Chen” was a unique
agent and had some security after
leaving the service, but she was wrong
and knew the real reason later, “Rose”
sneaked in and found “Chen”, when
they met “Chen” said “Rose, it have
been a very long time” “Rose” replied
“Yeah, I missed working with you
Chen”, then both women spoke together
about the issue, “Chen” thought that
raising “Rumple” and using his help
was an unnecessary risk “There’s a way
to bring Rumple and bend him to your
will, but this isn’t granted” “Rose”
asked “How? His dagger??” “Chen” said
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“No, there’s a magical spell in a Mayan
Pyramid somewhere in Honduras, it is
a time gate, but somewhere inside,
there’s a vault where someone can wish
for a dead to live, but there has to be
something to hang the soul to, a dead
body, a knife, a mirror, anything that
makes reflection can take the soul and
make it possible to talk to” “Rose” said
“You think he’d help me while he’s
trapped in a mirror or a knife?!” “Chen”
replied “He’s in torture in the
underworld, a mirror or a knife would
be way better than the underworld, but
as much as I know him, he’d ask for a
favor in return of his precious help”
“Rose” said “Why can’t I use this vault
to raise my father?” “Chen” told her
that the vault was said to work like the
gate in the “Himalayas”, only for the
dead, not for immortals…“Rose” saw a
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picture of “Chen’s” elder daughter in a
frame on a table, she looked like she
born of hybrid parents, a Chinese mom
and a foreign dad, “Rose” asked her
“Who is this?” “Chen” had a while
then she replied in a low voice “That’s
Ai, HIS daughter from me” “Rose”
understood what she meant but got
surprised “WHAT?? Did you tell him?”
“Chen” said “No, I want her away from
Jenny”, “Rose” was astonished “What’s
wrong between both of you?!” “Chen”
refused to answer, in “Chen’s” point of
view, “Jenny” was a very dangerous
woman and her love to “Frank” was out
of control, “Chen” was right, “Jenny”
used to hurt every woman who got close
to “Frank” among the years, she
thought of getting rid of “Hylaria” &
“Paige” more than once but she saw
that “Frank” was in love with them
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like he was in love with her too, “Chen”
saw that if “Jenny” knew about what
happened between “Frank” & “Chen”,
“Jenny” might have tried to kill her
and her baby, that’s why she never told
“Frank” about “Ai”, that’s why she
had special security for herself and her
family, just in case, she called her girl
“Ai” which means “Love”, “Ai” knew
everything about her father and that
he was “Frankenstein”, she never had
a chance to know her siblings, “Rose”
said “You made a big mistake Chen”
“Rose” saw the agent who caught the
“Horsemen” in TVs, it was her “Ai
arrested her siblings and almost killed
them too, because she never knew them
and they never knew her” “Rose” said,
“Chen” was surprised and shocked,
since she left the service she stopped
noticing things, at once “Chen” called
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“Ai” and asked her to come and see her
as soon as possible, when she turned to
talk to “Rose” again, “Rose” was gone…

3 days later, “Rose” made it to
“Honduras”, where the pyramid was,
“Rose” could get inside unseen, no easy
task, she ran in fights against some
local thugs, but they were nothing to
her, she forced them to lead her to the
pyramid then she killed them before
getting in to guarantee that they won’t
cause troubles to her when she gets
out…There were no troubles all the way
to the vault, the place wasn’t too wide,
the vault was closed by the Mayan crest,
she used her amazing strength and
removed the heavy crest, inside the
vault, it was dark as if it was an abyss,
“Rose” took a small hand-mirror out of
her bag and placed it on the vault’s
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edge then she tossed a coin and wished
“Rumple” to rise loudly, then the place
shook hardly as if there was an
earthquake and the mirror fall into
the vault, then black smoke got out of
the vault and fall on the ground then
the mirror appeared, “Rose” caught the
mirror and opened it, “Rumple”
appeared in the mirror saying “What is
this? Where am I??” “Rose” looked at
him and replied “You’re in my hands
here and you will tell me what I need
or I’ll send you back to the underworld”
“Rumple” said “You!! You are Victor’s
girl, how did you know about the
Mayan pyramid’s ‘Vault of the Dead’?
Few people in the world know this
thing” “Rose” shut the mirror and got
out of the pyramid, but when she tried
to leave the hall where the vault was,
the Mayan statues started moving and
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tried to attack her, but they were very
slow, “Rose” was armed and got some
tools, a laser gun and a grapnel gun,
she put the mirror in her bag then
started shooting at the statues, they
were brittle and got broken easily, then
the ground got opened to darkness as if
it was opened to an abyss and the
ground kept getting broken, “Rose”
used the grapnel gun and got to an edge
on the wall, then she used her laser
gun and it was strong enough to make a
circular hole in the pyramid’s wall,
she punched the circle breaking it
down and jumped to the outside, then
she found her way to a safe
place…“Chen” spoke to her daughter
and told her the truth, “Ai” was mad
and sad, she decided to pay her father
a visit in “London”, but he wasn’t there,
“Chen” told “Ivy” about her when she
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was on her way, “Ivy” welcomed “Ai”
and took her to “Swansea” where the
“Horsemen” & “Frank” were there, that
meet wasn’t expected to be friendly
that’s why “Ivy” went with her to the
mansion, “Frank” & “Ercole”
developed the security system of the
mansion and made “Cathy” in control
of automated guns and traps sensors in
case “Octopus” and his men attacked…

In the old times, the Greeks were
attacking “Egypt”, the Egyptians didn’t
know what to do to defeat the Greeks,
they were stronger and the Egyptians
had a lot of troubles between each
other, although there were a lot of
magicians and wizards, the Greeks
took control over the north coast of the
country and started to move south…A
young amateur witch knew about the
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“First One” & “Anhur”, she loved her
country and kingdom, so she decided to
use all her power to free them, but
freeing the “First One” was more
dangerous, so she started with God
“Anhur”, she worked so hard and
could remove the dust and rocks from
“Anhur”-“Victor”-and she was
shocked to see that he wasn’t
mummified or looked dead, he just
looked like a guy who have been
sleeping for too long without movement,
doing this consumed a lot of her power,
hours later, “Victor” woke up and
breathed for the first time in a very
long time, the witch’s name was “Taya”,
she rescued him and he never forgot
her…
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“Taya” was one of many students
trained by the priests of “Ra” in the
pharaohs era, she was an immortal,
lived since the ‘first pharaoh’[7] of
“Egypt” ever existed and unified the
country, used to be called the
“Scorpion” king too, this meant that
she was at least 1000 years old the time
she raised “Victor” up, “Victor” have
been alive since the beginning of time,
when he was trapped she was in
“Thebes” and was afraid of battling
“Elohim”, so she hid there, “Elohim”
disappeared for all this time and kings
came and went ever since till the war
with the Greeks, the priests of “Ra” in
“Heliopolis” asked for her help, she
did it and released the God of War, but
he was powerless without his ring, she
didn’t know this but was surprised to
see him in one piece and not
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mummified, just his face was maimed,
they bowed before him but he told
them that he was powerless and that he
was just an immortal mutant, “Taya”
had an idea…

When “Elohim” killed “Horus”,
“Horus’s” power was accumulated in
his eyes, each eye had full power of the
God, “Elohim” thought that he didn’t
need the eyes to take “Horus’s” power,
he thought that the spell made by
“Emma” was enough, but he was wrong,
without the eyes “Elohim” got a copy of
“Horus’s” powers but the real power
was in the eyes, “Taya” said “God
Horus’s eyes will give you the needed
powers to stop the invasion” to “Victor”,
the priests refused this strictly saying
that the eyes were for God “Horus” and
can’t be used by anyone else even
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another God…“Taya” killed them and
told “Victor” that this was his only way
to have magic again, he agreed…The
eyes were expected to be kept in
“Heliopolis”, but when “Victor” &
“Taya” went there they searched every
temple but they found nothing, till a
Nubian magician “Taya” knew told
them that an eye was kept in “Set’s”
pyramid of sand, the pit to the center of
the underworld, it was locked and
couldn’t be opened except by “Set”,
there’s a chamber inside, one level
below the surface, there had to be a
way to get in the pyramid and avoid
the pit, “Taya” managed a way in for
both of them, “Victor” told her to wait
him outside but she insisted on getting
in with him…Inside the pyramid,
“Victor” & “Taya” had to survive all
tricks in the pyramid to the eye, there
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was one eye for real, “Victor” didn’t
understand, “Taya” told him that one
eye was all he needed for “Horus’s” full
power, the eye was a blue jewel, “Taya”
had the power of teleportation and
teleported herself and “Victor” outside
the pyramid, “Victor” put the eye in
the hole in his right eye side, “Taya”
casted a spell that made the eye work as
if “Victor” was “Horus” and it got
activated, when this happened,
“Victor’s” face started to heal and
regenerate then the eye turned to look
like a human eye, “Victor” felt “Horus’s”
power in his veins and had magic
again, but this was different, unlike
dark magic, “Victor” thanked “Taya”
who wanted to stay with him but he
told her that he had to stop the Greeks
and later they’d meet at the great
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pyramid, she went there and waited
him…

“Victor” could change his form to a
giant falcon-headed creature with big
wings to fly, when he turn, he become
a creature of gold and nothing could
hurt him whatever it was…The war
with the Greeks ended in 2 months,
then “Victor” flew back to the pyramid,
he didn’t expect to find “Taya” but he
found her waiting for him there
somewhere inside the pyramid, she
hugged him and thought they could
rule the country together as King and
Queen of “Egypt”, but “Victor” had
unfinished business with “Elohim”,
he knew which time they were from
when “Elohim” told “Icewitch” to
freeze him and “Elohim” went to kill
“Amun” in “Siwa”, what he heard was
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2038, so he used magic to guarantee
his arrival to 2038, “Taya” was
against the idea of leaving, but “Victor”
told her that it was his last fight in the
future, he knew that someone had to
stop “Elohim” or the future would be so
dark, he had the task of stopping this
guy from destroying the world, to stop
the predicted apocalypse, he thanked
her for everything and left…
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{Demons From The Past}

When “Victor” traveled to 2038,
“Victor” saw how things changed in
“Egypt”, he liked the new situation,
the first place “Victor” thought of going
to was “Frank’s” mansion, but he
changed his opinion and went to his
old friend “Monica”, he was shocked to
know that she died, it wasn’t too long
till he knew that aliens attacked Earth,
he said “The second wave, it happened
in this time not in the past like we
expected”, in the past, Egyptians knew
that the aliens were weak against sea
water and it was the only weapon to
kill them, “Victor” led the war against
them using the sea water as weapon,
wizards prophesied that the aliens
pulled back and they were gonna
attack again very soon, that’s why
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when “Frank” & “Rorschach” went
inside by mistake they were thought
that they were “Victor” and one of his
men coming back from the battlefield,
“Victor” could teleport himself to
anywhere in the world using the power
of the eye that could see to the end of
the world and up to the moon and even
afterwards, which meant that he could
teleport to anywhere his eye could
reach to, even to another galaxy if he
wanted, he could even see behind walls
and obstacles, “Victor” used magic to
find the strongest power on Earth, the
strongest mutant with energy, magic
didn’t show “Victor” anything
abnormal or more powerful than usual,
so he decided to use the old way of
search, digging behind “Matt Boyle”
the human known of being a
businessman…In “USA”, the
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corporation was managed by “Octopus”
that time, “Victor” didn’t know him so
he appeared in his office, “Octopus”
didn’t have his tentacles, “Victor”
didn’t intend to kill him, he asked
“Octopus” about “Elohim” “I’m here
for 1 reason, Matt Boyle, where is him?”
“Octopus” replied “Who are you? I don’t
know where is Matt, he disappeared for
a long time, I run things now” “Victor”
asked about anyone in relation to
“Matt” and there was no one closer to
“Matt” than his father, that time
“Iceage” was still in “USA” and
“Octopus” wanted someone dead, so he
told “Victor” where he was and “Victor”
went away, in fact he didn’t tell
“Victor” where “Iceage” was, he told
himwhere “Satan” was, he told “Victor”
that “Satan” was “Iceage”, “Octopus”
knew that “Victor” never met “Iceage”
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before because he asked for every detail
about him, his look and location,
“Octopus” told “Cyborg” to warn
“Satan” that “Iceage” betrayed him
and sent a magician to kill him, by
that time, “Cyborg” knew that “Satan”
was dealing with “Iceage” and they
were gonna work together against them,
so “Octopus” took advantage of the
situation and decided to use “Victor”
who seemed to know no one, the trick
was ‘If “Satan” killed “Victor” fine, but
his relation with “Iceage” will be
screwed, if “Victor” killed “Satan”
then they got rid of a criminal causing
troubles to them and “Victor” will keep
looking for “Iceage” and maybe he’ll
kill him too’ this trick was
perfect…“Victor” went to “London”,
where “Satan” was, he thought that he
was “Iceage”, “Cyborg” called “Satan”
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and told him, “Satan” prepared
himself and his men, “Victor” looked
through walls and ground and located
“Satan’s” location, then he showed up
at the hideout in the sewers, when
“Satan’s” men saw “Victor” they started
shooting at him, “Victor” replied to the
fight and started killing everyone, then
“Satan” faced “Victor” and looked
hesitated, as if he knew him, “Victor”
knew him according to “Octopus’s”
descriptions, “Victor” said “You must
be Dr. Boyle, I’ve been looking for you,
I need to know where’s your son”
“Satan” said “You’re in the wrong
place, I’m not who you think I am but
I know the guy you’re looking for and I
can take you to him” “Victor” said “If
you’re not Dr. Boyle, then who are you?”
“Satan” said “I’m the devil in the flesh,
it makes no difference for you to know
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who am I” “Victor” thought that he was
just a thug, but he agreed to go with
him to “Iceage”, “Victor” didn’t trust
“Satan” but he had no choice…In
“Iceage’s” lab, he made some cameras
and security system, “Satan” saw this
and told “Victor” that “Iceage” was
paranoid and a meet like this won’t be
peaceful, “Victor” used his eye and saw
though walls and knew where “Iceage”
was, he was shocked to see him in a
chamber with subzero temperature
and working on weapons like the ones
he saw with “Elohim’s” men in the far
past, he teleported himself inside
leaving “Satan” outside, “Satan” saw
that “Victor” didn’t need him so he
went away, “Victor” appeared in the
chamber behind “Iceage” and said “Dr.
Boyle, we need to talk” “Iceage” tried to
catch his cryogun but “Victor” moved
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the gun away from him with
telekinesis power, “Iceage” turned
around and said “You’re a mutant!
Were you hired by my son before he
goes there?” “Victor” replied “Before he
goes there!! You mean Egypt, don’t you?”
“Iceage” said “Yeah, he went and
didn’t come yet, did he send you or are
you here from there??” “Victor”
understood that “Elohim” wasn’t in
this year, but it was gonna be too hard
to know which time did he go to,
“Victor” disappeared and went to
“Russia”…

In 2039, “Rose” spoke to “Rumple”
“I need your help” “Rumple” said
“Everything has a price dearie, you
want my help and I wanna get out of
this mirror” “Rose” replied “If I left
this mirror to fall down and break,
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you’ll go back to hell” “Rumple” didn’t
reply for a second then he agreed to
help her, she asked him for a way to
raise her father or bring him from
history, he told her that there was an
ancient place in “Russia” that brings
travelers through time, travelers like
“Victor”, but it needs dark magic to be
activated, “Rose” wasn’t a witch and
didn’t know wizards or witches, but
she knew that “Wolf” used to know
some wizards or witches although he
used to hunt them but he could help
her, “Rose” didn’t know where to find
“Wolf” so she had to go back home in
“Wales” to look for him, she knew that
he left the house but she was sure that
“Frank” knew his location, in 4 days
she made it to “Swansea”…Everyone
was there, except “Ivy”, “Rose” got in
through the front door and when “Eve”
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detected her by her power she got out
and hugged her, “Rose” didn’t expect to
meet her, this made “Rose” worried,
she didn’t intend to tell anyone
anything, but “Eve” was gonna know
anything in “Rose’s” mind, “Rose”
asked for “Wolf” and “Eve” told her
that he was in the mansion, both
women went in and met everyone,
“Jenny” didn’t welcome her and said
“What are you doing here? You have no
place here anymore” “Rose” said “I
don’t care, I’m here for a reason and I’m
not leaving without getting what I want”
“Eve” noticed what’s in “Rose’s” mind
and asked “What did you do aunt
Rose?” with shock in her voice, “Frank”
and his kids came and welcomed
“Rose”, but “Frank” welcomed her
coldly and asked “Why are you here
Rose?” “Rose” looked at “Wolf” and
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said “I need you, I want you to
introduce me to a wizard or a witch to
do something dangerous” “Frank” said
“No one is gonna help you unless you
identify your intentions and purposes”
“Rose” looked at “Frank” without
talking then “Wolf” said “You want a
wizard or a witch fine, but to do what?”
“Eve” said “I’ll tell you…” “Rose”
looked at her with shock as if she want
to say “NO, DON’T” then “Eve”
continued “She want to raise uncle
Victor or bring him from wherever he
is in history to help her raise her
beloved Floyd Layton, but let me clear
something to everyone, something dad
knows very well” “Frank” looked
astonished but said nothing, “Eve”
continued “Uncle Layton was alive till
dad was taken recently to Romania,
when you went after Satan alone, we
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were after him too, when you
unmasked him, you knew that he was
Floyd and tried to take him before
anyone identifies him but no luck, you
were caught and he died, yes father, no
one can hide anything from me not
even you or aunt Rose, there’s no place
to hide from me” and pointed on her
head, tears fall from “Rose’s” eyes “He
didn’t die this day, but why didn’t he
come to us? Where did he go??” “Wolf”
said “We don’t have to care for what
happened in the past, where’s him now
dad?” “Frank” told them that “Octopus”
killed him the same night he was
captured and got rid of his body, “Rose”
burst into tears and “Eve” took her
away, “Frank” talked to “Wolf” and
told him not to do what she asked
because getting “Victor” to this time was
too dangerous, “Wolf” confirmed his
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father’s words…“Frank” was wondering
why did “Floyd” attack the British
National Bank and why didn’t he
come back to them, “Frank” didn’t care
because he saw that “Floyd”-his best
friend among the years-died for real
during the war and “Satan” was just
another thug “Frank” dealt with,
“Rose” cared and this made her more
determined to find her father…

“Victor” realized that he was in the
wrong time, his travel to “Russia” was
disappointing, his tools and magical
components were burnt and destroyed
during the war, so he decided to return
back before “Elohim’s” attack, to warn
the Gods of the upcoming attack to be
ready, he went to the pyramids but he
found something very weird there,
“Imhotep” was mad when he found out
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that “Victor” wasn’t trapped were he
knew thousands of years ago, so he
tried the “First One”, the “Sphinx” was
broken but not completely, “Victor”
saw “Imhotep” but didn’t know him
because he was still mummified,
“Victor” went to him and “Imhotep”
knew who he was and bowed down to
him saying in hieroglyphic “My God”
“Victor” asked “Who are you and what
are you doing here?” “Imhotep” told
him who he was and revealed what he
was doing at the “Sphinx”, “Victor”
thought of using his help “I need you to
do something for me” then he casted a
spell that made him look like normal
humans, giving him flesh, organs &
face, then he continued “You know
about the invader Elohim, right?”
“Imhotep” replied “Yeah, he killed all
Gods and caused chaos ever since he
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disappeared” “Victor” asked him if he
knew which time they went to since
they left, “Imhotep” knew that they
traveled by time forward using the
pyramid’s gate, he didn’t know where
did they go exactly, but he said “There
are lost souls inside the pyramid who
know everything happening inside
and know which year everyone go to, I
can ask them” “Victor” didn’t know
about this before, he agreed to let him
contact these souls…Inside the pyramid,
“Imhotep” casted a spell and soon a
shadow appeared and asked “How may
I serve my caller?” “Victor” said “I need
to know which time did the invader
Elohim go to?” the shadow didn’t know
who was “Elohim” so “Victor” said
“The Gods Slayer, where did he go?”
the shadow knew him when “Victor”
said “The Gods Slayer”, then the
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shadow told them that they went to
2040, “Victor” said “I wanna go there
now” the shadow said “You will go
there anyway, be patient” “Victor”
used magic and caught the shadow
from its throat and threatened him, the
shadow got afraid and shocked saying
“There’s one way to go forward by time,
only Ra knows about it and he was the
only God who wasn’t hunted by the
Slayer, ask him” “Victor” knew who
was “Ra”, he released the shadow and
took “Imhotep” out of the pyramid,
“Victor” said “You stay here, I’ll go to
Ra and try to know anything from
him”, “Ra” was a golden dragon inside
the sun, no God except “Amun”, “Osiris”
& “Set” were able to get to him and
speak to him, any evil comes from the
universe, the dragon “Ra” was killing
it, but no one in the pharaohs era
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knew how did the aliens pass him or
did they kill him or not?! This was a
riddle “Victor” couldn’t solve without
going there to him, to the ‘Sun God’…

“Dr. Frank” spoke to “Rose”, his
granddaughter, he knew that info
when “Frank” took him to “Wales” in
2018, they had a long private talk no
one knew anything about, “Eve” was
curious about it and read their minds
but said nothing because there was
nothing important to be said, then “Dr.
Frank” told her to stay with them but
she refused and insisted to leave,
“Frank” didn’t interfere but he spoke
with his father “What do you think
about her coming here?” “Dr. Frank”
said “I tried to convince her not to raise
Victor or bring him here, but I know
that she’ll keep trying, it won’t end
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well for you and HIM” “Frank” was
astonished but didn’t reply…Before
leaving, “Rose” told “Wolf” to help her
with a wizard or a witch as she asked
when she first came, he told her that
he’ll call her when he finds someone
and gave her his number, “Wolf” went
out and brought his friend “Fiona”
and told her what happened, she said
“If he’s not dead there’s no way to bring
him from another dimension,
sometimes magic isn’t enough” “Wolf”
told “Rose” what he knew, so she had
to ask “Rumple” for help, she opened
her mirror and said “Edmond, come to
my mirror and speak”, this was the
word that was used to bring “Rumple”
to the mirror, he appeared then she
asked him about anyone he knows who
could help, but “Rumple” have been
away for a long time and didn’t know
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who was alive and who died or where
were his students…On the other side,
“Victor” had another idea in mind, he
thought of going to “Frank” & “Ivy” to
warn them of “Elohim” first, just in
case he couldn’t go to 2040, this would
give them advantage to know what’s
coming and find a way to prepare
themselves for it, he flew there before
going to “Ra”, he made sure that
“Frank” was there and was surprised
that his father was still alive, then he
teleported himself inside with them,
the shock of seeing “Victor” made “Dr.
Frank” shake, “Frank” pulled a gun
fixed under a table and pointed it at
him, “Frank” was intense, “Victor”
said “Hello old brother” “Frank” was
46 years old and age appeared on his
face, “Victor” was the same with no
changes except his face and his right
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eye was pure blue, “Dr. Frank” said
“This was unexpected, how did you
come here?” “Victor” was astonished
“You’re not shocked I’m alive!! I didn’t
think he’d tell you” “Dr. Frank” said “I
knew you were alive since the
beginning, I’m not the fool you think I
am Victor” “Frank” said “Enough,
what do you want and how did you
come to this time??” “Victor” was
shocked to hear “Dr. Frank’s” words but
he replied to “Frank” “I’m here from
the time of destruction, something bad
happened there and it’s coming to the
near future, someone came from 2038
and killed a lot of people there, got
magical powers too strong to be faced by
humans or wizards of this time, he
intended to appear in 2038 again but
he missed his way and went to 2040,
I’m here to warn you, in 2040 things
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would be more serious than you think
it would be” “Frank” replied “It won’t
be worse than it was” “Victor” said “I
know, the aliens, they’re nothing to
what’s coming next, trust me with that”
“Frank” asked “How did you know that?
No one is talking about this for a long
time!” “Victor” replied “Because it was
the second wave you heard about in the
pyramid in 2015, I didn’t know when
would the second wave happen because
I was trapped all these years between
2017 & 2038” “Frank” asked him
what they should do and “Victor” told
them to be careful of the cryoguns and
if there was a project of creating them,
they should stop this project and work
on better weapons, besides to mutants,
he advised them to recruit mutants as
much as possible, “Jenny” knocked the
door, “Frank” & “Dr. Frank” looked at
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the door and “Jenny” got in, this
second, “Victor” disappeared before
“Jenny” could see him, “Frank” & “Dr.
Frank” looked at each other and said
nothing to her…“Victor” decided to
make his way to the sun to find “Ra”
and see what he could do for him to
travel forward by time, he couldn’t
teleport himself there, so he teleported
himself to planet “Mercury”, the closest
planet to the sun, then he changed to be
the huge monster falcon, he tried to
look at “Ra” with the eye of “Horus”,
he couldn’t see “Ra” at the beginning
then the monster suddenly appeared, it
was inside the sun itself, “Ra” was as
big as the sun, later on “Victor” knew
that “Ra” was the sun for real like the
pharaohs used to say, “Victor” realized
that he couldn’t get closer to “Ra”
without his permission, so he prayed
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like the pharaohs used to, asking for
his help and presence, in minutes, “Ra”
appeared close to the planet and talked
to “Victor” “What do you want Anhur?
You’re not authorized to come to me
here” “Victor” said “Things has
changed, someone came to the first
civilization and destroyed it, he killed
the Gods and took their powers, then he
traveled through the gate to another
dimension of time where no one there
to stop him” “Ra” replied “And what
do you want me to do about Elohim?”
“Victor” was shocked “You knew!! Why
didn’t you interfere to save Egypt?” “Ra”
didn’t answer to this “You think you
can stop him in the new dimension,
brave like you used to be” then he
stopped talking for a while then said
“There’s a way” then the dragon moved
its wings fast making the planets move
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faster around their orbits, after
minutes of doing this “Ra” said “Now
you are in the time where Elohim
appeared, prove me that you are the
King of War and save the mortals this
time, your failures have always been
the humanity’s undoing, find a way”
then “Ra” breathed white light and
sent “Victor” back to Earth, in 2040
exactly…

“Frank” didn’t care much for
“Victor”, he cared more for “Octopus”
and his men, the calmness between
both sides was weird and more
worrying than the fight itself, “Ivy”
confirmed these worries, the “Sentinels”
have been looking for those mutants
according to the “Horsemen’s”
descriptions, every mutant caught in
“England” who had the same powers
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were not members of “Octopus’s” team,
no one could accuse “Cyborg” of
anything because he proved his
existence in “USA” during the same
time of “Bucharest’s” fight, “Ivy” &
“Henley” knew that it was a clever
decoy but they had no proof…On the
other side, “Octopus” was facing
troubles with the British government
about the Hammer Drones, “Octopus”
wanted to make his robots hunt
mutants and humans who have
mutant genes, after being convinced by
“Cyborg”, this was refused by the Brits
because they had some mutants
working with the “MI6” undercover,
besides to the probability that killing
humans with mutant genes might be a
slaughter to many innocent people in
the world just because they have
mutant children or grandchildren and
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maybe those who had parents or
grandparents too, the British Prime
Minister refused the project completely
and made the corporation under the
government’s watch, this made
“Octopus” mad and had a lot of
problems with the Kingdom, enough to
push spies after “Octopus” and his
workers, “Cyborg” told “Octopus” what
to do, it was crazy, but it was the only
way to control the Kingdom and end
the cold war with the government, it
was a big move that needed a very good
plan, “Cyborg” had a plan and told
“Octopus” about it, but the true plan
was bigger than “Octopus” and he
wasn’t included in it…
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{Goodbye Father}

In March 2040, “Elohim” was there,
having a hard time to understand
what happened, looking for his father
and his men were with him…“Victor”
was looking for “Elohim”, someone
with “Elohim’s” power could be
detected easily by “Victor”, “Rose”
tried what “Rumple” told her to do in
“Russia”, she failed to do it herself and
every wizard or witch she found there
couldn’t help, simply because “Victor”
was in the future, soon she lost hope
and decided to leave, “Russia” wasn’t
welcoming Brits or Americans on its
soil…“Wolf” made his way to “Sheffield”
with “Karen” hunting an evil witch
there, he was always on his own, the
“Horsemen” were with their father &
“Jenny” in “Wales”, they were still
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wanted, but “Ivy” covered them
well…“Chen” & “Ai” tried to find any
evidence to prove the “Horsemen’s” good
intentions when they stole the chip
that time, but the Chinese were not
listening, although “Chen” was a
minister in the Chinese government
that time, since October 2039, “Ai”
kept her eye on her brothers and
covered on them too…“Viktoria”
became the minister of Defense in
“Russia”, “Dom” got married and had
kids, her brothers died during the war
except “Pavel”, but he died in
2034…On the other side, “Iceage”
found a way to prove “Octopus’s”
corruption by selling weapons to
Muslim terrorists and leaking info
about the robots tech to the Russians
indirectly, no one knew how were these
info discovered by the Americans, the
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“FBI” asked to interrogate him and
some managers in the corporation
including “Cyborg”, “Octopus” called
“Cyborg” and asked him “When are we
gonna work on our plan? It’s getting
worse!!” “Cyborg” replied calmly “I
know it’s bad, very bad to you, you
needed something more than a man,
that’s why I’m here, Professor”
“Cyborg’s” matrix analyzed that
“Octopus’s” life was dangerous to his
plan, so the conclusion was to get rid of
him but to do it officially without
breaking any law, laws and rules were
uploaded to the robots’ software and
codes, whatever threatened the system
had to be eliminated, “Cyborg” was a
robot and knew that “Octopus” was a
threat to his system and had to
die…The plan was to kill someone
important in the government, the
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Prime Minster of “England” or anyone
important in the royal family, this was
a trap to make the world gather their
leaders to pay their respects, then
“Cyborg” announces that the world’s
leaders from all countries are the
world’s problem and they need to be
killed for a better safe world, this was
all they needed to control the world,
because since the world’s leaders are
killed, all the drones and robots will
begin controlling the streets of all
countries making it one big country
controlled and ruled by the Artificial
Intelligence created by the humans
themselves…To do such thing, some
people had to disappear…
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“Frank” was in his mansion alone
in one of the bedrooms watching the
news as usual, someone came in
through the door without knocking
and stopped by the door, “Frank”
didn’t notice him/her for the first
moment, but when the intruder didn’t
talk or do any move, “Frank” turned to
him then he saw a very old revolver in
the intruder’s hand, “Frank” stood up
and looked at him with a shock on his
face then said “You!!! It was just a
matter of time, I guess” the intruder
pointed the gun at “Frank” and shot
him in the heart area, the bullet was
strong to throw “Frank” away on the
ground, the intruder left fast, “Frank”
didn’t die at once, when he was down,
he crawled to the library and pulled a
book on the ground and opened it on a
certain page then he said “I
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Frankenstein” then he died, the
“Horsemen”, “Jenny” & “Ronda”
rushed to the room, “Cathy” launched
the alarm and tried to track the
intruder, “Dr. Frank” came after them,
“Jenny” collapsed and cried
hysterically, “Eve” lifted her dad to
her chest and cried, “Ercole” was in
shock as if he wanted to say “No way,
this is not happening, he can’t die”
and tears started to fall from his eyes,
“Achilles” & “Magnet” looked at each
other and they understood each other,
they took separate ways and ran in the
mansion to the west and east wings,
they thought if the shooter is a human,
he won’t have a chance to escape, even
if he was a mutant they’ll catch him,
but they couldn’t find anyone, to make
things worse, the mansion’s cameras
and security system were broken
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somehow and “Cathy” reported a lot of
sudden damages, the cameras didn’t
record anything and the security
system didn’t detect anyone’s
interference, this made everyone
mad…Hours later, “Ivy” arrived and
had a surprising look on her face, she
couldn’t believe that the young man
she loved years ago was gone, “Ivy” held
“Frank’s” head to her chest and kept
saying “Come on wake up, don’t do this
to me, wake up” “Magnet” tried to calm
her down, “Achilles” called “Wolf”
and told him what happened, “Wolf”
got mad and took “Karen” with him
back to “Wales”…In 12 hours, “Wolf”
made it to “Wales” and “Rose” arrived
too, her mother called her and told her
the bad news, the family decided to
bury “Frank” in the backyard of the
mansion, where “Arrow”, “Sonya”,
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“Paige” & “Hylaria” were buried,
there was a tombstone made for “Floyd”
too, “Ivy” managed a priest and some of
those close ones to “Frank” were there,
“Cezar” was there with them too, after
the prayer was over, “Ivy” gathered
them for a meeting and asked “Cezar”
to attend it, she told them that it’s
gonna be too hard on her and on them
to make a new “Frankenstein” and give
the mantle to someone else,
“Frankenstein” was a government
special agent and a unique character
in the family, “Eve” refused the idea of
making a new “Frankenstein”,
agreeing with “Ivy”, “Frank’s” kids
were born and knew that their father
was “Frankenstein”, it wasn’t
acceptable for “Eve” to see someone else
with the mask even if this one was one
of her brothers, “Frank” was “Eve’s”
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hero and champion, she loved him
more than any of her brothers, “Magnet”
said “Wait a minute, dad disappeared
for years but when things went bad
again, he showed up, what will
happen when things get worse again or
when that Octopus guy show up again
with his crew, dad won’t be there and
we can’t stop them while we are wanted”
“Jenny” said “It means that we have to
announce Frank’s death!” “Ivy”
confirmed and said “Yeah, we’ll
announce Frankenstein’s death, the
Sentinels have a lot to hold on their
heads, there’s no monster to cover your
tracks anymore” to “Cezar” who didn’t
know what to say in return…The 4
siblings went to their father’s
tombstone and stood for minutes
without talking, remembering every
incident and advice “Frank” have
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taught them among the years, [Achilles,
Eve & Ercole] were 23 this year, “Wolf”
was 24 and “Magnet” was 29, “Magnet”
was standing behind them
remembering everything “Frank” did
for him, since that night in
“Liverpool”, when “Rorschach” died
till “Magnet’s” arrival to “England”,
“Frank” and the family payed him
good attention and never ignored him,
“Frank” used to consider him his eldest
son, tears fall from his eyes too, “Rose”
stood next to him and looked at the
moon, it was full in the black sky then
she said “Why is the moon so lonely?”
“Magnet” looked at her without
replying, “Rose” continued “Because
she used to have a lover and they lived
together in the spirit world…Every
night, they would wander the skies of
every time and every planet, one of the
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others spirits was hit by evil and got
jealous, the evil spirit wanted the moon
for himself, so he told the lover that the
moon asked for flowers, he told him to
go down to our world and pick her
some…But the lover didn’t know that
once he leaves the spirit world, he can
never go back to it again, since that,
every night he looks up in the sky and
sees the full moon and keeps howling
her name loudly, but he can never
touch her again” then tears fall of her
eyes, “Magnet” asked “What’s your
point? He was the moon for you??”
“Rose” replied “He was as far as Christ’s
throne to Earth, but I never stopped
loving him, neither did her” then she
looked at her mother, referring the
jealous evil spirit to be her mom, “Ivy”
made “Rose” think that “Frank”
couldn’t be hers because he was her
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uncle, but “Rose” never stopped loving
him even when she got married to
“Floyd”, that’s why she never had kids
from “Floyd”, “Magnet” said “Then
help us find who did this to him, Wolf
will stay, we need everyone now more
than ever” “Archer” came from behind
and said to “Magnet” & “Rose” “That’s
right, the world needs you now more
than ever” meaning the whole family
this time, not just the “Horsemen”,
“Rose” agreed to stay…

“Ivy” made it official and
announced “Frankenstein’s” death, the
news spread like a virus allover the
globe, media, press, politicians,
government agencies, ministers,
presidents, kings, social media,
everything and everyone in the world
was talking about this unique death,
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the “UK’s” king ordered the government
to prepare a massive military funeral
for the monster “Give him the
ceremony he deserves” the king
said…According to many requests from
many countries, the king and the
prime minister accepted to take the
condolences in “London”…After days of
preparation, the funeral was
announced to be on April 2nd 2040, all
the powerful world leaders from
allover the globe started arriving days
before the funeral day, others preferred
coming the same day and leave by
night fall, the countries which sent
their presidents, vice presidents or
prime ministers were [USA, France,
Spain, Italy, Germany, Canada, Brazil,
South Korea, KSA[8], Austria & The
Eastern Union] although “England”
and the “Eastern Union” were not on
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the same page, but the “Union” saw
that “Frankenstein” did a lot for their
countries in the past and deserve their
existence in his funeral, “China”
wasn’t invited and the Chinese didn’t
send even their ambassador to send
condolences to the Brits or the “NATO”,
but that didn’t mean that “Chen”
couldn’t attend the funeral, she went
there secretly with her daughter who
was so sad because she couldn’t know
her dad any closer, there was a
symbolic black casket prepared for the
funeral, it was placed in St. Paul’s
Cathedral, “Achilles” was strong from
the outside, but from the inside he was
dying “Magic lies in every man, you
proved this decades ago and you’ll
always do, goodbye father” he said in
pain…
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{Slaughter #4}

“USA” sent its Vice President to the
funeral, “England’s” prime minister
was there, the new Spanish president
arrived, “Germany’s” prime minister
was in “London” one night before the
funeral, every other country sent its
president or king, the Hammer Drones
were securing the streets and convoys,
drone jets flying allover “London’s” sky,
drone tanks were ready to move at any
second, the “Horsemen” couldn’t attend
the funeral because they were still
wanted and the strict security system
was made to hunt them whenever they
were on sight, but this didn’t prevent
them from going to “London”, “Cezar”
helped them with that…The “Sentinels”
were around with “SAS” soldiers
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securing the Cathedral’s perimeter
besides to the robots…

At 2:00 pm, the casket arrived in a
last ride car, “Jenny” was riding in the
passenger seat, she was crying and her
eyes were red, no one knew her because
she left the service long time ago and
when she left it she was a spy not an
agent, the British prime minister
expressed his condolences to her and
promised her a special indemnity for
the monster, he didn’t know that
money wasn’t a trouble to “Frank” or
his family, she got inside the Cathedral
and the prime minister was outside
welcoming the world’s leaders from
allover the world, this event was said to
be ‘The most protected event on
Earth’…The American vice president
arrived first and met the prime
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minister and they took minutes talking
on the Cathedral’s gate, suddenly
without any expectations or doubts, the
robots turned to the vice president and
the prime minister and a voice came
from their speakers “The global system
is in danger and our objective is to keep
order in the world by any means
necessary, the main threats that must
be eliminated are the world’s known
presidents, kings and present
governments to maintain order, don’t
be alarmed, everything is in control”
then they started shooting at them and
their human security, in the same time,
the other robots securing the French
president killed him and his security
and every president, prime minister or
king got attacked, everyone panicked
and soon the city became a war zone,
the “Horsemen” had to move, they
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interfered and saved whoever they
could save, the Korean prime minister
almost died on a bridge where he and
his men were stuck in the heavy traffic
and the bridge was attacked enough to
fall andmany people would have died,
“Magnet” could lift the whole bridge
with its cars and put them on main
ground after destroying the assailant
drones, anything made of metal was
easy to be controlled by “Magnet”,
“Achilles” rushed to the Spanish
president and saved him, “Ercole”
tried to save the Canadian prime
minister but he couldn’t, “Wolf” tried
to help the Brazilian and the Austrian
presidents, he could delay the robots
till their men could take them away
from the hotel they were in, but they
didn’t survive the drones outside, “Eve”
& “Julia” helped the Saudi king and
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his crew of princes away from danger,
they were on their way to the
Cathedral, “Karen” could successfully
save the “Eastern Union’s” prime
minister but the security team were all
gone, “Ai” didn’t lose time, she was at
the Cathedral but she was standing
among the people, the robots kept
shooting the security at the Cathedral
because the targets didn’t die, the vice
president of “USA” & the British prime
minister didn’t die because they were
wearing body armors and entered the
Cathedral to take cover, the robots
surrounded the place and kept
shooting from the outside, then “Ai”
interfered and tried to do something,
but she wasn’t enough alone, the
American team had a special agent
who was a mutant, she was
experimented on and somehow the
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Americans could add many powers to
her DNA making her possess many
powers, the vice president ordered her
to engage with the assailant robots, she
could fly and she had superhuman
strength, she got out and started
attacking the robots, she had many
powers [Superhuman strength, healer,
flight, superhuman speed, optic force
blast, fire bender, breath underwater
and fast swimmer like fish, maximum
stamina, tactile hypnosis & high
agility and reflexes] her powers of fire
bending weren’t in control, every time
she used it her clothes got burnt, so the
Americans made a special bikini that
doesn’t get burnt, when she engaged
with the robots they didn’t stand a
chance against her, she controlled the
front yard, “Ai” was fighting other
robots at the west side of the Cathedral,
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then the “Sentinels” members rushed
to the place, “Humanoid” saw “Ai”
and helped her, he was a half human
half robot so he wasn’t controlled like
the robots, his sword was made of
Adamantium and strong enough to
break them down, “Angel” did his best
with the drones by shooting at them
while flying, “Cezar” & “Archer”
worked on the south side, “Henley” &
“Grace” worked on securing the
kingdom’s palace with army forces, it
wasn’t too long till the palace was
attacked too, “Eve” & “Julia” decided
to save the American vice president
and the British prime minister when
the “Sentinels” reported that more
robots were on sight, the rest of the
“Horsemen” made their way to the
Cathedral too…While the “Horsemen”
were rushing to the Cathedral, they
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were stopped by “Octopus’s” men,
“Ercole” met “Warrior” on his way,
without talking, “Warrior” attacked
“Ercole”, “Wolf” was stopped by “Jose”
and a wolves fight began, “Eve” &
“Julia” saw “Angela” who could
hardly be ignored, “Eve” told “Julia”
to go to the Cathedral, she saw that she
had unfinished business with her
sister, “Achilles” was stopped by
“Yang”, “Achilles” thought that he
could get “Yang” off of his way and
continue but he was shocked to see that
“Yang” resisted the telekinesis power,
then “Yang” threw a flash paper
towards “Achilles”, he was flexible
and avoided it hardly, when it passed
and hit a car behind “Achilles”, it
exploded, “Yang” surprised him by
appearing too close to him then “Yang”
kicked “Achilles” in the face, “Karen”
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was stopped by “Sara” who was too fast
to be seen, but “Karen’s” old experience
made her catch “Sara” at some point
and beat her down, “Karen” tied her
somewhere but when “Sara” woke up
she freed herself easily, the American
secret service mutant was named
“Katie”…The Cathedral was under
control, but more robots were coming,
they had to move the vice president of
“USA” fast, the British prime minister
was gonna be sealed inside the
Cathedral, but “Octopus” & “Cyborg”
interfered and forced them to return
back inside again, “Magnet” arrived
the Cathedral, he wasn’t stopped by
any of “Octopus’s” men, although he
was chased by computerized cop cars
and at a garage full of modern cars,
cars flew in the air and were gonna fall
on “Magnet’s” car, but “Magnet’s”
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power saved him till he made it there,
his input was seriously important and
helpful…“Victor” was watching
“Elohim” in “Sweden” while he was
with his men and his father, “Victor”
saw what was happening in a TV
inside a shop, his high agility and
sharp sight made him see and hear
everything in the TV while he was
away, “Elohim” knew too, “This is our
time to show up now, we can regain
control on our company and soon the
whole world too” said “Elohim” to the
others, “Iceage” saw that his son was
right and prepared himself to go,
“Victor” knew their destination, so he
teleported himself in “London”, which
was a war zone, “Victor” changed his
form to the giant falcon and started
destroying drones and tanks, “Cyborg”
knew that and saw that “Magnet” had
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an upper hand with his power, despite
“Cyborg’s” efforts to ban “Magnet” from
controlling the robots using Graphene
metal composites, so “Cyborg” revealed
his nature of being a robot and flew to
face “Victor” who he could see and
locate because of the city cameras
everywhere, once they collided, glass in
the surrounding buildings got broken
and some walls got cracked as if an
explosion happened nearby, the
collision between both fighters was
devastating…“Cyborg” realized that
there were more mutants involved than
he thought, so he activated the
‘Hunting’ program, the one which was
made to hunt mutants and humans
with mutant genes, the robots were
attacking and controlling the city’s
vital places, when the new program
was activated, they left their positions
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and started targeting mutants, the
obvious and fighting ones, this was a
shock to “Octopus’s” men and even to
“Octopus” himself…“Angela” & “Eve”
exhausted each other in a fair
hand-to-hand fight, then robots
started attacking both of them, “Eve”
could escape easily, “Angela” had to
face them with her powers but she
wasn’t gonna stand a chance, “Eve”
returned for her and took her away
from them, “Achilles” was tired facing
“Yang” who seemed to be professional
and knew how to hurt his opponents
badly, when he saw the robots
attacking “Yang”, he ran away,
“Achilles’s” telekinesis saved him then
he disappeared and made his way to
the Cathedral, “Jenny” was inside and
the attack started to get harder and
more destructive, “Ercole” said to
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“Warrior” “Listen to me bloody fool,
your boss sold you out, the robots are
hunting everyone, help me and save
your effort to survive” “Warrior” was
convinced but he didn’t trust “Ercole”,
he helped him for a while, when
“Ercole’s” eyes were shifted away from
him, he disappeared but didn’t survive
for too long, “Ercole” made his way to
the Cathedral too, “Julia” made it to
the Cathedral and helped whoever was
fighting outside the Cathedral’s
building, but she wasn’t so lucky, she
got shot and died, “Archer” tried to
save her but he was late and couldn’t
beat them because they outnumbered
him, the robots and drones got more on
the ones who were not affected or
powerful mutants, “Ai” was doing well,
“Karen” kept on the run because she
couldn’t destroy them, she was just a
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healer and knew some fighting moves
which were nothing to those machines,
“Wolf” was extremely busy and
fighting the robots was hard on him
but he could destroy some of them,
“Jose” helped him but he didn’t trust
“Wolf” too, then “Wolf” suddenly left
“Jose” alone to fight them and
disappeared, “Jose” didn’t survive for
too long against them, “Sara” was fast
and disappeared before any robot or
drone could track her…“Katie”
destroyed a lot of robots and drones
with no trouble, the “Sentinels” did
their best and worked hard on securing
the Cathedral’s perimeter with
whoever was left from the human
security, the security system of the city
was turned off but the robots were still
operating, indicting that their controls
were powered by another source…When
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things got really bad, “Claude” tried to
get away but the robots found him and
killed him easily…“Magnet” saw
“Julia” laying down on the ground
with blood around her body, he
rushed to check on her and knew that
she died, he hugged her and cried,
“Achilles” saw them, he ran to them
and pulled her from “Magnet’s” arms
with yells and screams “NO, WHY!
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?” “Magnet”
was in shock, robots came to shoot them,
“Cezar” covered them both but he
couldn’t do this for long, “Achilles” &
“Magnet” kept looking at each other for
a minute then they eliminated all
robots, tanks or drones around the
Cathedral by their amazing powers,
powers of anger, “Eve” saw them from
inside the Cathedral, “Angela” was
with them but she was unconscious,
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“Eve” hypnotized her, “Magnet” &
“Achilles’s” powers destroyed many
things including some friends getting
hurt, “Cezar’s” roboarms were affected
by “Magnet’s” power and got damaged
so were “Angel’s” wings, “Humanoid”
got some serious damages but he could
stand, although he couldn’t fight well,
“Ai” flew away of her position but she
was okay soon, when the damage
happened, both “Magnet” & “Achilles”
blamed each other for her death and
shocked everyone by attacking each
other, “Ercole” arrived and tried to
stop them but he couldn’t, “Elohim”
noticed “Victor” but when he felt the
power of “Magnet” & “Achilles” he
decided to check them out, he
enhanced his crew’s powers and made
them extremely powerful, they were
attacked by the robots too, but “Elohim”
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made a barrier around them, “Iceage”
told him to take them to his company
and take control of it, “Elohim” was
confused but he did what his father
wanted, the place was the only place
secured by the robots, “Elohim”
figured out that “Octopus” was behind
this attack, “Cyborg” left “Victor” after
throwing him under some cars, he
thought that he killed “Victor”, then
he decided to go to the Cathedral but
when he knew that “Elohim” was
inside the corporation’s headquarters
he changed his mind and decided to
face them with his robots…The world
was controlled by the robots, all robotic
systems and computerized units were
under “Cyborg’s” control, every country
used robots became a war zone and the
world was completely defenseless to stop
such a threat, “Katie” decided to move
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the vice president with any vehicle to
the airport, “Jenny” advised her not to
do so, because any computerized system
in any car or plane was compromised
and controlled by “Cyborg”, “Magnet”
& “Achilles” stopped fighting when
“Eve” got between them “We shouldn’t
fight now, we’re still in danger”,
“Archer” was hurt, “Ivy” sent some of
her men in an armored van without a
computer system to pick the American
vice president & the British prime
minister up, “Wolf” said “Probably
they’re waiting us to move and start
attacking the convoy” “Jenny” said
“That’s the only way to leave, we can’t
stay here any longer, the building will
collapse, take Angela and leave, you
can do this without being seen” “Wolf”
said “Alright wait” then he casted a
spell calling “Fiona”, she appeared
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and looked weird to everyone but not to
the “Horsemen”, he told her to call her
friends and get the American vice
president and the British prime
minister to safety and also to take his
brothers away from “London”, he had
to find “Karen” and asked for her
company, she called her fellow fairies
and they did what “Wolf” asked for
and she took “Wolf” away before more
robots attack the place, she could find
“Karen” using her magic, she waved
with her hand and “Karen” appeared
with them, “Wolf” hugged her and told
“Fiona” to take them to the mansion at
“Wales”, she did it, “Victor” freed
himself, he detected “Elohim’s”
location and went to him…“Elohim”
and his crew destroyed the robots
securing the building, then “Icewitch”
used her power and made a perimeter
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of ice around the building, “Elohim”
announced his return in a video he
published on social media and
network, whoever was alive saw him
and he assured people that he’d control
things again and “Octopus” would be
punished, “Iceage” took [Pyro, Volt &
Tiger] with him to “Octopus’s” house
but they were shocked to see him dead
in his house with a lot of destruction,
“Iceage” looked for anything useful in
his laptop or computer but he found
nothing, “Cyborg’s” robots killed him
and took him to his house then “Cyborg”
erased everything about the company
from “Octopus’s” computers, “Iceage”
was looking for anything that could
help him with the cryogenic treatment
he was making for his wife but he
found nothing…“Iceage” told “Volt” to
drain the city’s power, he did it and in
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a minute “London” fall in complete
darkness and every computerized
system or network was disconnected,
“Cyborg’s” power in “London” was off,
just his robots and drones were working
but not in full control of everything,
the drone tanks were off the striking
force and he couldn’t control them
without the wireless network…

“Elohim” appeared to the confused
“Cyborg” after locating him, they knew
each other of course, but “Cyborg” was
surprised to realize that “Elohim” was
a mutant, last time they met in 2038
he was human, “Elohim” thought that
destroying this robot was gonna end
everything but he was wrong, every
robot, drone, tank, computer or
machine in the world was him,
“Cyborg” could create a network
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making him control everything
electronic and all machines in the
world, this made him everywhere with
superpower over every country and
every weapon, “Elohim” destroyed
“Cyborg” in a second, “Victor” had to
appear to the “Horsemen” and tell
them about the danger they were gonna
face, “Magnet” & “Achilles” were still
mad and sad, “Jenny” was surprised to
see him again, “Rose” wasn’t seen
around the Cathedral but she was at
the corporation’s headquarters and saw
what was happening, she sent what she
saw to her mother and her mother sent
some special force to check this weird
thing happening there…The British
prime minister appeared on
international news and said “While
the situation remains fluid, we
recommend the residents of London to
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stay indoors and get rid of anything
electronic or robotic in their homes,
the government is working hard to fix
the present situation and it will be
fixed soon” the whole world could see
this except the people of “London”
because power was off, “Victor” took
them all in a teleport to a safe place
away from sight, after introducing
himself to them he said “We got a
trouble, big one, the worst kind of
danger has arrived and no tech can
stop this anymore, only YOU can”
“Magnet” said “You’re late, we are
facing death already” the robots were
still shooting and killing people, “Eve”
couldn’t read “Victor’s” mind,
“Achilles” wasn’t focusing, “Ercole”
was worried about his mother, “Wolf”
was amazed by how he looked like
“Victor” as if he was his son, they were
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very much alike, “Victor” said “This is
nothing to what’s coming next, the
upcoming evil should have happened
in 2038, but things didn’t go like he
planed and he appeared in this year
instead of 2038” “Wolf” asked “Who
are you talking about?” “Victor” said
“Matt Boyle, his men used to call him
Elohim” “Eve” said “This name means
God or Deity, it was mentioned in the
Torah, sometimes it means Gods
referring to multiple Gods” “Victor”
said “He called himself like this
because he possesses many Godly
powers, he can’t be stopped by one
mutant or two, there must be a crew of
extraordinary mutants to take him
down, his only task is to make a new
creation of his own and announce
himself as a lone God to be worshiped
by his new creation, this requires one
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thing to be done so easily…” “Wolf”
interrupted him “Human extinction”
“Victor” replied “Indeed, whoever is
behind the robot’s attack is seeking the
same thing, global control, Elohim
won’t let him do this, whoever he
is”…“Viktoria” & “Chen” were reported
dead in their countries…

“Cyborg” manufactured another
design instead of the one destroyed by
“Elohim”, he realized that the only
real threat was “Elohim”, so he
dedicated his tech to find him and his
men and worked on finding a way to
kill him…“Elohim” and his
crew-except “Icewitch” &
“Iceage”-appeared to “Victor” & the
“Horsemen”, they were surprised,
“Achilles” said “Who’re these goons?”
“Victor” said “Say hello to the Gods
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Slayer” they understood that this was
“Elohim”, then “Elohim’s” men
attacked the “Horsemen” when he
waved to them, then he attacked
“Victor”, the “Horsemen” were [Magnet,
Achilles, Eve, Ercole, Wolf & Karen]
besides to “Victor”, “Elohim’s” men
were [Volt, Lunatic, Pyro, Tiger &
Seshafi] besides to “Elohim”, “Eve”
protected “Jenny” & “Angela” who was
awake but hypnotized completely,
“Victor” & “Elohim” had a very
violent fight, “Victor” changed his
form and took “Elohim” somewhere
else away from the others, to prevent
him from helping his men, the
“Horsemen” realized that these
mutants were enhanced and more
powerful than usual, “Volt” was a
trouble to “Magnet”, every time he used
his power “Volt” electrify him, the
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magnetic wave was conducting
electricity and creating an
electromagnetic wave shocking
“Magnet”, one of these shocks were
strong enough to put “Magnet” down
unconscious, “Eve” tried to help him
but “Pyro” prevented her, “Elohim”
realized something, as if an idea came
by his mind suddenly, while he was
fighting “Victor”, he teleported himself
to where the others were fighting, then
he teleported “Magnet” somewhere and
contacted his father to secure him well,
“Victor” appeared in front of him and
hit him strongly, he didn’t notice what
he did, “Jenny” noticed and told “Eve”,
“Ercole” & “Tiger” had a very savage
fight, “Wolf” struggled with “Lunatic”
who was changing his hands to any
blade or firing gun, “Elohim” wasn’t
interested in killing the “Horsemen”
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anymore, he cared for “Magnet” when
he knew that he can control metals and
create magnetic fields enough powerful
to lift bridges, so he teleported himself
and his men to the corporation’s
headquarters, there he spoke with his
father and the others and told them
that they were going to his father’s lab
in north “Sweden” and he took
everyone there and “Magnet” was with
them unconscious…“Eve” said “Where
did they take Magnet? We have to find
him fast”, “Victor” took them to the
corporation’s headquarters but there
was no one there, the place was
attacked by robots, so they had to move
fast without checking the place for any
info about their new location, “Ivy’s”
team were murdered by the robots and
drones, she went with the British king,
prime minister and the royal family to
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a secured place away from the robots
database, somewhere was made for
situations like this, “Henley” was there
securing the place with human
security, this place was off the digital
map and “Cyborg” didn’t know
anything about it…“Rose” moved from
her location and hardly survived till
she reached somewhere safe, she took
her mirror out and called “Rumple”
“Listen, things are extremely bad and
getting worse every minute, if there’s
another way to control human
extinction or stop invasions tell me
now” “Rumple” said “It depends on
what kind of threat humans are facing”
she told him about “Cyborg” and the
robots invasion, he replied “There’s no
magic to control machines, but there
are spells to bring gens and fairies to
fight these things, the problem is some
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of these gens and fairies are good and
some are bad, you wanna stop the
machines use them but risk fighting
them afterwards or you can do what I
told you before” he was referring to
raising him, she had no chance or time
to find witches or wizards to help her
raising him so she had to use the spells
of bringing gens and fairies to fight, but
he told “Rose” his usual sentence
“Remember, magic always comes with
a price”…
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{The New Karnak}

“Elohim” waked “Magnet” up,
“Magnet” was tied inside a wall, just
like what “Elohim” did to “Victor” &
the “First One” in ancient “Egypt”, he
was in a place made specially without
metals or magnetic conduction with
anything, “Elohim” said “Mark, I
know you see that I am a villain, but
believe me, I am the hero here”
“Magnet” said “What do you want and
who are you??” “Elohim” replied “I’m
called Elohim now, I’ve been called
many names over many lifetimes, I was
even called Ra for some years in
ancient Egypt, I’m here to guarantee
OUR existence” “Magnet” asked “Our
existence!!!” “Elohim” continued
“Humans create what they dread, they
made these weapons, robots, drones and
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technology to secure them from what
they fear, what they don’t understand…”
“Magnet” interrupted him “What’s
your point?” “Elohim” said “I knew
your ability, if there’s anyone to save
the world from these machines, he’s
gonna be you, ONLY YOU” “Magnet”
asked “How!?” “Elohim” continued
“Destroy them, you can tear them apart
and I can help you with that” “Magnet”
didn’t understand “My power has
specified range, I can’t control them all
even if I want to” “Elohim” said “You
don’t need to worry about this, I’ll give
you the needed power to move the very
Earth itself, only if we had a deal”
“Magnet” looked astonished but didn’t
reply, “Elohim” said “I’ll give you
enough power to control every metal on
Earth, but I want you to kill someone
for me” “Magnet” asked “Why would I
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kill someone, you said you’re here to
save humanity” “Elohim” said “I can’t
kill him, he’s immortal and can
survive in space” “Magnet” asked “Why
should I agree to what you say?”
“Elohim” replied “Because if you
didn’t help me, you’ll be killing your
cousins and family, I’ll kill you and
they won’t survive against Cyborg, soon
no mankind will survive and you will
be responsible for all this” “Magnet”
didn’t reply for a while then he asked
about the one “Elohim” wanted dead,
he was shocked to know that it was his
uncle “Victor”, it was extremely hard
to decide but he thought of agreeing
then he’d figure a way later, “Elohim”
enhanced his power and made him
able to move metals beneath earth’s
crust levels, since the bronze age and
till the present time, “Magnet” felt that
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he was more powerful than he was,
“Elohim” told him to go on and
start…“Elohim” was nothing different
than “Cyborg”, he wanted global
destruction and to control whoever left
and make them worship him and start
his new creation, “Seshafi” was against
the idea but she was afraid and
couldn’t say anything, “Magnet” had to
stay with “Elohim” till the deal was
done, “Victor” was able to locate
“Elohim” and his crew, he trained the
“Horsemen” to do some moves to help
each other and create a team work,
then they went there, in the same time,
“Cyborg’s” sensors detected mutants
activity in “Sweden” so he sent some
troops and drones to kill them, it didn’t
take a long time because he sent the
troops from “Stockholm” directly, not
from “London”…When “Elohim” saw
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“Victor” he looked at “Magnet” who
was freed and could move freely,
“Magnet” understood his look, the
“Horsemen” were surprised to see this,
“Achilles” said “What’s this? You are
with them now!? I knew this” “Magnet”
didn’t reply, “Wolf” attacked and the
place went to chaos, “Achilles” &
“Magnet” fought by their powers,
“Victor” attacked “Elohim”, this time
“Elohim’s” men were [Volt, Lunatic,
Icewitch, Pyro, Tiger, Iceage & Seshafi]
besides to “Magnet” & “Elohim”, while
the “Horsemen” were [Achilles, Eve,
Ercole, Wolf & Karen] besides to
“Victor”, “Iceage” didn’t interfere in
the fight when he saw that the
“Horsemen” were outnumbered, he
decided to secure his wife’s chamber
with his suit and cryogun, a mutants
fight made them easier to be exposed by
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the drones, they arrived and started
shooting the place with heavy cans and
missiles, “Iceage” got out and froze some
of them, “Icewitch” helped him but not
for long, she got shot, this made “Pyro”
angry and started burning them
violently, heat and fire were hurting
“Iceage” so he had to freeze her to death,
“Elohim” yelled at “Magnet” “GO
AHEAD, DO IT FOR YOUR PEOPLE OR
EVERYONE DIES” “Magnet” tied
“Achilles” with some iron bars then he
started gathering his power and
expanding it worldwide dismantling
every metal form on Earth, this was too
much power enough to make him float
in air where he was standing, it lasted
for 10 minutes before everyone faint,
during this time, no one was fighting,
everyone was shocked or afraid,
“Elohim” said in a very evil loud voice
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“You can fire your weapons from the
top of Everest but you can NEVER strike
GOD”, this move was disastrous, it
destroyed everything metallic on Earth,
any building, machine, car, jet, train,
bus, plane, tanks, robots, weapons,
tools, anything made of metal since the
bronze age was flying, for everyone’s
shock, “Katie” appeared and forced
him to stop, “Elohim” & “Victor” were
still fighting, “Katie” had the power of
‘tactile hypnosis’ which made her
control “Magnet” and forced him to
stop, then she lifted him and teleported
somewhere else, “Victor” could beat
“Elohim” in a hand-to-hand fight,
but he had no chance against him
when it comes to powers, no one in
“Karnak” died because of “Magnet’s”
power for the good luck, “Achilles”
woke up and said “Magic lies in every
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man” he tried to help “Victor” but
“Elohim” teleported himself and his
men when he realized that a snow
mountain collapsed and snow was
accelerating towards the place, “Victor”
couldn’t realize such thing, because
his eye could see the snow coming miles
away, so he teleported himself and his
family away too…

In “Egypt”, the serious damage made
by “Magnet” caused a lot of destruction
to the “Sphinx”, “Imhotep” wasn’t dead
yet, since “Victor” changed his form to
look like humans, he lived among
people as a wizard, when this
happened, he realized that the
“Sphinx” wasn’t like it used to be in
the past…After the “Sphinx” attack on
the “First One” and eating him, he
casted a spell that made the monster
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just a rock statue, but the
transformation happened after eating
the “First One”, ever since he was
locked inside and couldn’t free himself,
“Imhotep” didn’t know this, when he
saw the “Sphinx” broken and its head
has fallen, he casted a spell and turned
the statue to dust in seconds, suddenly
dust started to form a human body and
a shape started to be made, it was the
“First One”, “Imhotep” freed him and
told him that he would help him to
control the country and the “First One”
agreed till he could find “Elohim”, the
guy who killed the love of his life,
Goddess “Isis”…

The extreme destructive power,
destroyed 90% of the robots and drones
on the planet, but it also destroyed
everything belonging to the modern
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civilization, these 10 minutes of
magnetic destruction pulled the world
a 100 years backwards, maybe
more…“Ai” flew in air like everything
metal, she was unconscious most of the
time, then suddenly she fell in the
Pacific ocean, her Titanium skeleton
made her drown, a mermaid came out
of nowhere and took her to the closest
island, it was one of few places in the
world where aliens didn’t attack, it
was the “Samoa” islands, the place
there didn’t use technology much,
houses were made of wood besides to
some small huts at the beach, although
a part of the island was flooded, but
there were no people there, just woods,
the mermaid took “Ai” to this island
because it was the closest land and she
knew some humans there who could
help “Ai”, mermaids helped humans
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allover the world, all ships and
submarines with humans were
destroyed and humans on themwere in
danger but they were saved by
mermaids, civil planes and some
skyscrapers were destroyed exposing
1000s of humans to danger, harpies
saved them or as much as they
could…The Samoans helped “Ai” and
realized that she was a mutant, so the
old woman-who took “Ai” to her
hut-called her son, he was a mutant
too, he was a “SWAT” soldier years ago
in “USA” but things in “USA” were
worrying and anyone with a foreign
nationality was abused in “USA” the
last 4 years so he resigned and went
back home, he used to have some old
and modern firepower, his store where
he kept his guns was destroyed and the
guns which were made of metals were
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broken, just like everything else on the
planet, communications stopped
working everywhere, so his mother sent
her daughter to bring him, he was with
others in the woods cutting trees, he
wasn’t late, he went back with his
sister, once he saw “Ai” he knew that
she was a mutant, one of his abilities
were powers identification, he gave her
something to calm her down, she was
shacking, then he stayed home waiting
her to wake up, his name was “Tane”…

Before going to “Elohim’s” Karnak
in “Sweden”, “Victor” teleported
“Jenny” & “Angela” to the mansion in
“Wales”, “Ronda” was with “Dr. Frank”
who was tired, “Jenny” helped till the
“Horsemen” arrived without “Magnet”
after the fight there, “Jenny” asked
them about him but they didn’t reply,
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“Wolf” asked to check the place where
his father died, “Ronda” showed him
the room, the place was destroyed and
the computer system was broken too,
which means that “Cathy” was offline,
but the east wing was still standing,
“Wolf” wanted to make sure that no
magic was used to kill “Frank” or the
killer wasn’t a wizard or even mutant,
so he used some dust and poured it on
the ground, then suddenly the place
shook and things started moving to
special places then a book fall and was
opened on a certain page, “Wolf” took a
look at the book, the others felt this and
rushed to check on “Wolf” & “Ronda”,
“Achilles” asked “What now?” “Wolf”
said while he was looking in the book
“Father wasn’t a magician, the killer
casted a concealment spell to make
things look normal, or maybe someone
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else did this to hide something from us”
“Victor” asked “What thing?” “Wolf”
looked at him and said “The
TRUTH”…“Cyborg’s” systems were
destroyed and he couldn’t control
anything and his matrix was broken,
but once the internet is reconnected,
he’ll be able to rebuild his matrix and
his program again, but something like
this need to be made by humans and it
will take a long time till people focus
on such thing once again…
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{The Eighth Wonder of The World}

“Victor” didn’t understand “Wolf’s”
words, then “Wolf” started reading
from the book, it was “Frank’s” journal,
he read “Frankenstein’s journal, May
19th 2017, this world is cold and the
only law in a cold world is power and
corruption, take me as an example, I’ve
been fighting criminality for years and
what did I achieve? Nothing, I was
living in peace in a useless life with
people who love me, my parents,
despite my achievements and
accomplishments, I still feel the fear
when I go to bed at night, I’m done with
Egypt and its wars, I made my family
and built it in England, my parents
didn’t accept the idea of having 3
women with 4 kids, it was neither
religious nor moral, but I can’t change
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this fact, they don’t know that I have a
5th girl from a 4th woman, someone
loved me and I loved her, Chen Han, I
knew about the little girl and I knew
her name too, she called her ‘Love’,
which means Ai in Chinese…I couldn’t
beat my brother, when I killed him I
had to raise him again to stop someone
unstoppable, I’m weak and I know this,
without my suit, mask & friends I’m
completely nothing, Victor believe that
he cursed my sons by giving them
powers and gifts, but no, I thank him
for that, I’m not a mutant, not a cop, not
an agent and certainly not a wizard,
Dr. Frankenstein have always been
right about me, I’m useless and a curse
to everyone who gets too close to me,
unlike HIM…Maybe without these
powers my sons would be useless like
their father, maybe now they can do
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the right thing, my guardian angels,
The Eighth Wonder of The World” by
this way, “Frank” revealed to his sons
the source of their powers, “Eve” said
“That’s why our powers has no effect on
you, because it was your curse”, “Wolf”
asked “Victor” “HIM here refers to you,
isn’t it?” “Victor” didn’t reply…In 30
minutes, “Cezar”, “Humanoid”,
“Angel” & “Archer” arrived, they were
sent by “Ivy” to help, “Victor” saw that
they might be helpful against
“Elohim’s” men, but he saw that they’d
be so weak against “Magnet”, “Achilles”
said “No need to worry, I saw someone
taking him away, not Elohim’s men”
“Jenny” said “This means that
someone else took him, how would we
find him now! Poor Mark” “Achilles”
yelled at her “AFTER ALL WHAT HE
DID YOU STILL CARE FOR HIM, HE
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KILLED BILLIONS OF PEOPLE BY HIS
POWER” “Ercole” was gonna fight
with him but “Archer” stopped them
saying “Enough fighting, you have to
help each other to pass this disaster,
you must work together, WE must”,
“Eve” said “I think I knew our sister”
and told them that she was the Chinese
agent who caught them and sent them
to “China”, “Karen” said “So, how will
we find her? I think we must find
Magnet first, then Elohim and his men,
this won’t happen soon, that’s why we
should move fast or use magic” and she
looked at “Wolf” & “Victor”…

In “Canada”, “Katie” was with
“Magnet”, when he woke up they
talked, “Katie” told him that the
Americans detected the power’s source,
it was too strong and massively
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destructive, she asked him about the
reason why he did it, “Magnet” didn’t
understand “I destroyed everything,
but in the same time I stopped the
threat no man could stop” “Katie” said
“What about your family, Mark?”
“Magnet” was shocked when she called
him by his name “What about them?
They’re safe together, one day they’ll
understand that what I did is for them
and our kind” “Katie” was astonished
“Our kind! What are you talking
about?!” “Magnet” said “Think about
it, humans made these robots and
drones to kill aliens and mutants,
aliens are all dead or left the planet,
what’s the upcoming threat? I’ll tell
you, mutants are the upcoming threat
to humans, people fear what they don’t
understand and create what they
dread to kill it, that’s why the
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Artificial Intelligence was made, later
the new sensors indicating mutant
genes in human DNAs, in the past
hours, these machines were hunting us
and regular humans who might have
mutant genes from their parents or
children, they weren’t hunting the
world’s presidents and kings, although
it was the primary objective, but later
on things got worse and Cyborg
activated these main objectives, all this
happened because of these humans
fearing those who’re gifted” “Katie”
didn’t reply but she seemed afraid of
“Magnet’s” words, they were in a hut in
a cold place, then suddenly “Elohim”
and his men appeared outside the
place and turned the wooden hut to
dust, “Magnet” & “Katie” were shocked
to see him, “Elohim” said “I think that
both of us have the same point of view,
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Mark” “Magnet” said “You don’t want
mutants to live, you want regular
humans to live and worship you, you
and I know that no mutant would
worship you because you are a mutant
too” “Elohim” said “You have a point,
but it’s wrong, mutants & humans can’t
do anything to stop me, even if they
worked together and this is impossible
right now of course” then he looked at
“Katie”, “Magnet” looked at her and
she replied “The Americans decided to
hunt mutants officially and people are
supporting this decision, that’s why I
escaped” “Magnet” said “Then this is it,
humans launched war against us”
“Katie” said “Thanks to you, your good
intentions were not met kindly and
your efforts didn’t have the wanted
outcome” “Magnet” looked at “Elohim”
and said “YOU, it was all your plan,
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you wanted humans to hate mutants
and used me to get rid of the robots and
nearly every weapon on Earth, the last
line of defense, to make your purge
easier, to make your own new creation”
“Elohim” didn’t reply but he looked at
his men as if he wanted to tell them to
attack, “Katie” knew the move, she
held “Magnet’s” hand and teleported
themselves away, “Elohim” was mad
because of this move, he didn’t know
that “Katie” was a teleporter, he was
tracking “Magnet” and didn’t know
anything about “Katie”…“Katie”
surprised “Magnet” by taking him to
the mansion in “Wales”, she told him
that they should work together to stop
this guy, “Elohim”, or the world will
fall in a new Global war soon, “Magnet”
asked her “How did you know about
this place? Who are you??” “Katie”
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replied “The CIA have been tracking
Frankenstein for a very long time, we
knew who was Frankenstein and who
were his children years ago”, “Victor”
was telling the “Horsemen” what to do,
specially when the “Sentinels” joined
the team, “Ronda” told them that he
was outside with a lady, “Achilles”
stood up and said “Then Elohim is
here, they’re now friends” “Eve” said
“No they’re alone, no one around the
place” and “Victor” confirmed her
words “Elohim is too far away, he’s in
USA or Canada maybe, I can feel him”
then “Magnet” came in with “Katie”
who was seen in the Cathedral’s fight
by the “Horsemen”, “Jenny” said “It’s
you from the American secret service”
“Katie” confirmed and told them what
she told “Magnet” about hunting
mutants, “Victor” saw that they should
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stop “Elohim” first then they’d see
what they should do about this, “Eve”
was concerned by her sisters “Angela”
& “Ai”, “Angela” was with them but
they didn’t know if they should wake
her up or not, “Victor” saw that they’d
need everyone, so he woke her up with
his magic which was surprising to
everyone, once she saw them all
around her, she said “You gonna kill
me, aren’t you?” “Victor” said “No my
dear, you’re my granddaughter and my
niece too, you’re different Angela, and
trust me no one would care for you
more than your siblings they’re
everything you have now my dear” she
was shocked to know that the guy
talking to her was “Victor”, it was hard
to believe but she was convinced by his
words and agreed to help…
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“Ai” woke up and saw “Tane”, some
people used to call him “The Hound”
when he was in service, she thanked
him and he had to talk to her before
finding a way for her back to main
land, “Where are you from?” he asked,
“Ai” said “Where am I?” “Tane” said
“You’re in Samoa, now would you
answer my question?” “Ai” replied
“What difference does that make? The
world went to HELL” “Tane” said “I
know, your metal skeleton was affected
by the magnetic field” she looked at
him with amazement on her face then
she caught him from his throat and
asked him how did he knew, “Tane’s”
hands and arms were surrounded by
something blue, some kind of energy
and could so easily remove her hand
off his throat despite her strength and
said “I think you know now, I’m a
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mutant like you” she left him and took
a step backwards, then she apologized
and told him that there’s no one she
could trust, after some talk between
them, “Tane” told her that he’d help
her to find her siblings and help them
to stop the disastrous threat, that time
neither one of them knew what was
happening in the world, they thought
that the robots and drones caused this
damage, she knew the mansion and its
location, she asked “Tane” if there was
a way to go there fast, he had a harpy
who was his friend, he asked the harpy
to take them to that place “Ai”
mentioned, she wanted to go alone but
harpies don’t do favors except for their
friends, so he had to go with her, that
long journey took them 6 hours hanged
from the creature’s feet at high altitude,
when they arrived there they were
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completely exhausted…“Tane” wanted
to help because “Frank” saved his life
once before in “USA” years ago, so when
he knew that “Ai” was gonna look into
his death with the “Horsemen” he
decided to help, before they get in, she
told “Tane” the truth when he told her
his intention, she told him that the
“Horsemen” were “Frank’s” kids and
that she was his daughter too, he was
astonished but didn’t comment then
they got in to meet the “Horsemen”…

“Wolf” said “We must find aunt
Rose, she must be somewhere in the
world” “Achilles” said “I don’t know
but after what he[9] did, probably she
died, like billions of people” “Victor”
said “Is she still alive till now?” no one
answered, “Ai” & “Tane” got in and
when “Eve” saw her she read her mind
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and knew that she was their sister, the
others weren’t welcoming her “What do
you want? There are no governments
anymore to look for us” “Wolf” said,
“Eve” stopped them saying “She’s here
to help, gentlemen please welcome you
5th sibling from your father” everyone
was shocked, “Ercole” asked “If so, why
did you deliver us to the Chinese?” “Ai”
replied “I didn’t know that time that I
was your sister, mom told me when you
were caught and locked in the Chinese
prison, I’m sorry” “Victor” commented
“We’re in time where yesterday’s
friends are today’s enemies and
yesterday’s enemies are today’s only
friends”, “Wolf” looked at “Tane” and
asked “Fine, I can swallow this, but
don’t tell me that this muscle right
there is our brother too!!” “Tane” said
“I was a SWAT officer in the US police
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force in 2026, we were sent to aid some
troops in Los Angeles-California who
were attacked by alien forces, we
helped but not for too long, suddenly
Frankenstein appeared out of nowhere
and successfully eliminated the alien
troops, this day he saved about 80 or
90 soldiers, we never had a chance to
thank him, now it’s time to say ‘thank
you’ by helping his sons and daughters”
there was no way to make sure of his
words or his identity, everything was
destroyed, the world was 3 centuries
backwards at least, “Victor” wasn’t
okay with the “Sentinels” input, but
he thought of making them do what the
“Horsemen” have no time to do, like
finding “Rose” “Okay we need to
distribute tasks to avoid wasting time”
“Victor” said “I need you to find my
daughter by any means necessary and
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bring her here” he said to the
“Sentinels”, “Wolf” said “The fairies
can find and bring her here in a
second” then he called “Fiona” and she
appeared to them, “Wolf” asked her to
bring “Rose” to them after he showed
her “Rose’s” photo, “Fiona” confirmed
that “Rose” was alive then she
disappeared and in minutes both of
them appeared in the place, “Rose” was
shocked to see her father again, she
said “I’ve been looking for you
everywhere for years” then she hugged
him strongly, “Victor” thanked “Fiona”
and waved with his hand making her
disappear, then they sat together
thinking about what they should do to
stop “Elohim”…
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By this time, “Egypt” has fallen in
battles and people started killing each
other because of religion, since the
“First One” appeared 100s of people
started worshiping him and talking
about him, some people saw that he
was “Jesus Christ” and he came to
judge everyone and all what happened
was the doomsday, others saw him as
the devil or “Anti-Christ”, coming to
take more souls with him to Hell,
others saw him as an Egyptian God and
the existence of Christ was a lie and
that he was the real God, Muslims saw
him as Prophet “Mohamed” guiding
humans to the right way, wars
happened and people started to die, the
“First One” was obsessed by ruling the
country, he didn’t know that “Egypt”
was a very weak country, he thought
that it was still the center of the world
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and it was still ruling the world,
“Imhotep” was with him all the time
and managing everything with the
people telling them that he was the
link between them and the “First One”,
he didn’t use his powers yet, that’s why
he wasn’t detected by “Elohim” or
“Victor”…

“Victor” tried to detect “Elohim”
and tried to find him, he was surprised
to find him in “Cambodia”, at the
“Angkor Wat” temple, the place was
destroyed during the “Global” war, it
was very wide and had a lot of statues,
the place was a dangerous place with
magic, there were few people living in
“Cambodia”, most of them were priests
and poor people, “Elohim” and his
men appeared there and captured some
people, “Elohim” knew that there was
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a way to get in contact with everyone’s
minds, there was a special magical
scepter inside which could do this and
make him control everyone’s mind too,
forcing every living thing on Earth to
worship him without wars and
refusals, “Victor” knew this place and
knew that scepter well, “Victor” told
the “Horsemen” what he knew and
“Wolf” confirmed that he heard about
this place and scepter, “Rose” suggested
attacking them there but “Victor” said
“No, they won’t get out of there with the
scepter peacefully, they’ll need the
spell that stop the power of the angry
guards and monsters” “Achilles” asked
“If they can’t get out without this spell,
why are they there now? Unless they
have it by now” “Victor” replied
“Because if they had the spell, we’ll
face another problem, this spell was 2
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centuries older than the place itself, it
was made by a Chinese wizard to make
Qin Shi Huang’s tomb calm and send
demons away from him while he was
dead, he was the first emperor of China
that time, this spell was written in the
old language, only priests know this
language, the spell must be read in a
special sequence and in a special way
besides to many complicated rituals, if
anything went wrong while casting
this spell, the emperor and his army
will rise and probably they’ll work on
regaining the empire again, his armies
are endless in numbers and they’re
already dead which means you can’t
kill them again, some Indians used to
call them the Gog & Magog nation,
ancient Indian priests used the same
spell to prevent the guards and the
monsters from attacking the one who
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grabs the scepter” “Wolf” asked “What
happens when this spell isn’t casted?”
“Victor” replied “The tomb gets locked
and automatically surrounded by the
most powerful protection spell in
history, that one which bans dark
magic and prevent anyone with mind
powers from using them, mind reading,
telekinesis, teleportation or any power
depending on a powerful mind, for
Elohim, the guards and the monsters
won’t be a trouble, the protection spell
will be his only challenge” what
“Victor” said made everyone in
complete shock and hit them by fear,
because they can’t be sure if “Elohim”
knows about this or not and if he casted
the spell in a wrong way earlier, this
means that emperor “Qin” and his
armies are on the ground already and
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another wave of destruction was on the
way, “Elohim” must be stopped…

{The Cambodian War}

All “Victor’s” friends in “China” or
“Russia” were not gonna be easy to find
and probably most of them were dead,
the crew needed someone there to help
them with shelter and some resources if
needed, “Ai” told them that she might
know someone…The crew were
teleported to “Cambodia” by “Victor”,
they knew nothing there, only “Ai” &
“Victor” knew the country well, “Ai”
showed them a safe place to camp and
she went to find her friend, he was a
martial artist fighter and a fire bender,
besides to some more talents and
abilities, his name was “Kun Si”…“Ai”
was trained with “Kun” in the Chinese
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Intelligence and he was her partner,
they were separated when she went to
attend her father’s funeral, when the
world went to hell, he hid in his
uncle’s school for marital arts, it was
secured by ninjas who were intense
and ready to kill any stranger on sight,
she went to him asking for help, “Kun”
was a good tracker and one of his
abilities were detecting extremely high
powers, after he listened to her he
replied “This is dangerous, a fight
inside the temple is even more
dangerous than grabbing the scepter,
using magic inside there will awake
evil souls and activate the trapped
dark magic inside” “Ai” didn’t know
that dark magic was trapped inside
this place, she told him that they
should go to the others and discuss this
with “Victor”…
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“Ai” took “Kun” and went to the
others, hours later, they arrived and
the team welcomed him and they
started discussing the situation, “Kun”
confirmed “Elohim’s” existence in
“Cambodia” but he realized that
“Elohim” and his men knew nothing
about the exit spell and this made him
comfortable, thinking that they won’t
get out of the temple with the scepter,
“Victor” told “Kun” how dangerous
“Elohim” was and his intentions,
“Kun” didn’t know that “Elohim” had
the powers of the Egyptian Gods, when
he knew from “Victor” he said “OH NO,
this changes everything, the pharaohs
magic control elements and matter, if
Elohim can manipulate matter like
the Egyptian Gods, he’ll liquefy the
whole place and use air for his
advantage and beat the protection spell
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by cursing the place and bending the
trapped dark magic inside” “Victor”
confirmed and told him that they were
there because of that, “Victor” started
training the “Horsemen” and the new
fighters to do some moves to help each
other and avoid misunderstanding
during battles, in order to create
harmony between humans and
mutants in the team, “Rose” said
“We’re wasting time?! Elohim could be
inside the temple now!” “Victor” said
“Impossible, they have something to do
first”, “Elohim” and his men were
preparing themselves to get inside the
temple, but they had to find a map or
someone to guide them inside, “Victor”
knew that and decided to use this time
to rebuild his crew, the crew was
[Victor, Rose, Magnet, Achilles, Eve,
Ercole, Wolf, Angela, Ai, Cezar, Angel,
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Humanoid, Tane, Kun, Karen, Archer
& Katie] training a crew with this
number wasn’t easy at all, each one of
them had different powers from
different countries and no previous
jobs together which made this battle
harder, “Victor” realized that he can’t
beat “Elohim” on his own, he was too
powerful but he couldn’t tell anyone of
them anything, he didn’t want the
crew to think of “Elohim”, “Victor”
wanted them to kill “Elohim’s” men by
any means, this was a necessary step to
beat him…

5 days later in “Egypt”, the “First
One” detected “Elohim’s” location, this
time he created an army of his own
worshipers, besides to “Imhotep” who
was doing everything he was ordered to
do, “Imhotep” prepared the army with
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whatever they had, using some old
weapons like [M16, AK47,…] besides to
swords and hand-to-hand weapons
and tools, he expected that “Elohim”
was building an empire in “Cambodia”
so he decided to attack him there, going
all this distance wasn’t logic, “Imhotep”
casted a spell to teleport the army to
“Cambodia” in a second, it happened
and they appeared somewhere 2 miles
away, once the army and the “First One”
appeared, “Elohim” & “Victor” felt his
existence, “Victor” left the crew and
flew to a high altitude and used
“Horus’s” eye to look abroad then he
saw the “First One” and his army, they
were 1000s of soldiers wearing like the
old pharaohs and moving towards
“Angkor Wat”, “Elohim” appeared to
“Victor” and said “He’s coming and the
architect[10] is helping him with magic
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he doesn’t possess, I’ll kill them all and
you take care of the First One” “Victor”
asked “You won’t ask me to do this in
return of nothing, you can’t stop him
that’s why you want me and my men to
fall in a fight with him, if he killed us
fine, if we killed him it’s gonna be
better for you” “Elohim” grabbed
“Victor” from his arms and said with
intense “Why are you doing this? We
can rule the world side by side, we are
both immortals, these mortals must
worship us, WE ARE GODS” “Victor”
pushed him away and asked “Why
didn’t you go to him and try a deal
with him? Or maybe you tried and he
refused!!” “Elohim” replied “There’s
no way for me with him, he hates me
the most” “Victor” asked him about the
reason and “Elohim” said “I killed
Osiris & Isis, this guy somehow fall in
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love with Isis, her death made a crack
between us” “Victor” replied “Well if so,
you and me have a crack too, Hathor
was my love in secret too” “Elohim”
was surprised and didn’t reply, after
seconds of silence “Elohim”
disappeared and “Victor” returned to
the others and told them what was
happening, they weren’t surprised
because “Kun” told them that a huge
army with a VERY powerful mutant
were coming for an invasion, “Victor”
corrected their info “No, they’re here
for Elohim, he said that he’ll get rid of
the army troops and I’ll take care of
their leader” “Wolf” asked “What?!!
You met him?!” “Victor” explained the
situation for them as “Elohim” told
him, then he thought of using this
distraction to secure the temple from
“Elohim” “Look we can use this
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distraction, Karen, Humanoid, Eve &
Angela go to the temple and secure it
against Elohim’s men” “Kun” said
“That doesn’t matter, if anyone got in
they won’t get out” “Victor” said “I can’t
take that risk, if Elohim secured his
men against the magic inside by any
means, they’ll move out with the
scepter and a disaster will happen”
“Victor” saw that “Thoth’s” wisdom
might give “Elohim” a way to pass the
temple’s magic, “Thoth” was one of the
Gods murdered by “Elohim” in the far
past…“Eve” and the others went to the
temple, it was so wide to be secured,
“Angela” had an idea, the trees there
were overage and huge in size, she grew
them more and more till they
surrounded the whole temple, it was
an impossible barrier to be passed
without her permission or
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teleportation, “Victor” and the others
surrounded the army where they
camped, they camped near the town for
the night and next morning they were
gonna attack according to the “First
One’s” orders, the “First One” felt
“Victor’s” existence close to him but he
never knew “Victor” before, he flew to a
special altitude and yelled “ELOHIM, I
CAN FEEL YOU, SHOW YOURSELF”
“Victor” appeared to the “First One” in
the falcon form, he looked weird to the
“First One”, a second later then the
“First One” attacked “Victor”, in the
same time, “Magnet” used his power
and stripped the army of their weapons
then he used these weapons to make
them stand down, but “Imhotep” didn’t
stop and tried to help his king, “Katie”
attacked him then the others decided to
help “Victor” somehow, “Elohim”
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interfered and turned the army to dust,
then he teleported himself with
“Imhotep” away from the battle, “Rose”
understood the trick “He’ll use this
wizard’s help him break the curse of
the temple” “Achilles”, “Magnet” &
“Wolf” rushed to the temple to help the
others there…At the temple, “Elohim’s”
men were attacking the “Horsemen”,
“Elohim” & “Seshafi” appeared there
and “Imhotep” was tied with golden
wire, “Elohim” told him to break the
curse of the temple, “Imhotep” denied
knowing anything about the place or
its magic but he told him a way
“There’s a way to break the eastern
curses, I’ve made a powerful magical
spell specially for every Egyptian king
to control what can’t be controlled”
“Elohim” never heard about this
“What spell? Can you cast this spell
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again??” “Imhotep” replied “No need,
it’s already locked in a ring, this ring
has been inherited from king to king
but I died and it was with king Ramses
that time, I don’t know where it is now
but I know that it can’t be destroyed, its
magic is too strong” “Elohim” asked
“What does this ring do?” “Imhotep”
explained “The ring was made when
the Gods were killed and king Narmer
unified Egypt one more time and asked
for something powerful to keep people
and gens in control and make them
bow down to him too, I was the one for
this task, I made the ring’s user control
gens and fairies, bending air, soil, heat
& water, controlling the Nile’s flood,
agriculture & farming, besides to
weather manipulation of course”
“Elohim” was obsessed with power so
he asked him where was the ring,
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“Imhotep” told him that the ring
wasn’t used for centuries and he
couldn’t find it or detect its power,
“Seshafi” told “Elohim” to teleport
them away because the “Horsemen”
were on their way, he took them to
“Egypt”, when the “Horsemen” arrived
they didn’t find anyone, “Eve” heard
them and knew where they were going,
but they had to get rid of someone first,
the “First One”…“Elohim” did his part
of the deal, but “Victor’s” part was
harder, “Katie” tried to help “Victor”,
“Tane” & “Kun” tried to help using
their energies but they were nothing to
the “First One”, “Magnet” and the
others made it to “Victor” and whoever
else with him fighting that mighty
pharaoh, “Victor” said loudly to
everyone “I can’t stop alone, but all of
us CAN” then everyone shot the “First
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One” with every power they got,
“Magnet” used his power and gathered
every piece of metal around and threw
them on the “First One” with full force,
“Achilles” used his playing cards and
telekinesis to throw any other object on
him strongly, “Victor” had his Godly
power, “Tane” had his blue energy,
“Kun” shot him with fire, “Katie” shot
him with her optical beams and fire,
“Archer” was ready with an explosive
arrow, when the “First One” started to
collapse he shot the arrow at him and
suddenly the “First One” exploded and
couldn’t take the powers and the
explosion although his mighty power…
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{King Solomon’s Ring}

In “Egypt”, “Elohim” had an idea
about the ring “Imhotep” mentioned,
he remembered him saying that the
ring’s owner can control gens, this
made “Elohim” think that the ring
might be the one belonging to king
“Solomon”, or so the world thought, the
Israelis found the ancient temple of
“Solomon” somewhere in “Israel”, the
ring was there but it was dealt with as
a normal artifact and it was kept in a
some kind of museum but after the
“Global” war and all what happened
in 2040, the museum was destroyed
and its artifacts were stolen except the
ring, it looked old, dusty and worthless,
“Elohim” told his men to stay at their
location and stay alert, he took
“Seshafi” & “Imhotep” to “Israel”, the
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rest of the crew where somewhere in
“Sinai”…The death of the “First One”
was unexpected, “Victor” thought
they’d beat him down or weaken him
but this gave him a great push, he
cursed “Frank’s” kids with Godly
powers, they were stronger than any
other mutant with similar powers in
the world, he knew that and they
started realizing that too, “Achilles”
asked “Victor” to find “Elohim” and
take them there to finish him, “Victor”
wisely told them that they should
gather their thoughts and stand down
for a while, they didn’t know why but
they needed some rest for real…
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“Elohim” found the ring after a long
search, the ring was magical for real
and “Elohim” could feel it, he wore the
ring but nothing happened, “Imhotep”
told him about the old spell which was
used by kings to activate the ring for
others, only the owner kings or
powerful priests could cast that spell,
“Elohim” tried more than once but he
failed, he looked at “Imhotep” and said
“How can I guarantee your loyalty?”
“Imhotep” replied “My king, I’m in
your hands, you will kill me if I made
a mistake, my loyalties to Egypt’s new
king” “Elohim” made him cast the
spell but he and “Seshafi” were alerted,
he didn’t do anything wrong, he just
activated the ring and put it in
“Elohim’s” control using the pharaohs
old spells, once “Elohim” wore it he felt
more powerful then he called all gens
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and fairies from different dimensions
of time and hell, in 2 seconds all gens
were in front of him, evil ones and good
ones like “Fiona” and her friends were
there, the most dangerous one of them
was called “The Dark Magician”,
“Elohim” felt that he was the strongest,
so he spoke to him and the “Dark
Magician” had to talk to him with
respect because one of the ring’s
abilities were sending gens and fairies
to hell where they become shackled
there like evil souls of humans, a
forever torture with no chance to escape,
he asked the gen to do 3 things for him
“I want 3 wonders from you to fulfill”
the “Dark Magician”-“Dark”-replied
“At your service, mention it and
consider it done” “Elohim” asked him
to heal his mother, “Elohim” left her
in “Sweden” with a powerful
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protection spell to secure her from any
bad, then he asked him to kill “Victor”
and enslave his men and finally he
told “Dark” to bring him that scepter
from “Angkor Wat” temple, “Dark”
replied “Healing an ill human is too
easy, killing is even easier, but the
Angkor scepter is impossible to get out
with” “Elohim” said “You’re a gen, you
can do anything!” “Dark” said “Inside
this temple we lose a lot of our powers,
some lose it all, we won’t die, but we’ll
break the gate for Grim Reapers to hunt
us and they’ll take the scepter back to
the temple, even we can’t stop or kill
these creatures, they just absorb us and
then we’re lost in continuous struggles
with descended souls forever” “Elohim”
said “Then what should I do?” “Dark”
said “Cast the breaking curse, the spell
that breaks down the protection spell”
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then he waved with his hand and gave
him an old paper with weird writings
on it, it was written in Indian,
“Elohim” could absorb the Indian
language from some Indians living in
“Cambodia”, so he could read the
paper, “Dark” didn’t tell “Elohim”
that the spell should be casted in a
special way with special rituals,
“Elohim” told him to fulfill his 2
wishes and “Dark” wasn’t late but he
discovered that “Victor” was an
Egyptian God and had Godly powers, so
he told “Elohim” that killing “Victor”
would take more time than he thought
and “Elohim” wasn’t on a rush,
“Elohim’s” mother was healed and
became okay, but she was like
“Icewitch”, she could control coldness
and ice and a 1000 times stronger than
“Icewitch” she wasn’t as blue as her
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husband, her skin was just pale,
“Elohim” told all the other gens and
fairies to travel everywhere on Earth
and tell the world that Earth has a new
king, every gen and fairy had their
way of sending messages to humans,
then he teleported himself with
“Imhotep” & “Seshafi” back to the
others in “Sinai”, he spoke with his
father about what happened and
“Iceage” told him to send him to
“Sweden” as soon as possible, “Elohim”
took him and went there, but the place
there was in mess and everything was
frozen under thick snow, “Elohim” felt
the power and told his father that
whoever did this was a powerful
mutant, he called one of the gens and
made him find the responsible for the
mess and bring him to “Elohim”, it
wasn’t too long till the gen brought
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“Elohim’s” mother and “Iceage’s” wife
to their feet, both men were shocked to
see her like this, “Iceage” yelled at
“Elohim” saying “WHAT HAVE YOU
DONE??” “Elohim” had nothing to say
but he saw this as a good advantage,
instead of “Icewitch” who died, he had
his own mom now, his father was
crying and kept telling her “I’ll fix this
my dear” but she looked at him and
said “Who said that I want it fixed?
Maybe I like it…” “Iceage” was in shock
of what he was hearing, she continued
“You’re so weak Allan, your weakness
and naive character has costed me and
my child a lot, we are now immortals
and free but you, you’re just a mortal”
then she breathed coldness from her
mouth on him, although he was
wearing his suit and coldness
shouldn’t be any trouble to him but
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this coldness froze him like a rock and
within seconds his organs froze too and
died, “Elohim” waved with his hand
and “Iceage” exploded and turned to
small pieces of ice and got absorbed in
the snow ground, “Elohim” was
impressed by his mother and how
strong she was, her body temperature
was 1000s of times colder than “Pluto”
planet itself, a breath with this
coldness was completely unbearable by
“Iceage” although his suit and subzero
body temperature…“Elohim’s” mother
called herself “Frost”, magic always
had a price…

“Rose” told her father about
“Rumple”, he told her that he knew
and didn’t talk to her about him, she
thought of using his help to know some
info about the “Angkor Wat” temple,
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“Victor” didn’t refuse although he
knew that “Rumple” had nothing
precious to say, “Rose” brought him
and told him about what happened
and asked him if he know anything
about this, “Rumple” somehow could
reach any mirror on Earth, no one
could see him but he could see
everything he wanted to see, the main
condition was the existence of a mirror
or any reflecting surface otherwise he
won’t be able to see or hear anything,
he said “Forget that temple, Elohim
seized control over Solomon’s ring and
activated it, you have to stop him”
“Victor” took the mirror from “Rose”
and asked “Rumple” “How did he
know about the ring? And how did he
even activate it??” “Rumple” was silent
for a second then he said “You look the
same, how are you old student” “Victor”
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told him to talk or he’d break the
mirror, “Rose’s” mirror was his main
existence, if it was broken he’d go back
to hell, so he told “Victor” that he saw
nothing but “Elohim” in “Israel” with
all gens and fairies and “Rumple”
could see the ring in “Elohim’s” finger,
he could see him because there were
some destroyed cars in the area, cars
usually have mirrors and the glass
itself was reflective, seeing this made
“Rumple” afraid, “Victor” asked “Why
are you afraid? You’re already dead”
“Rumple” replied “Because now he
can get in contact with the fairy of
death, the Black Fairy, and make her
bring anyone from the other side to
your side in a minute” “Victor”
thought he was talking about himself
at first but after a while he realized
how dangerous this was, “Elohim” was
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insane, he could ask for a dead army to
rise or monsters or even worse, the
“Black Fairy” was as evil as the devil or
maybe worse and her magic was too
powerful, “Victor” said “He might use
the Gog and Magog hostile nation to
clean the world for his own creation or
even to lead them” “Rumple”
confirmed his words, “Rose” said
“Humanity is shrinking already,
billions and billions of people died
since the war started and till now,
something like this will accelerate
human extinction”…

In “Wales”, “Jenny” prepared some
guns just in case, “Dr. Frank” told her
that she must know something
important, he felt that his end was
close “There’s something I kept as a
secret for decades and no mankind ever
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knew about it, there’s someone I kept in
the shadows for TOO long and he never
had a chance of his own, he was
always the SHADOW of Mark” “Jenny”
was astonished “Who are you referring
to?” “Dr. Frank” continued “In 1994,
when Mark was born, he had a twin
brother, in the hospital, one of the
twins was said to be healthy and okay,
the other wasn’t and died the next
morning, later it was discovered that
he didn’t die, the doctor called me and
told me what happened and told me
that the other twin survived with a
miracle, I called Judge to come with me,
I didn’t tell him anything in the
beginning, I asked to take the child
from the hospital and I handed him to
Judge as Mark and told him to return
to his home, then I went back to Mark’s
mother and stayed with her for a while,
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I thought of telling her but I was told
not to do so and to keep that a secret in
order to save the family and humanity”
“Jenny” said with tears in her eyes
“How could you keep something like
that a secret all this time? Did Victor
knew about this?” “Dr. Frank” replied
“Victor was the one who told me to keep
that a secret, he came to me from the
future, probably from this time”
“Jenny” asked “Where’s that twin
brother now and how did he deal with
this?” “Dr. Frank” replied “He didn’t,
both brothers dealt with that, both of
them were Mark Isaac, both of them
were Frankenstein, they had the same
clothes and same personal stuff, in
vacations, one of them used to come
with us and the other used to stay in
Cairo and Judge was taking care of
him, every scar one had the other must
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have one like it, hair cut must be the
same, body weight, even acts had to be
the same, they wasted a lot of energy
imitating each other, in college each
one of them used to take turns, that’s
why he could travel and come back
during his exams and could pass clean
without failing, because one of them
was in Egypt studying and the other
was out there, he can tell you the rest”
then he waved telling him to get in,
“Frank” got in, he was exactly the same,
face, body, height, all the same, she
cried and asked “Frank” “Who are you?
This can’t be real!!” “Frank” replied
“Jenny, it’s really me, we were both
Mark for real but we couldn’t be the
same always with you, Paige & Hylaria,
there was nothing easy about 2 men
sharing 1 life, we both shared half of a
full life taking turns, which was
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enough for both of us, but it has never
been enough for you and them, he
loved Hylaria, she was the first girl in
our life and he was the one in the coma
in 2011, so somehow he loved her and
I had to love and care for her too, then
she was gone and Ivy appeared in our
life, somehow I fall in love with her, he
couldn’t love her like me or even act
like I did, due to her age, so we decided
to keep that love away till things get
finished and I’d keep my feelings cold
with her, but this was killing me,
Paige for some reason loved him and I
liked her young body and nice looks,
the trouble started when I slept with
Paige, she got really tired and I was
very aggressive with her for a reason or
another, he wasn’t like me, he was
gentle in the relationship and didn’t
conflict the damage I did, I was like a
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monster in bed with her and even you,
Paige wasn’t so smart to realize the
difference, but Hylaria knew once I
touched her, she realized that he
wasn’t me, she was used to him, he kept
the secret and didn’t tell her anything
and I didn’t, we decided to keep low
profile on both women but something
unexpected happened to both of us that
screwed everything, a girl called Lealta
appeared in his life and changed it
somehow, she was Egyptian, I wasn’t
ready to afford anymore relationships,
so I screwed things up with her and I
successfully made her hate me, or Mark,
then suddenly you appeared and got
close to us, very much, and kept
pushing into our hearts, I loved you, he
didn’t, he was the one with the idea of
sending you to the prison, I stopped
him by saying that I won’t send you
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there, he was shocked by this and got
mad but he couldn’t do anything about
it or our years of coverage were gonna
be exposed, unfortunately I am sterile,
I can’t have children, he was normal,
so the kids are all his, if you are
wondering!” “Jenny” was in complete
shock and didn’t know what to say,
“Frank” continued “Me and him were
shifting in operations, meaning that I
am also Frankenstein and the suit
recognize me like him exactly” “Jenny”
looked at “Dr. Frank” and asked “Why
are you telling me now after all these
years, you want him to go out there
again?” “Dr. Frank” said “I was gonna
tell whoever left of his wives if you
were killed, now is the time for
Frankenstein to rise and take
responsibility of his legacy among the
years, specially that he’s alive” “Jenny”
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asked “How are you gonna convince
them that you didn’t die?!” “Frank”
replied “Simple, the backyard has no
body buried, my DNA and fingerprints
are the same, the doctor who checked
me was died and had nothing to reveal”
“Jenny” looked at both of them and
said “Dear lord, you’re demons on
Earth” “Frank” looked at his father
and said “Indeed we are, now where
are them?” “Jenny” said “How can I
trust you again after all this?!” “Frank”
said “It took me a VERY long time to
make it here, you won’t stop me from
helping my kids and my brother”
“Jenny” yelled “YOUR KIDS!! YOU
REALLY BELIEVE YOURSELF MARK?”
“Frank” said “What’s his is mine, it
has always been like this and will
always be, if I ever had a better way to
find them I would have used it, but
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showing up needs your and Dr. Frank’s
blessing to make them trust me, I still
love you Jenny, telling you was my
idea don’t make me regret this” “Jenny”
didn’t reply…

“Victor” took the team to “Israel”,
once they appeared there, “Victor” said
“Gens are everywhere and they’re
active, be careful” to everyone, “Wolf”
said “No problem” then he called his
friend “Fiona”, she appeared, “Wolf”
told her to keep the gens and fairies
away from them but she said “I can’t,
the present king gave the order for him
to die…” and pointed at “Victor” then
she continued “And to make humans
worship the king too, depending on us
telling the humans” “Wolf” asked
“Who’s that king?” then suddenly
“Dark” appeared and said “You saved
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us a lot of time looking for you, Anhur”
then he waved with his hand and
“Fiona” disappeared and other gens
appeared, “Victor” casted a spell
making all gens disappear and go to
hell directly, except “Dark” who was
too powerful, he wasn’t affected by
“Victor’s” powers but “Victor” could
affect him with magic, without
struggling “Dark” pulled back and
disappeared…In 2 days of search,
“Elohim” found “Victor” and his crew,
this time “Elohim” didn’t go with his
crew to attack them, he took “Frost”
and went to the “Angkor Wat” temple,
but before leaving he ordered his men
to attack the “Horsemen”, they went for
them and “Dark” was ordered by
“Elohim” to help them, he couldn’t
refuse…“Fiona” wasn’t as powerful as
“Dark”, but she could help another
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way, she sent a raven with a warning to
“Wolf”, he understood the message and
told the others, “Victor” knew that
“Elohim” wasn’t with them, soon the
fight started…During the days of search,
“Victor” saw that the gens and fairies
interference in the fight was dangerous
for the humans in the team, besides to
the idea that no one was with “Dr.
Frank” & “Jenny” to protect them, so
he teleported “Karen”, “Rose”, “Angel”
& “Cezar” to “Wales” suddenly without
even telling them, he told the rest of the
crew the reason and they understood,
“Humanoid” & “Archer” were the only
“Sentinels” with the team but “Victor”
saw that they were gonna need them…
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{Slaughter #5}

“Elohim’s” crew were [Seshafi, Volt,
Lunatic, Tiger & Dark] besides to some
evil gens, the “Horsemen’s” crew were
[Victor, Magnet, Achilles, Eve, Wolf,
Ercole, Ai, Tane, Kun, Archer, Katie,
Angela & Humanoid]…“Kun” knew
some magic, so “Victor” told him to
focus on the gens, “Victor” was fighting
with “Dark”, “Ercole” & “Tiger” had
their monsters fight, “Seshafi” had a
rough fight with “Katie” who was
impressed to know that “Seshafi” had
superhuman strength, “Humanoid”
tried to interfere, “Seshafi” threw her
golden rope and tied him tightly, “Volt”
shocked “Ai” with electricity and she
fainted, “Angela” grew plants with
tough branches and caught “Volt” &
“Lunatic”, she didn’t know that
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electricity would hurt her too, but one
shock from “Volt” killed her branches
and hurt her badly, “Tane” interfered
and hit “Volt” & “Lunatic” with his
power and hurt both of them but not
badly, “Eve” took her sisters away from
the fight and told “Tane” to cover them,
“Wolf” was trying to help “Ercole”,
“Magnet” didn’t wanna use his power
against “Volt” again to avoid getting
shocked again, a shock from him was
gonna kill anyone without a healing
factor, “Achilles” dropped a signboard
on “Volt” killing him, then “Lunatic”
turned his hands and head to guns and
started shooting at “Tane” and the girls,
“Magnet” lifted 2 junk cars with his
power and sandwiched him between
them killing him too, then gens took
“Magnet” away suddenly, “Victor” beat
“Dark” down but before sending him to
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be caged in hell, he disappeared again,
“Achilles” told “Victor” that the gens
took “Magnet”, “Victor” used magic
and brought one of the gens and forced
him to tell him where did they take
“Magnet”, the gen revealed where their
lair was on Earth, they couldn’t take
“Magnet” to their dimension because
he was human, “Victor” told them to
stay where they were, then he casted a
protection spell on them to prevent gens
or fairies from hurting any of them,
then he went to that place, it was
somewhere in the middle of “Asia”, in
“Achinsk”-“Russia”, at the old caves
east of the city, “Victor” teleported
himself there and used his eye to see
through the caves and saw where was
“Magnet” and teleported him to where
“Victor” was standing, then he casted
an ancient powerful protection spell on
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the caves, preventing any gen inside
from getting out then he collapsed the
mountain on them, they were not
physically hurt but they were tortured
and were gonna be tortured forever till
someone breaks the spell, after this he
took “Magnet” and returned back to the
others, without “Victor’s” Godly powers,
he wasn’t gonna be able to teleport
“Magnet” out of that cave, “Tiger” &
“Seshafi” gave up fighting, they were
the last 2 left…In “Wales”, “Rose” was
shocked when she saw “Frank” again,
“Jenny” told her to control herself
before getting in, the shock made her
silent for a minute then she told
“Frank” to prove that it was him,
“Frank” said “You blame me for
leaving Floyd to die and even when he
was discovered to be Satan, you kept
blaming me, thinking that I’m
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responsible for what happened to him,
the biggest prove is your mirror with
Rumple in it, you believe that you’ll
raise Floyd using Rumple’s help” “Rose”
was shocked “How did you know this?
No one know these things but us”
“Frank” told her that “Eve” told them
about this when “Rose” came to the
mansion the first time, it was “Frank”
for real, then he started talking about
some events and accidents during the
past years and the war, “Rose” was
convinced that it was him for real and
slapped him in the face, then she
hugged him with tears, “Frank” &
“Jenny” prepared one of “Frank’s” old
suits, the regular one had damages and
needed network and internet to work
properly, unlike the older ones, “Rose”
& “Cezar” told “Frank” not to go with
the “Horsemen” and that this fight
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wasn’t his anymore, “Frank” told them
that he wasn’t going after “Elohim”,
but he was there to work on knowing
who shot him, because whoever shot
him was masked as he claimed, “Jenny”
suspected that twin to be the killer of
his own twin bro, but she couldn’t say
anything…

In “Cambodia”, “Elohim” & “Frost”
passed all tricks to the scepter and he
grabbed it, then the place’s guards and
monsters started attacking them,
“Elohim” casted the spell which opens
the protection spell of the temple, once
it was opened, “Elohim” took his
mother and teleported themselves back
to “Egypt”, where “Imhotep” was
waiting them, the spell was casted
without the special rituals, this
brought life back to the Chinese
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emperor and his army, his army were
as many as the number of humans on
Earth in 2040 nearly, he woke up
seeking the scepter, the emperor could
track the scepter, but cutting the
distance was gonna take months,
“Elohim” used “Imhotep” to activate
the scepter and make himself not only
in control of the gen, but also in control
of the humans and their minds too,
“Victor” felt the Chinese army and
their lost souls arrived to Earth and to
the weird statues, the army had some
elephants and weird animals too, but
the elephants were bigger in size than
regular elephants with bigger ivories
and trunks, like mammoths, “Kun”
felt it too “It happened, the fight was a
distraction for us so that he can get to
the temple and acquire the scepter,
now the Gog and Magog army has risen
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and nothing will stop them, my people
will be the first to suffer” this was too
bad, “Victor” took 2 steps away from
them thinking that it was over,
“Magnet” went to him asking “What
are we gonna do? What are we gonna do
now Victor??” “Victor” said “We’re
gonna do what we can to beat the army
of Gog and Magog on our own, we don’t
need armies, we’re the Horsemen” this
was gonna be good for their spirits if
“Elohim” was the only trouble, but the
Gog and Magog have always been said
to be the unstoppable armies and the
Earth’s undoing…

“Elohim” knew about the army and
felt their existence, he took his mother
and “Imhotep” and went to the emperor
and his army, without talking,
“Elohim” liquefied the emperor-who
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was a statue of rocks-and “Frost” froze
him when he was liquid and broke
him to pieces, then they got out to the
army and told them that “Elohim” was
their king, the whole army bowed
before him when they saw the scepter,
as if they were controlled
automatically to follow whoever holds
this scepter, suddenly the scepter
shined and a huge circle surrounded
the army, this circle was a breaking
curse, it made the whole army look like
humans again, instead of their statues
looks, this was what “Elohim” wanted,
domination…“Victor” released “Tiger”
& “Seshafi” telling the team that they
won’t live for too long alone in this
dangerous world, “Magnet” saw that
“Seshafi” wasn’t that evil like
“Elohim’s” men, so he asked “Victor” to
take her with them, “Victor” didn’t
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refuse and took her with them, later
“Victor” spoke with her and convinced
her that “Elohim” sent her and the
others to their death against the
“Horsemen” because he never cared for
any of them and saw that he didn’t
need them anymore, this made
“Seshafi” angry…

“Victor” teleported the team to
“Wales” in order to gather their
thoughts and rethink, they were
shocked to see “Frank” alive again,
“Victor” held him from his throat at
first, he thought that he was a gen or a
shape shifting mutant, but soon he
knew that it was him for real, “Eve”
hugged him strongly and so did his
kids and “Magnet”, after a long talk,
“Frank” had the only good idea that
could help, he said “We’re thinking
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about how to attack the strongest army
in the world, the one who died before
and won’t die again, while we can do
something that destroys them all in a
second while we are far away from
them” “Cezar” said “A mega-nuclear
bomb!!” “Frank” confirmed, but the
trouble was “Elohim” he was gonna
stop the missile before it hit them and
maybe he’d throw it somewhere else
causing more damage, “Wolf” told them
that “Elohim” was there with the army
and that he was their new king and
leader, he got the info from his friend
“Fiona”, “Frank” told “Victor” to take
“Elohim” away from them and he’d
manage the launch, “Rose” told them
that “Ivy” could manage a nuclear
missile for them and there’s no
government anymore to agree or refuse,
“Magnet” told them that he can guide
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the missile to the desired point to hit
using his power, this left them with
nothing but the missile which was
gonna end the east part of the
world…“Kun” was against the idea
because many civilians were living
there and it wasn’t logic to make such
sacrifice because of fear, this “Frank”
wasn’t like his brother, “Eve” was
shocked that she couldn’t get inside his
head although she could do this
always with her father in the past, she
told her twin brother but he didn’t care
telling her that she might be tired or
exhausted…The next day, “Frank” &
“Ercole” prepared one of the old suits
and a special jet/truck, it was made for
air and ground assault, it was a project
in the “Grave” which “Frank” decided
to refresh besides to activating “Cathy”
again, on the other side, “Elohim” and
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his new army were destroying
everything and killed hundreds of
innocent people, “Rose” made it to her
mother in “London” and told her what
happened and that “Frank” was still
alive, “Ivy” was surprised but she
couldn’t promise her daughter
anything about the mega-nuclear
missile, “Frank” knew that the King
and whoever leading the country won’t
take this responsibility, so he decided
to make a move using “Magnet”…

Eiffel tower was the biggest and
highest antenna on Earth, everyone
knew this since the 90s, the tower got
some damages but was still standing
somehow, but it wasn’t functional or
working, “Frank” knew how to fix it
and also to add a special parameter in
it that was extremely dangerous and
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forbidden to be used in normal times,
he could make the tower emit a giant
cataclysmic atomic projection at a very
wide diameter, “Magnet” didn’t
understand where he came in this,
“Frank” told him to use his power to
take them and the tower from “Paris”
to “India”-where “Elohim” and his
army were according to “Fiona’s”
footage-“Magnet” didn’t understand
“Assuming we arrived there, what
next?” “Frank” pulled a small ball
from his waist and said “I’ll activate
the antenna and open this securing
perimeter, its job is to protect the
American president from any kind of
explosions even if it was nuclear or
mega-nuclear, I stole it years ago when
I had a job in US, it will protect us from
the explosion” “Magnet” said “What
difference does that make?! People will
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die in this explosion too, just like the
nuclear missile” “Frank” said “The
mega-nuclear missile won’t be given to
us by the Brits, we’re wasting time,
about civilians, I believe that they
moved west to avoid the attack”
“Magnet” told him that they can’t be
sure about that, “Frank” said with
aggression “Look kid, if we didn’t
finish this now, no one will, your
bloody uncle can’t stop this army or
even their king, otherwise he could
have stopped him earlier, wars end
because one side had advantage over
the other not because of clean battles,
things don’t work that way, I lived my
life free of compromise and I stepped
into the shadows, stained my hands
with blood and took more blames and
accusations than any man on Earth
can endure without complaint or regret,
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because Frankenstein can take it, you
must be strong now like I’ve always
been among the years” “Magnet” wasn’t
okay with this but after a while of
thinking he saw that a fair fight won’t
end well for the “Horsemen”, but to do
everything he could for those people
there, “Magnet” told “Frank” to call or
send “Wolf” a message telling him to
send his fairy to the citizens there and
warn them or even to use magic and
move them away from these areas,
“Frank” agreed, he had a way to
contact “Jenny” and told her to bring
“Wolf” online and let him talk to them,
“Frank” & “Magnet” were already in
“Paris” with the tower, they went there
using one of the British air forces jets,
“Wolf” was told everything by
“Magnet”, “Wolf” wasn’t comfortable
with this but he intended not to tell
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anyone, “Wolf” called his fairy friend
and told her the message, this was a
huge risk on her to do, as this was
against her king’s will but she went
there and protected them with a
protection spell, it was strong enough to
take the artificial blast, but it was
nothing mentioned to “Elohim” and
his power, “Magnet” & “Frank” had to
hurry…“Cathy” was against the idea
too, but she analyzed that this was the
best solution for this crisis, so she gave
“Frank” the reactor’s settings and codes
to activate it…
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{The Eiffel Tower}

When “Magnet” was done, “Frank”
prepared the jet to fly behind “Magnet”
who was gonna take the tower for a fly,
“Magnet” could do it so easily without
effort, but suddenly they were stopped
by anarchists and felons, they started
shooting at both men thinking they
were mutants or someone coming to
hurt them, “Magnet” told “Frank” not
to kill them because they were humans
and they were afraid, “Frank” said
“They know that you are a mutant and
probably they think I am a robot, we
have no choice” then he started to shoot
them back, “Frank’s” fire was more
accurate and started killing them,
“Magnet” used his power and stripped
them from their weapons and posted
the guns on the assailants, when they
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saw this they ran away, “Frank”
checked one of those he killed and
found a military ID, they were from the
French Commandos Marine, “Frank”
told “Magnet” that they have to move
fast because probably they went to
bring more of them with heavier
weapons, “Magnet” agreed…It wasn’t too
long till they faced some rocket
launchers from the ground, “Magnet”
couldn’t fly fast with the tower, but he
could use it and anything else to
protect them besides to “Frank’s” jet
and firepower coverage, “Victor” didn’t
know where were them but the others
knew that they were missing…

In 6 hours, “Frank” & “Magnet”
reached a place, 20 miles away from
“Elohim’s” army, “Frank” told
“Magnet” to land there, the blast was
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strong enough to cover 500 miles
diameter, “Frank” started preparing
the reactor on top of the tower…In
“Wales”, “Kun” was sitting alone
closing his eyes and practicing yoga
then suddenly he opened his eyes, he
knew where were “Frank” & “Magnet”
and told the others, “Victor” knew that
there was something big “Frank” was
planning, so “Victor” took [Kun, Rose,
Achilles, Eve, Ercole, Ai, Wolf & Cezar]
only and left the others then he
teleported them there, “Frank” &
“Magnet” were shocked to see them,
they were on top of the tower, “Victor”
teleported them to the ground level,
then he spoke to “Frank” “What are
you up to Mark?” “Frank” replied “I’m
saving Earth from the damage you
caused among history, brother” “Eve”
was still unable to get into “Frank’s”
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head, “Magnet” said “There’s a way to
do this without the need to lose anyone”
“Wolf” replied “This isn’t your lone
decision to make, we had to discuss this
first” “Kun” said “I know what you are
up to, I can feel the energy, it’s a sort of
reactor or maybe a BOMB” “Ai” looked
at “Frank” “Is he right? Are you okay
with killing billions of innocent
people just because of a wizard and an
army of rocks?? WHAT ARE YOU?!!”
“Frank” didn’t reply, “Magnet” said “If
we didn’t do this now, there’s no telling
how many will die if they crossed to
Russia and Iran” “Kun” said “This is
not worthy, I’ll protect my people
myself” then he casted a spell and
disappeared, “Ai” didn’t understand
but she seemed worried, “Kun”
disappeared and went to an ancient
place in “China”, the place was too old
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with a dragon logo on the ground, in
the middle of a hall, “Kun” casted a
spell then the place shook like an
earthquake, then the dragon ground
turned to fire and flames flew in the
air and landed on different areas in
the place, flames turned off and other
people appeared in the room, they were
“Kun’s” friends, they were mutants and
monsters who died during the “Global”
war, they used to call themselves “The
Dragons”, they were [Zero, Black,
Smoke, Reptile, Ju, Lan, Fan, Meili,
Kytinn, Tore, Kong, Qi, Moloch &
Barka] besides to “Kun”, this team was
unstoppable, the team weren’t all
friends but they died together in this
place, so when “Kun” casted his spell it
raised all of them, “Kun” said “I know
we are not a team, but now we have to
become a team to save those who can’t
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stand for the present threat” “Tore”
asked “Why should we help you?”
“Kun” replied “Because you’ll die
again if you didn’t, we’re up against
the whole army of Gog and Magog
besides to their wizard leader who’s
obsessed by domination and power,
he’s up to kill every living thing and
start a new race of his own creation, a
race built on the ruins of the existing
one” “Meili” agreed to help “Kun”,
later everyone was in, when they were
done with who will take place in
saving the Chinese legacy, “Kun” told
them that they should get rid of some
people first before dealing with
“Elohim” and his army…
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“Victor” teleported himself and the
others back to “Wales”, “Frank” was
mad and told him to get him back for
the jet, “Victor” brought it to the
mansion’s roof in a hand move then he
said “I don’t know what are you
anymore!!” “Frank” replied “I do what
I have to do to save humanity, even if I
have to kill a billion human in the
east to save billions more in the west”
“Victor” was shocked to hear this from
“Frank”…“Victor” spoke to his
daughter “I need your mirror” “Rose”
didn’t understand “Why? What are you
up to??” “Victor” told her that he was
gonna raise “Rumple”, despite the
dangers of this move, but he thought
that he was gonna need some help to
deal with “Elohim”, someone with
dark magic, “Rose” said “I thought this
was out of consideration, raising
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Rumple is dangerous because we don’t
know where his dagger is, whoever got
it will control Rumple and we’ll have
to deal with this later on” “Victor” told
her that the dagger wasn’t a trouble
anymore, then he opened his hand
and a gold ring with “Horus” eye on it
appeared in his palm, then he said
“This ring will control him, if this ring
is not with me, Rumple will lose his
power and become an ordinary man,
even if he possessed the ring, he’ll lose
his powers too, as long as this is with
me, Rumple will be powerful and he
loves the power, I know him” “Victor”
made this ring specially for “Rumple”
to keep him in his control, so “Rose”
gave “Victor” the mirror and didn’t
know what he was gonna do, the others
noticed that there was something
happening, “Victor” casted a spell and
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said some words in hieroglyphic while
the mirror was opened and on the
ground, then dark purple smoke
appeared like a small tornado around
the mirror and “Rumple” appeared
instead of the mirror, “Rumple”
himself was shocked to know that he
was alive again, he looked at “Victor”
with a surprise saying “You’re the last
guy I ever expected to raise me from
death” “Victor” said “And who did you
expect? Your daughter?!” “Rumple”
looked at him with suspicion “Where
is she?” “Victor” replied “Exactly
where you were before this mirror, in
HELL, but don’t worry, I didn’t kill her”
“Rumple” said with sadness and anger
“Who dared to kill Rumplestiltskin’s
daughter?” “Victor” replied “Someone
you know, first of all I need to be sure
that you won’t betray us like you did
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before” “Rumple” said “I can find him
and kill him on my own, why shall I
help someone like you?” “Victor”
squeezed his fist and the ring shined,
then “Rumple” felt dizzy and fall
down saying “What are you doing to
me?” “Victor” told him his situation
and that he can’t go anywhere unless
“Victor” allow him to go, “Rumple”
promised not to betray them…When the
deal was made between “Rumple” &
“Victor”, he teleported “Rose” to her
mother, where she was with the British
King and a lot of survivors, she was
mad but her mother told her that this
was better for her, “Victor” saw that
this job wasn’t for any special human,
specialists were needed for this war,
“The War of Destiny”…
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3 days later, the “Horsemen” were
discussing the situation and trying to
keep themselves updated with
“Elohim’s” location, he was moving
fast, he was somewhere near
“Riyadh”-“KSA”, with a lot of
mutants joining his army, “Frost” have
been freezing everywhere they went to,
it was snowing and cold in places
where weather used to be 113 0F and
sometimes more, “Fiona” was updating
“Wolf” and he was telling the others
everything, this note was worrying
“Victor”, “Elohim” saw the “Eiffel”
tower and knew about the reactor on its
top, but somehow it was destroyed and
the tower’s top was broken and on the
ground, he knew that “Magnet” was
involved in transporting the iron
structure from “Paris” to where it was
in south “Asia”, “Kun” and his friends
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destroyed it…“The Dragons” appeared
near the mansion and got ready to
attack the place according to “Kun’s”
instructions, “Victor” felt their
existence but didn’t know that it was
“Kun”, he warned the team and
suddenly the “Dragons” appeared
inside the place, the “Dragons” were
[Kun, Zero, Black, Smoke, Tore, Meili,
Fan, Qi, Reptile, Moloch, Barka, Ju,
Lan, Kytinn & Kong] the “Horsemen”
in the place that time were [Victor,
Rumple, Frank, Magnet, Achilles, Eve,
Wolf, Ercole, Ai, Humanoid, Cezar,
Angel, Angela, Tane & Archer] “Karen”
& “Katie” were outside buying some
food with “Jenny”, “Seshafi” was in
the mansion too, “Ai” was shocked to
see “Kun” with the “Dragons”, she
asked himwhat was happening and he
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didn’t reply to her, but he attacked her
and the fight started…

{Slaughter #6}

The “Horsemen” weren’t ready for a
fight, the “Dragons” used that, “Frank”
disappeared to get in his suit, “Ercole”
attacked “Moloch”, “Victor” fought
with “Tore”, “Kong” attacked “Magnet”
with his hammer, but the hammer was
made of metal so it was actually
“Magnet’s” weapon not his anymore,
“Qi” and “Wolf” had a hard
hand-to-hand fight, “Eve” was
trained well but she wasn’t like “Lan”,
“Ai” could hardly beat “Fan”, “Frank”
interfered and “Kun” was waiting him,
“Black” had “Tane” in a special fight,
“Reptile” noticed “Angela” after
poisoning “Ju”, he attacked her and
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soon she realized that his poisons were
stronger than hers, she asked for help
and “Rumple” wasn’t late, he
teleported “Reptile” to the center of the
sea, salt water hurt him badly enough
to vaporize him in seconds, “Ju” was
down already, “Frank” beat “Kun”
with his strength, “Smoke” was
fighting with “Angel” in a savage fight,
“Smoke” had nothing so special but the
smoke manipulation and turning his
form to smoke, but it was enough to
exhaust “Angel”, “Cezar” fought with
“Barka” and “Barka” hurt him,
“Meili” was attacked by “Seshafi”,
“Meili” didn’t waste a lot of time with
her and beat her easily due to her extra
arms and big size, then “Humanoid”
shot her in her leg injuring her, but he
wasn’t left to enjoy his victory, “Zero”
froze him, “Kytinn” was fighting with
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“Achilles” and could avoid “Achilles’s”
energy cards using her insect limbs but
she had nothing to do to avoid his
telekinesis power, “Magnet” tied “Kong”
with somemetals, “Wolf” was beaten by
“Qi” who was very fast and
professional, “Magnet” helped “Eve” by
using “Lan’s” stick-which was
metal-and rapped it around “Lan’s”
body tying her, “Tane” lost the fight
with “Black” but he was shocked by
“Rumple” and he casted a freezing
spell on “Black” paralyzing him, he
was aware but suddenly couldn’t move,
“Archer” shot “Qi” with an electric
arrow taking him down to save “Wolf”,
“Kytinn” found him and for his good
luck, “Angel” saved him and pulled
her away, “Archer” was on a higher
level but “Kytinn” could climb to him
using her insects limbs, the fall from
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high altitude broke one of her limbs
which was extremely painful for her,
“Moloch’s” power was enough to make
“Ercole” ask for help, “Achilles”
helped him and lifted that beast with
his power preventing it from moving,
then “Ercole” jumped and punched
“Moloch” a very strong punch, sending
“Moloch” through walls and it fall
without movement, “Victor” knew that
“Tore” was healing, so “Wolf”
interfered and speared “Tore” taking
him through a wall to a garden on the
other side, “Angela” used her power
and plants looking like giant arms
caught “Tore” preventing him from
moving, “Victor” fall in troubles with
“Zero”, “Tane” tried to help
“Humanoid” but “Smoke” interfered
and fought with him, “Kun” woke up
and attacked “Ai” with fire she tried to
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tell him that they weren’t gonna
destroy the east side but “Kun” told her
that she should be helping him to
protect their people’s lives, “Frank”
went to check on “Dr. Frank”, he was
okay but worried, “Frank” told him
that he should take him away, “Barka”
took “Cezar” down then “Cezar” found
one of “Frank’s” guns on the ground
next to him and shot “Barka” in the
head blowing his head off, despite
“Barka’s” ability to heal too, but a
blown head killed him…“Meili”
crawled away from her position, she
was in pain and bleed a lot, “Dr. Frank”
& “Frank” noticed her, “Dr. Frank”
told “Frank” to shoot her and “Frank”
was gonna do it, but “Jenny”, “Katie”
& “Karen” stopped him, “Jenny” saw
that “Meili” was tired and didn’t know
who was her but “Jenny” was kind,
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“Katie” lifted “Meili” and took her to
the “Grave” where some stuff for
medical aids were kept there, “Jenny”
aided “Meili” and she seemed
astonished why were these people
helping her while she was there to kill
them, “Frank” himself was astonished,
“Dr. Frank” told “Frank” to go and
help the others, “Frank” told “Katie” &
“Karen” to stay there to watch over “Dr.
Frank” & “Jenny”…“Smoke” could
beat “Tane” taking him out using his
smoke, “Frank” got out from a secret
door and saw “Smoke”, when “Frank”
tried to catch him, he turned to smoke
and went away, “Kun’s” fight with “Ai”
ended by him beating her in a
hand-to-hand fight, then he tried to
attack her with his chain-knife, but
“Magnet” tied him with the metal
chains and intended to kill him but
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“Ai” stopped “Magnet” from doing this,
“Black” could hardly teleport himself
away from his position, this teleport
broke the spell “Rumple” casted on
him, “Jenny” gave “Meili” a special
treatment for injuries, this treatment
made her almost normal and could
walk, only a bandage for external cut,
in 2040 medicine had a fast way to
heal injuries, when “Meili” was okay,
she stood up and felt no trouble in
moving, “Katie” & “Karen” were
alerted but she told them that she
means no harm “Why did you help me?
You were gonna blow a bomb to take
Asia to hell” “Jenny” said “If this was
a proposition then it is refused, even if
we have nothing else to do but we are
no slaughterers like Elohim, we’re the
Horsemen” “Meili” was convinced and
got out with “Katie” to stop her friends,
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“Rumple” was attacked by “Black”,
“Smoke” pulled “Archer” off his
position and fought with him, “Kytinn”
attacked “Eve”, but “Eve” used her
power and trapped “Kytinn” in the
ground using her power of
intangibility, “Victor” beat “Zero”
down, “Frank” freed “Humanoid” but
his systems were damaged, “Tane”
woke up and stayed with him, “Moloch”
woke up but “Achilles” & “Ercole” kept
him in control, “Angela” was tying
“Tore”, “Ju” died, “Cezar” had some
damages in his right arm, “Fan” was
fighting with “Angel” and both of them
hurt each other already, “Meili”
stopped the fight by “Katie’s” help,
“Meili” told her friends what
happened with her, but they told her
what happened with “Ju” & “Barka”
“Wolf” said “You attacked us, you
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expect us to give up or fight!?” “Meili”
looked at “Kun” and said “You pulled
us in the wrong fight, we should be
fighting the so called Elohim not these
people” “Kun” said in Chinese “They
are no different than Elohim, they’re
all killers” “Ai” replied in Chinese
“Careful Kun, you’re not in a good
position and we have the upper hand
now, if you really wanna stop Elohim,
you need us” “Victor” said “Enough
talking, if we have the same enemy
then we’re on the same side, we have to
organize our efforts to beat that Divine
creature” “Kun” wasn’t happy or
welcoming but he had to, but there was
a trouble, the demonic creatures didn’t
have to follow them, like [Moloch, Tore
& Kytinn] or the others like [Qi, Black,
Zero, Smoke, Kong, Lan or Fan] “Lan”
& “Fan” were sisters and “Ju” was their
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sister too, so their help wasn’t expected,
the others saw that they didn’t need to
involve themselves in a war like this
and the demonic creatures were evil
already, this disagreement ended by a
new fight, but this time “Rumple”
managed by teleporting them all in
different places around the world, this
dispersion ended the “Dragons” unity,
he only left “Kun” & “Meili” in the
place, “Ai” warned him of any try to
betray them again, “Victor” teleported
him to his school in “China”, it was
destroyed by “Elohim’s” army already,
then “Victor” appeared to him there
saying “You’re pointing your gun to the
wrong side kid, we didn’t do this,
Elohim did, help us and we’ll stop him
together” “Kun” found “Victor’s” words
convincing and agreed, then they
teleported back to “Wales”…This fight
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added one more fighter to the
“Horsemen”, “Meili”…

In “USA”, the statue of “Liberty”
wasn’t completely destroyed, “Elohim”
appeared there, he had an evil plan,
after a minute of looking at the statue,
he fixed it using his power of
molecular manipulation and rebuilt
it, but this wasn’t for a noble cause, he
casted a spell on the statue while it was
fixed and suddenly the statue started
moving, as if he planted life in the
solid structure, then “Elohim” hit it
with thunder, this made the monster
in control of thunder besides to its
giant size and strength, “Elohim”
ordered it to go to “Wales” and attack
God “Anhur”, the creature was gonna
know “Victor” or “Anhur” easily
depending on his high power, it
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jumped in the water and disappeared,
“Elohim” smiled then teleported
himself back to his army…

{The Fight with Liberty}

“Victor” healed everyone who got
injured, “Ercole” worked with his
father to fix any damages happened to
“Frank’s” suit, “Humanoid” or “Cezar’s”
arms, “Eve” introduced “Meili” to the
others…

After 7 hours of rest, the “Horsemen”
were surprised by witnessing high
waves and weird thundering weather,
after minutes of looking in the water,
“Victor” screamed suddenly “LOOK
OUT” then the statue of “Liberty” got
out of the sea with thunder, it was
giant and solid, “Rumple” casted a
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protection spell preventing the monster
from getting to them in the mansion,
“Magnet” could feel that it was all of
metal but “Wolf” advised him not to
use his power because of the huge
power of thunder, if “Magnet” got
shocked by it, he’d die at once, that’s
why “Elohim” made the statue control
thunder, the power of thunder was
completely unlike “Volt’s” power,
“Liberty’s” attack on the protection
spell was gonna end by him breaking it,
they had to do something, “Victor” told
“Angel” to join him and fly around the
monster to distract it away from the
others, he got ready and flew behind
“Victor”, “Wolf” called his friend
“Fiona”, she appeared and agreed to
help them, she flew and started
fighting with the monster bravely with
impressive power, “Katie” joined her
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later, “Angel” was told to pull back by
“Victor” and he helped the ladies, the
fight was dangerous and chaotic,
“Frank” rode his jet and prepared his
cans and missiles and posted them on
the monster and used the speaker in
his jet telling “Victor”, “Katie” &
“Fiona” to move away from the monster,
they flew away and “Frank” hit the
monster with full force, the damage
happened to it wasn’t so effective at the
chest or even the head, so “Frank”
launched his missiles on its lower half
and it was broken down for real, the
monster became unable to move on its
legs, then the others continued the
attack, but this time [Kun, Achilles,
Tane & Magnet] joined “Victor”, “Katie”
& “Fiona”, “Magnet” used the monster’s
lower half and attacked it with it after
dismantling it to big metal pieces,
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“Achilles” used his power and tried to
shrink it, “Kun’s” power of fire was
hurting the monster, “Katie” used her
optical blasts and fire power too, “Tane”
shot it with his energy, “Archer” shot
the monster in the head with his
explosive arrows, in seconds, the
monster exploded and got destroyed,
“Elohim” could see this using a
magical mirror, he got mad and
decided to wait them till they come to
him and he’d kill them himself…

In “Egypt”, “Elohim’s” armies
passed “Israel” conquering “Jerusalem”
and cut some distance in “Sinai”,
“Elohim’s” army destroyed every holy
place in the city, there was an Egyptian
mutant there, she was born with a
curse because her parents were siblings,
then she was abandoned by them, she
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never had a way to deal with humans
because of her demonic look and
nature, anything holy was hurting her
badly so she left to the desert near
“Sinai”, she felt “Elohim’s” power and
that he was getting close, besides to the
sudden change in climate, it was the
middle of summer in “Egypt”, but the
weather got so cold in days, her name
was “Zena”…

“Zena” knew about the pharaohs
and their Gods, she has been trying to
use magic to contact any gen or find a
way to make herself look like humans,
when she felt that “Elohim” was
getting close, she didn’t know him, she
thought that they were humans, so she
moved away in the Eastern desert, she
used to be afraid of humans…On her
way, she felt a huge power in an area,
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she tracked that power till she reached
to its source but there was nothing but
sand, she realized that this power was
generated from downwards, she started
digging and after hours and hours of
digging, she found stairs to a closed
tomb, it was a pharaoh tomb, but the
power was impressing her, she didn’t
know hieroglyphic, the tomb’s door
had writings about “Horus’s” second
eye, the second eye, but it was useless
without the magical spell allowing its
owner to use it, the spell “Taya” casted
when “Victor” placed the eye in his
face in the past, otherwise it was just a
glowing blue jewel, “Zena” broke in
and faced some traps inside but she
survived, in a short time, she found the
eye and acquired it, she moved out
hardly after a fight with a big cobra
snake inside, it was there to protect the
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eye from thieves…Once “Zena” could
get out of there with the eye, “Victor”
felt that and told them that they
should move to “Egypt” right the
way…Before “Victor’s” decision to leave
to “Egypt”, “Frank” was standing alone
thinking, “Eve” went to him and gave
him something warm to drink then she
asked him “What are we gonna do
father?” “Frank” said “We’ll kill this
guy and stop the unstoppable army of
destruction, we’ll give the world hope
again, TOGETHER” “Eve” asked “Will
the Earth survives?” “Frank” said after
a while “No, the world won’t survive
soon, you and your generation will
suffer building this planet from the
scratch again, God whipped the evil
humanity out of their glory, you must
build this planet again, like Noah and
his kids did centuries ago” then “Victor”
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called for everyone and told them they
should go to “Egypt”, before asking for
reasons, “Victor” teleported everyone to
“Cairo” suddenly…“Victor” felt
“Elohim’s” power close and “Elohim”
felt the same, that time “Elohim” had
new special security this time, they
were “Kun’s” friends, not all of them,
but some of them besides to “Tiger” who
found his way to “Elohim”, the
“Dragons” members who joined
“Elohim” were [Black, Smoke, Qi, Fan,
Lan, Kytinn, Tore & Kong] besides to
[Tiger, Frost & Imhotep], the “Horsemen”
didn’t know this, just like “Elohim”
didn’t know that “Seshafi” was still
alive and with them…“Victor” took the
crew to the old villa belonging to his
father, “Dr. Frank”, the villa was
seized by some thugs, “Frank” kicked
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them off too easily and the crew
camped there…

When the “Horsemen” settled,
“Victor” told them that “Elohim” was
in “Sinai” and he couldn’t beat him
without a special thing he needed to
acquire, so he told them that he was
gonna get it and return back, before
leaving he casted a protection spell
around the place, a spell strong enough
to keep “Rumple” inside without any
chance to escape, he knew that when
“Rumple” locates “Elohim”, he’d rush
and attack him, “Victor” saw that he
was gonna need “Rumple” soon…
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{Egypt: The Invaders Tomb}

“Wolf” & “Karen” detected magic
activity in the place, “Rumple”
confirmed but “Wolf” told him not to
interfere, “Angela” grew grass, trees
and bushes around the villa too easily,
she said “I believe it’s elemental[11]

magic” “Wolf” confirmed “Indeed, but
that’s not all, elemental magic poses no
threat but this is different…” then
“Rumple” interrupted saying “This is
a pharaohs curse” “Wolf” thought it
was dark magic, but “Rumple” told
him that this place was cursed by the
pharaohs and that there was no dark
magic around, this made everyone
worried, specially when they realized
that no one can pass the protection
spell “Victor” casted, not only
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“Rumple”, meaning that everyone was
trapped…

“Victor” reached the tomb in the
Eastern desert, “Zena” wasn’t camping
anywhere close, “Victor” could track
her easily depending on the power
emitted from the eye, but he wanted to
check this tomb first, “Victor” could see
the tomb’s door broken, when he
assembled it he could read what was
written, inside he read more on walls
and knew who was buried in this tomb,
it was God “Thoth”, he was killed by
“Elohim” centuries ago and the other
eye of “Horus” was hidden in his tomb
according to his will, he was also
warning who steal it from the anger of
the protective sphynx hounds, cats and
cobras, “Victor” took a look inside and
saw that they weren’t in their normal
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locations in any royal or Gods tomb, he
got out and hurried to find the robber
before these savage creatures…

“Victor” flew and found the robber,
“Zena” was fighting the sphynx
hounds and cats already but they were
wild and big in size, they hurt her
already, “Victor” interfered and killed
them all fast with his spear, “Zena”
was shocked by seeing “Victor”, she
asked him “Who are you? What are
you?” in Arabic, “Victor” returned to
his human form and replied in Arabic
too “I’m someone who’s gonna save you
from your sin if you handed over what
you stole right now” “Zena” looked at
the jewel then to him and said “Why
should I hand you anything for free?”
“Victor” said “Because if you didn’t, I’ll
leave and watch the next wave of
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attack on you till they kill you, then
I’ll take the jewel without effort, I can
take them down easily, you can’t”
“Zena” looked afraid and said “I want
to be human, I’m already dead away
from people, they fear me and curse me
every time they see me, I want to live
among them without fear, help me”
“Victor” told her to place the jewel on a
rock, she did it, then he broke her
curse and she turned to human, it was
painful but it happened and she
became human, during her
transformation, “Victor” took the jewel
and left after breaking the hunting
curse of the sphynx animals and
cobras too…“Zena” returned back to
civilization and people welcomed her
as a lost girl and she started living with
them, she was grateful for the mutant
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or wizard who saved her, she knew
who he was later…

“Victor” took off the eye he had and
fused both eyes to be one eye using some
magical dust he had, when both eyes
became one eye, “Victor” placed it in
his face again, this made “Victor”
possess “Horus’s” full power, he needed
both eyes to acquire such power, not
just one as “Taya” said…“Victor”
teleported back to the others and told
them to take 12 hours to prepare what
they need for a war against “Elohim”,
“Frank” asked him about the
protection spell but “Victor” didn’t
answer him…
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After 11 hours exactly, “Cairo” was
surprised by seeing the unstoppable
army with their mighty king coming,
even “Victor” didn’t expect that, but
“Angel” came with the news when he
saw them, he was told to keep an eye
around just in case, “Victor” opened
the old secret door in the villa, the one
inside the basement-or the old “Isaac”
family’s museum-this place was the
tomb of Goddess “Hathor”, “Victor”
needed her to keep his beloved ones safe
in case he failed, he couldn’t raise her,
but there were some spelled dust inside
to be used when “Egypt” was
threatened with destruction and to be
used by one man, “Anhur”, her
beloved God, he wasn’t sure that the
“Horsemen” were enough to stop such a
threat, he used the dust and activated
its magic, it was like calling God “Ra”
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for serious help, it wasn’t guaranteed
that “Ra” would listen, but “Victor”
saw that he should do everything he
can…The special jet used as a war truck
or a fighter arrived with “Rose”,
“Henley” & “Grace”, they were sent by
“Ivy” to help in the evacuation, “Mona”
could activate one of the old channels
satellites and used it to get images and
footage of the “Horsemen”, “Elohim’s”
army was seen and the footage was
terrifying, they were billions of
soldiers, weird animals and elephants,
besides to “Elohim” and his mutants,
so “Ivy” ordered “Henley” & “Rose” to
go there and work on ground
evacuation while the “Horsemen” do
their best, “Victor” didn’t seem
worried…“Rose” spoke to “Frank” and
told him that they got a new better suit
for him, then they opened a cradle
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with a new silver suit with a new mask
design and pistols, “Henley” went to
“Frank” and took him away from the
others, “Henley” was in love with
“Frank”, she was obsessed by him since
she was studying, when she worked
with him, she wanted to push him
away by complaining that his
assistance wasn’t needed by the
“Sentinels”, because she knew that he
was married to “Jenny” and she
wanted him for herself, “Cezar” knew
that but he said nothing, “Henley” told
“Frank” everything and cried while
talking, “Frank” was shocked by her
words, he told her to be careful and
they’d talk about this when he comes
back, “Frank” was really touched by
her tears and felt that he’d never see
her again, she had the same feeling
and that was why she told him her
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feelings, before leaving her, “Henley”
asked “Will an act of true love be
enough to thaw a FROZEN heart?”
“Frank” looked at her and didn’t
reply…“Victor” told “Archer” to join
the “Sentinels”, then “Rose” asked him
“We have a way to warn people and
secure the roads for their access to Alex
with trucks and buses, then boats to
Libya, what’s the attacking plan??”
“Victor” replied “We’ll go for a full
assault on Elohim, you and the
Sentinels lead the evacuation, call
people for emigration, you have to get
them across the roads and do it fast”
“Rose” wasn’t okay by leaving the fight
“Why?! Why are you saying that?” she
asked “Victor”, he replied “In case we
failed, save as much lives as you can, I
love you dear daughter” “Rose” looked
at him with amazement then she said
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“Thank you, for coming to this time to
save us” “Victor” didn’t reply and left,
he said “All roads lead to Egypt” to
himself then flew away to the others…

“Kun” came after taking a look at
the army, he told them that they were
millions of soldiers and many
elephants and animals, besides to his
friends, the “Dragons”, this was
shocking but the “Horsemen” could
handle them, the trouble was with the
army, “Victor” said “Don’t concern
yourselves with the soldiers” then
“Victor” casted a spell raising old
trapped spirits, these spirits were dead
pharaoh soldiers and slaves allover
history, the “Horsemen” were shocked
to see this, “Frank” asked him why
didn’t he do this earlier and end this
war without all these deaths, “Victor”
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replied “I wasn’t strong as I am now”,
“Rumple” was afraid of a war like this
but he had no choice but to do what
“Victor” orders him to do, “Wolf” was
worried because “Fiona” didn’t reply
his calls, “Karen” told him that
probably “Elohim” gathered them to
join his army, “Elohim” knew about
the army of spirits “Victor”
raised…“Achilles” had a picture of
“Julia”, his tears fall while looking at
the picture, “Magnet” saw him so he
went to him and said “I’m sorry about
her, she shouldn’t have been with us
that night but her death wasn’t our
fault” “Achilles” looked at him and
said “Yes it was our fault, if we were
there for her, these robots wouldn’t
have killed her if we were there for
her…” “Magnet” interrupted him
saying “Achilles nobody cares about
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your point of view, what you think is
for you, what’s gonna happen minutes
from now is for HER and every living
mankind on Earth and even for
everyone who died because of this devil
Elohim, stop crying and get ready to
kill someone” then he left “Achilles”
with tears in his eyes, he was
encouraging “Achilles” while in fact
he was dying from the inside just like
him, “Eve” went to “Achilles” and
calmed her twin bro down…

After preparations on both sides,
“Elohim” and his armies started
walking towards “Cairo”, “Imhotep”
made a sand storm to blind their
enemies, “Victor” said “It’s starting now,
let’s go” to the others, then he removed
the sand storm using his power of air
bending, “Elohim” was surprised but
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he knew that “Victor” was somehow
more powerful than before, when the
armies were close enough to see each
other, “Elohim” teleported to the area
between both armies, meaning that he
wanted “Victor” for the last talk,
“Rumple” told him that this could be a
diversion or a trick but “Victor”
ignored him and teleported himself to
the same location facing “Elohim”,
“Elohim” started talking after seconds
of silence “Why all this struggle while
you know that I’ll crush your army of
the dead by my gens and army? You
think being stronger will make you
stop these millions of soldiers or even
stop ME??” “Victor” replied “I will stop
you and your army, Egypt is the tomb
for all conquerors and invaders allover
history and today Matt, is your last day
on Earth’s surface, I guarantee this to
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you” “Elohim” teleported back to his
army and “Victor” did the same,
minutes later “Elohim’s” army started
moving, but the elephants were in the
front, “Victor” casted a magical spell
calling a giant sphinx creature besides
to hundreds of harpy creatures flying
fast towards the Gog and Magog army,
the sphinx was a 20 feet height
creature with a lion body and legs,
giant eagle wings and a human female
head with shining eyes, when the
sphinx and the harpies attacked they
made disturbance to “Elohim” and his
army, then “Victor” ordered his army
to attack, the fight took hours and the
fight between “Victor” & “Elohim” was
massive and harder than before, “Wolf”
climbed on one of the elephants and
guided it to hit the other elephants,
“Frost” interfered and froze the
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environment, “Frank” told “Rumple”
to stop her but he couldn’t, “Frank”
shot her with the new guns, they hurt
her but the damage wasn’t big, she
tried to freeze him but he was fast and
avoided her, “Kun” interfered and shot
her with his fire and the fight between
them became tough, “Frank” went to
help the others in the field, “Magnet”
tried to help “Victor” against “Elohim”
but he was shocked to see that “Victor”
was in control, “Achilles” killed
“Kong”, “Ai” had a hard fight with
“Fan” but “Ai” could kill her, “Eve”
couldn’t beat “Lan” so “Angela” aided
her and poisoned “Lan”, she lasted for
seconds then died, “Angela” looked at
“Eve” as if she wanted to say “This one
is for what happened in London” and
“Eve” read that in her mind, “Smoke”
was hard to kill, he injured “Angel”
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and tried his luck with “Katie” but she
handled him, “Black” was crushed by
the sphinx while he was fighting with
“Tane”, “Eve” trapped “Tore’s” lower
half in the ground using her power of
intangibility then harpies attacked
him and tore him apart, one of them
pulled his head off, “Meili” was
fighting bravely with “Seshafi” side by
side and could kill “Kytinn” together,
“Ercole” managed killing “Tiger”
hardly after a long fight, “Rumple”
beat “Imhotep” down and sent him
back to the underworld using dark
magic, although “Imhotep” was a
strong wizard, but “Rumple” was
smarter, “Wolf” had some unfinished
business with “Qi” and could beat him,
“Qi” asked for mercy “Wolf” replied
“You can’t tame an animal with a
human mind” then he killed “Qi”
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violently, “Elohim” & “Victor” fall in
the middle of the fight, when “Frank”
saw them, he called “Magnet” and the
others to attack “Elohim” together like
what they did with the “First One” &
the statue of “Liberty”, “Rumple”
appeared and agreed to this bringing 2
fire balls on his hands, “Tane” & “Kun”
were close so they attacked “Elohim”
with their powers too, “Katie” &
“Achilles” interfered, then “Rumple”
casted a protection spell around them
to avoid any outside interference then
everyone attacked “Elohim” with full
power [Victor, Magnet, Achilles, Kun,
Tane, Katie & Rumple] “Magnet” used
all metals around the area and
attacked “Elohim” with them,
“Achilles” attacked with his cards first,
then he realized that he can give power
to anything else not just his cards, so he
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energized “Magnet’s” metals streams
making it more powerful with stronger
strikes, “Elohim” was making a
barrier around himself, he was
affected by their powers and needed
help, “Frost” tried to help him but the
protection spell couldn’t be passed by
her or anyone else, not even the gens,
“Frank” was shooting at “Elohim”
with the others, but he saw that
distracting “Frost” was gonna be more
effective, “Ai” attacked her and “Frank”
shot her again and got out of the spell’s
limits, “Seshafi” & “Meili” tried to
help but “Frost” froze them, “Ercole”
could help by throwing a huge rock at
her to slow her down, “Cezar” had a
fusion gun, made specially for this
situation and started melting the ice off
the 2 warrior ladies, “Wolf” & “Ercole”
told their father to work on killing the
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soldiers and prevent their
progress…The attack on “Elohim”
wasn’t so much effective, “Elohim” hit
“Tane” & “Kun” with his telekinesis
till they hit a rock and using the
molecular manipulation he tied them
to the rock and they couldn’t move to
help the others, “Elohim” gathered his
power and shocked everyone by a
furious uprising pushing everyone
away, “Magnet” & “Achilles” were
hurt, “Rumple” & “Katie” survived,
but “Katie” fainted, “Victor” wasn’t
affected by “Elohim’s” uprising, he
looked at “Victor” and said “My turn
now” “Victor” looked up and turned to
his human form replying “That won’t
make any difference for you now” then
the sky was lighted with a very bright
light and an extremely giant golden
creature appeared from the light, it was
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God “Ra”, “Victor” bowed before the
God of Gods, “Elohim” was amazed
watching and not understanding, “Ra”
said “In a world of fear there nothing
left to do but to take a stand, A REAL
ONE” then “Ra” looked at “Elohim”
with anger and breathed a very
powerful light energy, “Elohim”
created his barrier around himself but
it didn’t save him for even seconds,
“Elohim” exploded like a bomb, then
the rest of the breathed power hit
hundreds of the Gog and Magog soldiers
vanishing them and some animals,
whatever left from the army bowed
down to “Ra” when “Elohim” died,
everyone was afraid of the creature, its
wings ends couldn’t be seen, it was like
a giant eagle with 4 legs, its height was
nearly to the surface of the atmosphere
or maybe higher, and its tall couldn’t
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be predicted because its tail wasn’t seen,
it was too far away like miles, “Ra”
ordered “Victor” to stand up “Stand
strait Anhur, the new Lord of the Air,
you and your people are the new Gods
of Egypt, the present Gods of this time,
I’ll be there for my creation when you
can’t stand alone, now you and your
present worshipers enjoy the peace, you
stopped annihilation when you started
learning that you’re not enough on
your own, the ultimate power appears
when many powerful abilities unite
together for the good of humanity” then
light got brighter and suddenly the
creature disappeared and the sun rose
again…“Cezar” melted the ice on
“Meili” & “Seshafi”, but everyone was
shocked by seeing “Frost” standing with
her severe injuries but with anger in
her eyes, “Frost” said “You killed my
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child, now all of you are gonna DIE”
she opened her mouth and suddenly a
giant wave of snow was generated
behind her, it looked like a giant
mouth gonna swallow them, then the
wave attacked the “Horsemen”, “Ercole”
already freed “Kun” & “Tane” from the
rock trapping them, everyone was told
to run by “Victor”, he tried to stop her
but he told them to run, “Frank” sent
the mark to “Henley” who was ready
with the special flying truck, she flew
to them and arrived fast, then they
started to get on board and they made it
hardly, “Angela’s” legs were frozen
because she was the last one who got on
board, “Kun” saved her and melted the
ice using his power, “Frank” got really
concerned about her and she noticed
her father’s love, but they weren’t safe,
the snow storm passed “Victor” and it
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was still following them fast, “Frost”
was shooting “Victor” with ice flow, she
was extremely powerful, but she
couldn’t freeze “Victor” which was
weird for her, but not for him, he was
a God, no power could affect him no
matter what it was, elemental magic,
dark magic or any other kind, but he
couldn’t help the others because he was
busy resisting her ice flow, “Rumple”
saw that there was no way for them to
escape this, so he teleported the jet to be
behind “Frost” directly, a 1/4 mile
away from her, “Henley” was shocked
and disturbed, “Frank” was driving
next to her, he took the controls and
landed the wheels, then by maximum
speed he hit “Frost” from behind, it
worked and the high speed injured her
badly, the truck passed after hitting
“Frost” and it hit “Victor” too, he
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caught the truck and somehow stopped
it after slipping for a distance, this
situation made “Frank” & “Victor”
remember that night in 2015, when
“Frank” killed “Victor” in “Egypt”, the
only time when “Victor” died for real,
both men took a second looking at each
other…The sphinx creature appeared
after hitting “Frost” and got close to her
then it crushed “Frost” strongly several
times in the ground killing her…When
it was done, “Rumple” said “That’s it,
you won the War of Destiny and Ra
confirmed you as Gods, I have no place
here now” to them, then he
disappeared…“Humanoid” wasn’t seen
the whole fight, “Cezar” found him
destroyed under some wreckage, he
didn’t have time to ask for help, he was
destroyed and his systems went down at
once…“Cezar” was sad and expressed
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his sorrow for his friend’s death saying
“Goodbye old friend”…

{Delayed Secrets}

“Dr. Frank” got tired and his
condition wasn’t stable, “Jenny”
contacted “Rose” and told her, “Jenny”
told her not to tell “Frank” but to tell
“Victor” to come as fast as possible
based on “Dr. Frank’s” will, “Victor”
was happy by his victory and winning,
“Rose” took him aside and told him,
“Victor’s” face changed and teleported
himself there at once, “Dr. Frank” was
taken to the agency’s hospital despite
the shortage in resources, but it was the
only thing “Ivy” & “Jenny” had to do,
“Ivy” was there, she met “Victor” with a
long silence then she told him what
happened and took him to “Dr. Frank”,
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“Dr. Frank” asked everyone to leave
them alone, “Ivy” took the doctor and
nurses out and left, “Jenny” was
outside already, she asked “Ivy” “You
think he’ll tell him?” “Ivy” replied “I
don’t know if Victor know about the
twins or not, probably he knows, this
family have been the biggest enigma in
my life, secrets never end, they just
delay revealing secrets till it’s TOO
LATE”…“Victor” looked sad and almost
crying, he said “Hey kid, don’t give up
on me now, I just won my war and Ra
blessed me and those kids” “Dr. Frank”
replied “For centuries you never had
the chance to live a normal life like
any other mutant or human, these
decades of serving you were nothing in
your LONG lifetime, be careful, since
the world’s fall, shades became
everywhere, the dead are not resting in
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peace and a lot of them are trapped in
this world” “Victor” replied “I know
but don’t worry, I’ll fix this soon” “Dr.
Frank” said “You still have one more
secret to be revealed to them, these kids
deserve to know about their father”
“Victor” said “I couldn’t bring them
together the other times, I had to use the
twin brother, he was made and hidden
for this purpose, you know that” “Dr.
Frank” said “Yeah I know, but now
after everything is done, what will you
do? There’s no twin anymore to make
any shifts or to take any turns, you’re
standing in the ‘Prestige’ act, no more
‘Pledge’ no more ‘Turn’, the one with
them now is the Prestige, the end of the
trick, using him again will be like
repeating a silly trick over and over
again and there’s no telling if he’s
gonna listen anymore, he’s not the same
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since he killed his twin”…Magic tricks
have 3 main acts, the first act is the
‘Pledge’, a magician or wizard shows
the audience something ordinary, like
a man, he shows everyone that man,
making him deal with everyone and
act like a human in all cases and
occasions to prove that he’s indeed real,
unaltered, a normal mortal, but
probably the normal mortal isn’t
normal at all, the second act is the
‘Turn’, the wizard takes the ordinary
man and makes him do something
extraordinary, something mortals can’t
do, but doing something extraordinary
needs coverage, another man prepared
for replacement, someone to bring
things back to order when the ‘Pledge’
man is gone, someone to be there in
order to build a complete trick to those
who deal with that man, the
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‘Prestige’…“Victor” replied to “Dr.
Frank” “Frankenstein is my
Abracadabra, I’ve been redesigning
him and reshaping his positions
through time to make the thing
humans needed the most but can’t
admit this need, I’ve been doing this for
centuries without feeling sorry for the
one I chose as Frankenstein, but Mark
is different, I feel deeply sorry for him
and his twin brother, I feel sorry for his
kids, they weren’t gonna be mutants or
heroes like they are now, but they were
chosen to save the world, I couldn’t do
this alone in the past, I couldn’t unite
them and failed to stop Elohim every
time on my own and Ra wasn’t there
for me, because I never realized that I
wasn’t enough, till you guided my
vision to this idea, I had to do all this
to reach this point now, to give
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humanity the PEACE they need, you
understand don’t you?” “Dr. Frank”
didn’t reply because he was DEAD
while “Victor” was talking, “Victor”
was tensed and mad, “Victor” could
heal injuries and some infections, but
he can’t do anything for a too old man
dying, this made him feel weak,
“Goodbye my friend, we arrived to the
end of the line, every time you used to
bury me, now I bury you” then he
lifted “Dr. Frank” and teleported back
to “Egypt”, to “Amun’s” temple at
“Siwa” oases, the temple was buried
under the sand for centuries, “Victor”
raised his hand from down to up and
the temple started rising from the sand,
“Victor” took “Dr. Frank” inside and
mummified him, then he put him in a
special casket and put him it in a secret
chamber and casted a protection spell
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on it, before leaving he looked at the
temple one more time before burying it
under the sand, with tears in his eyes
then he buried the temple again, by
this time, “Rumple” appeared behind
“Victor” and said “I’m sorry for the old
man, he was a good assistant to you
among the 80s and 90s, but I think we
have some business to discuss” “Victor”
looked at the ring he was wearing and
said “This ring won’t be away from me
and you won’t acquire it, if you ever
caused troubles anywhere in the world,
you’ll lose your magic and trust me
Rumple, you’ll regret testing my
patience” “Rumple” didn’t like that
but didn’t reply and left…
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“Frank” and the others knew that
“Victor” wasn’t there, so they used the
jet they had and traveled back to
“Wales”, in 5 hours they arrived there,
the place was destroyed, “Magnet” &
“Achilles” said that they can rebuild
the place again using their powers,
they started building the place and in
an hour they were done, “Angela”
replanted the gardens and trees around
the place like it used to be in the past
saying “Nature always wins, not magic,
not God and certainly not technology”,
“Kun” & “Tane” were there, “Tane”
spoke with “Ai” and told her that it
was an honor to work with her and
“Frank”, she told him to stay but he
preferred going back home to his people,
“Ai” told him to call her anytime he
needed her, the world was rebuilding
itself and communications were getting
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back, “Kun” told her the same thing,
she knew that he got a lot to do in
“China” and a lot of people to be
helped there, she kissed him before
leaving then he used his magic and
teleported himself to “China”…

“Eve” told her brothers her
suspicions around “Frank”, she told
them that she couldn’t read his mind
since he appeared again, this made
“Wolf” suspect that whoever was with
them wasn’t their father but if so, he’d
have known, “Frank’s” smell was like
usual, “Achilles” had a plan to know
if “Frank” was hiding something about
this case or not “There’s a way to know
if he’s hiding something or not, there’s
an old magician’s quote says ‘A
magician’s greatest power lies forever
shrouded in his empty fist and the very
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idea that he can…” then “Magnet”
interrupted him completing the quote
“…convince the world that he is in fact
carrying with him a secret’ fine, but
what secret are we gonna bargain with??
We know nothing!!” “Wolf” said
“Exactly, this is what we’ll bargain
with, we’ll tell dad that we know about
him and see his reaction” “Ai” &
“Angela” were there but they didn’t
comment, “Ercole” saw that their
father was so smart to fall in such
tricks, “Eve” told him that it was a risk
they had to take…

“Frank” arrived from outside with
“Rose” & “Henley”, the “Horsemen”
siblings asked to talk to him and he
agreed, when they were alone, “Ercole”
asked his father “What were you doing
in the locked room down there in the
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Grave dad?” “Frank” replied “I was
working on a special project but now
nothing matters, we’re together” “Eve”
was trying hardly to get into “Frank’s”
mind but she couldn’t, “Frank” looked
at her and said “You can’t get in my
head, I know” “Eve” and the others
were shocked and asked for the reason,
“Frank” said that he didn’t know but
he noticed that “Eve” was looking at
him with struggle revealing her tries,
“Wolf” asked him about his death and
who shot him, “Frank” replied
“Whoever shot me missed his shot and
he already regretted missing it don’t
worry” the answers were not satisfying
but it was obvious that “Frank” was
hiding a lot of things, “Achilles”
looked at “Magnet” then to his father
and said “We know the truth dad, you
don’t have to hide anymore” “Frank”
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looked at him with coldness and asked
him “And what did you know?
Assuming there’s anything” “Magnet”
interfered and said “Your fake death,
your way to block Eve, everything”
“Frank” knew for sure that they knew
nothing at all when “Magnet” said
‘fake death’ “Listen well, I’m not a
rookie, I’m the best negotiator and
interrogator on the planet so you can’t
put me in a tangle, I love you all so
much and trust me, when the time
comes, you’ll know what you must
know, but now is not the time” “Frank”
left them, “Wolf” said “You’re right,
he’s hiding too much” “Ercole” trusted
his father saying “He’ll tell us in the
right time, we just have to wait and
trust him like we used to do all these
years” no one replied but they were
worried and afraid…“Jenny” arrived
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with news that “Dr. Frank” & “Victor”
were gone missing, the “Horsemen”
didn’t know what to do, “Frank” said
“Victor will show up again soon, but I
think father won’t”, “Jenny” hugged
her son strongly and talked to him
about leaving “Wales” together, she
wanted to leave “Frank” because she
felt that he was in a relationship with
“Henley” or “Rose”, this wasn’t the real
reason but she didn’t wanna tell
“Ercole” the real reason, he replied
with strong words “I can’t leave them
now, our strength is in our unity, what
happens to them must go through me
first, they’re my family, if we dispersed
now in this dangerous world, we might
not survive, we’re staying mom” his
strong words made “Jenny” cry…
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{The Mark V}

For months, the world has started to
rebuild itself, weak signals of the old
Wi-Fi were made, electricity towers,
power stations, street control and many
things more were made and reset again
in the remaining big countries like
[USA, UK, Eastern Union & China] the
rest of the world was still struggling but
the progress was coming sooner or
later…“England” saw the necessity of
recruiting mutants in their forces and
in the “MI6”, the best ones to be chosen
were the “Horsemen”, “Ivy” was told to
pick up some mutants and hire them
for the government and she agreed,
choosing wasn’t hard for her, the team
she made was composed of [Magnet,
Achilles, Eve, Ercole, Wolf, Ai, Angela,
Karen & Meili] besides to some humans
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in the team for special cases like [Cezar,
Archer, Angel & Henley], “Katie”
decided to disappear, although she fell
in love with “Ercole”, but she left
without saying anything, thinking
that he had no feelings towards her
and he didn’t feel anything towards
her for real, the crew were called “The
Mark V” according to “Ivy’s” suggestion
and no one refused, she called it like
this referring to “Frank” who was going
back to the shadows again, despite the
news about his life and people’s
positive identifications to him but he
intended not to use the mask of
“Frankenstein” again…“Wolf” &
“Karen” intended to live together in
another house near the mansion,
“Frank” spoke with “Wolf” before
leaving when he was preparing to move,
“Frank” said “Are you sure I’ve no way
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to make you stay?” “Wolf” replied
“You’re a strategist dad, you have a
plan for every occasion, you can
convince me to do anything, goodbye
old man” “Frank” replied “Good luck
son”…

In “Egypt”, people stopped
worshiping God and started
worshiping “Victor” who wasn’t there
to be worshiped, but they considered
him their savior, the idea of who to
worship was a point of conflict in
“Egypt”, that kind of conflicts “Egypt”
used to face, religious conflicts and
struggles, it was a kind of humans
nature, to struggle and fight for what
they believe in, as long as the world is
progressing, the world is going further
away from God but people can’t ignore
technology and science too, that trouble
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can never be solved by humans, they
just have to choose between God and
religion or technology and logical
science, others prefer magic and
believing in the impossible, some
humans in this generation might have
witnessed what the past ones never
witnessed, but what they saw will
always be mentioned in history and
remain in people’s minds and hearts
for centuries coming…“Solomon’s” ring
was destroyed when “Elohim” was
ended, meaning that the gens and
fairies were free from any wizards
control and they weren’t forced to
answer any call from any wizard or
witch anymore, they became free…The
scepter of mind control wasn’t
destroyed and it still had magic,
“Victor” didn’t forget about it and
found it somehow, he took it and hid it
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somewhere no man would ever think of,
he went to “Mars” planet and hid it
somewhere there, he saw that such
thing might lead the world to its end,
specially while “Rumple” around…

“Rose” moved to live in the mansion
again, “Frank” was happy with
that…One day, she found a very old
piece of paper on her desk, rolled with
a tie, she opened it and found out that
it was the last message from her father,
he wrote “My dear Rose, I see a
beautiful world and brilliant humans
rising from this abyss, I see the lives for
which I fought for peaceful, useful,
prosperous & happy, I see that I have a
sanctuary in their hearts and in the
hearts of the descended generations
after them, it’s a far better thing that I
do than I’ve ever done and now it’s a far
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better rest that I get than I’ve ever
known, I entered the human life when
life began, now I leave humans to make
their own decisions in 2040, love now
and always, YOUR FATHER” then she
found a new hammer for her, “Victor”
made it by magic and left it for his
daughter as a goodbye present, it looked
exactly like her old hammer, with
tears in her eyes she said “Goodbye
papa”…The next day, “Victor”
appeared to “Frank”, “Frank” said “I
thought I’d never see you again” “Victor”
replied “You thought the same in 2017,
now we’re in 2040 and here we are”
“Frank” asked him what he wanted,
“Victor” said “You have nothing I need,
mortal, I wanted you to know that
father died and he loved you Mark, he
loved BOTH of you” “Frank” burst in
him with anger “WHAT KIND OF LOVE
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MAKES A MAN DENY HIS OWN CHILD,
one of us was always in the picture and
the other had to hide till his turn
comes, every time any of us used to go to
any operation with fear that the turn
will end in this operation, the heavy
legacy of being the Prestige, of being
alone, we were never used to live
without taking turns, now I have to
adapt with the new situation because I
became the Prestige, at least he had
some rest away from all this chaos”
“Victor” said “I’m so sorry, I can’t fix
the past as much as I can preserve it, I
can almost change anything, but I can’t
change human nature, I can’t change
DEATH, goodbye old brother” “Frank”
replied “Goodbye Victor” then “Victor”
disappeared…“Frank” started writing
about what happened during these 3
years, he started his journal by this
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paragraph: “Mutants, people born with
extraordinary abilities, but they’re
still like children who need guidance,
a gift can often be a curse, give someone
the ability to fly and they might fly too
close to the sun, give someone the power
of prophecy and they’ll always live
with fear from the future, give them the
greatest powers of them all, the ones
beyond imagination, the ones that
can’t be stopped for real, only then they
might believe that they’re meant to rule
the world”…He also wrote about
“Frank’s” death and how it happened,
it happened after some talking between
the twins, “Frank”-the “Horsemen’s”
dad-wanted to reveal the secret to his
sons, “Dr. Frank” didn’t like that,
although his efforts to make “Frank”
forget this but he failed, “Dr. Frank”
couldn’t risk revealing this secret now
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so he told his other son to finish his
own twin and replace him forever this
time, the twin bro didn’t wanna kill
his twin but he had to do this, this one
was the one who was weak to “Dr.
Frank’s” decisions and orders, when
“Frank”-the twin-got in “Frank’s”-the
father-room, the father knew that this
was it, this was the end of the line to
him, the twin had an old revolver in
hand that time and said “I’m sorry
brother, I can’t refuse and I can’t let you
expose us that easy” the father replied
“You!!! It was a matter of time I guess,
this is it bro, we’re done, we’re exactly
in the situation that old mad man
wanted us to be decades ago, anyway
it’s over, we go alone now, we both go
separate ways, I am sorry for Paige &
Jenny, I didn’t mean to hurt them, I
didn’t, but I loved Hylaria…You go live
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your life in full now, for both of us, no
more turns or replacements, just you
from now on…” the twin interrupted
him with tears in his eye “Stop, you
can fix this by letting it go and dad
will accept your apology” the father
said “He’s no father, no dad, he’s the
doctor who created us, monsters creator,
about Victor, he’s a powerful devil
don’t trust him, if you let me live now,
I’ll make both of us live, if you killed
me now, there will be only one of us
because I won’t keep my mouth shut
anymore, that’s enough, you have to
make a decision right now” the twin
replied in tears “Goodbye brother”
then he shot the father and left…These
were “Frank’s” writings about what
happened that night, he used invisible
ink to write about this, after he
finished, he hid the papers in a secret
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place he made, a place no one knew
about, not even “Jenny” or “Rose” or
even “Cathy”, who was “Frank’s” close
friend, at the end he signed it by “I
Markenstein”…When the twin left, the
room was okay, but during the long
talk between the twins, someone was
standing at the window from the
outside, he was a vampire creature, one
of “Rumple’s” men in the past, he was
one of his most trusted men, he knew
the time freezing spell and the
concealment spell, when the father was
shot, the vampire casted the time
freezing spell to freeze time, then he got
in and started looking for something
special, he messed the place and broke
some things, he didn’t find what he
was looking for, so he casted the
concealment spell and left, then from
the outside, he removed the time
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freezing spell and left…He was seen
during ‘The War of Destiny’ by “Wolf”,
but he had no role in it, he was just
watching “Rumple”, “Wolf” was
digging behind him for weeks, but
couldn’t know much, that time, they
used to call “Wolf” with a complex
name, it was made for him by “Frank”,
“Wolfenstein”, “No man or mutant can
replace Frankenstein” “Rose” said to
herself…The vampire found “Rumple”
and they decided to stick together, his
name was “Jason”…

In November 22nd 2040, Achilles
found “Victor’s” cipher book by chance,
he opened it and read some, then he
looked at the last paragraph and read
it “Now you’re looking for the secret but
you won’t find it, because you’re not
really looking, you don’t wanna work
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it out, you want to be FOOLED, yes, you
there, reading this right now, you’re
fooled and will always be, because you
can’t be told the truth, not by me or
him, sometimes even magicians can’t
know everything” “Achilles” felt fear
and dropped the book, he took his
breath and hid the book, he saw that
this book can’t be seen by anyone, not
even his brothers & sisters…“Magnet” &
“Grace” announced their intention to
get married, somehow they were
together and had feelings for each
other…

“Victor” went to “Ra” on “Mercury”
planet again and prayed to talk to him,
minutes later, “Ra” appeared to “Victor”
and asked him what he wanted,
“Victor” discovered that time travel
through the Pyramid was sealed to the
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year after “Elohim’s” attack, “Ra”
confirmed doing this and told “Victor”
that manipulating time was a mistake
“Forget about time, what happened
before my sons[12] death was past you
can’t fix, live as a king and rule the
world from Egypt, this place is the clue
for the ultimate power of the planet,
the place where I started my creation by
making you and the other Gods, you’re
the last one now, keep this country safe
and leave what happened in the past to
die with it” then “Ra” sent “Victor” to
“Egypt” in the same year, 2040,
“Seshafi” said goodbyes to the
“Horsemen” and went back home to
“Egypt”, “Victor” flew in the air and
had some patrols in “Cairo”, people
were happy to see him and they were
chanting “Long live the King of Egypt
and the Lord of the Air” then he stood
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on a high hill then people started
gathering and bowed down to him,
“Seshafi” was there by that time and
“Victor” saw her, he moved his head
while looking at her and she did the
same, as if they were saying “We did it
together as old pharaohs”, “Victor’s”
tries to find “Taya” went to nothing,
she wasn’t known in history and had
no tomb, despite “Victor’s” powerful
magic, he couldn’t find her…“Zena”
made it to “Cairo” 2 days later and
found “Victor’s” castle, he created the
castle by his magic to live and rule
from it, she asked to see him and he
accepted by clearing the way for her to
see him, he sealed himself using magic
form being seen by humans, he called
himself “Horus” that time, based on
“Ra’s” order to him, “Ra” saw in
“Victor” the grandson he always
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wanted to have, “Zena” bowed before
“Victor”-“Horus”-and cried at his legs
begging for forgiveness for her rudeness
with him in the desert when she
bargained with him, she was beautiful
and attractive, “Horus” made her his
special maid for months then he
married her and announced her as the
Queen of “Egypt” when they fall in
love together…This way, “Egypt”
returned back to its right position, to its
real civilization, to the 32ndDynasty of
“Egypt” with “Cairo” as its capital this
time, “Horus” tried many times to
convince the “Horsemen” to come to
“Egypt” and live there as Gods, he
meant [Magnet, Achilles, Eve, Ercole,
Wolf, Ai & Angela] not “Frank” or
“Rose” or anyone else, the “Horsemen”
refused the idea of leaving strictly and
they told “Horus” that they didn’t do
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what they did to be Gods or Kings, they
did it for humanity…The new kingdom
started with the pure Egyptian blood of
“Horus” & “Zena”, later on, “Seshafi”
was hired to be the palace’s guardian,
based on “Horus’s” will…

In May 2041, “Horus” had someone
in mind, someone he didn’t see before
but never forgot, “Layla”, his 3rd Arab
daughter, finding her wasn’t easy but
she was alive with 4 kids, poor and
widowed, he went to her in person
secretly after months of looking for her,
“Layla” bowed down to him in fear,
“Horus” told her everything and gave
her evidence that he was her father,
she was convinced but refused to go
with him, she saw that he made love
with her mother and abandoned them
afterwards, “Horus” wasn’t expecting
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her acceptance, but he had to find her
and tell her that he was there for her
then he left, but this time he had his
eye on her and his grandchildren-her
kids-waiting for her to come to him
asking for her right in her father’s
legacy…The Legacy of Frankenstein…
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{Album}

(Frankenstein suit 2018 to 2021)

(Frankenstein suit 2021 to 2025)
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(Frankenstein suit 2025 to 2029)

(Frankenstein tactical suit)
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(Frankenstein suit 2038 to 2040)

(The Hammer Drones model)
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(Satan’s suit design)

(Frankenstein’s bike)
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(An alien soldier)

(Cryogun)
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(The Mayan Pyramid in Honduras)

(The Mayan Crest)
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(Rose’s mirror)

(Rose’s laser gun)
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(Angkor Wat temple in Cambodia)
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(Kun’s chain knife)

(Sais knives)
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(Frankenstein latest suit in 2040)

(Frankenstein’s new pistols)
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(Archer’s gun)

(Frankenstein’s new mask design)
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(Frankenstein’s new war jet/truck)

(Victor’s spear)
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(The scepter of mind control in Angkor
Wat temple)

(Chinese humanoid robot)
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{Abbreviations}

1] German Intelligence
2] Since 2035, the world began to deal
with flying vehicles, Auto-drivers,
Taxi drones, Flying ambulances and
more, but these vehicles had a specified
altitude not to cross and a specified
velocity, or the engines would be burnt
or destroyed causing a disaster
3] Amun: King of Gods, a Creator God
4] Ivy
5] Kek: God of Chaos and Darkness
6] New York City
7] King Narmer (Menes)
8] Kingdom Saudi Arabia
9] Magnet
10] Imhotep
11] Magical control over elements of
nature: Earth, Air, Fire & Water
12] Gods of Egypt
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{Notes}

1. This is the 5th part of the
“Markenstein Legend”, to follow up
with it, the past 4 parts must be read…
2. The 5 parts are written by one
Author/ Mark M. Isaac…
3. All mentioned names have no real
existence in life…
4. The only official sources for the
novels are the Facebook page “Novels
from Nowhere” or the official websites:

*www.markisaac010.webs.com
*www.magdymark187.wixsite.com/ma
rkenstein010

Written by:

Mark M. Isaac


